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G
Speed Greater Accuracy Greater Efficiencyreateare

the logical results of installing the

Underwood Typewriter
Underwood special 'purpose machines meet the

particular needs of every business. Exclusive
Underwood features make possible the most im-
portant labor-saving systems of modern accounting.

`The ever growing:demandlputs the_annual sales
of Underwoods far ahead of those of any other
machine-making necessary the largest typewriter
factory and the largest typewriter office building in
the world.

Such a demand from business men everywhere is
unquestionable evidence of the practical mechanical
superiority of

" THE MACHINE YOU WILL EVENTUALLY BUY "
Branch Offices in all Principal Cities

Underwood Typewriter Co. Inc
UNDERWOOD BUILDING, NEW YORK

-m-EVERY INCH GOOD
Every spool of wire shipped to our customers or to our deal-

ers is tested and guaranteed. It is ready for use when you get it.
If it isn't we will refund your money.
Every coil we sell is wound with the same guaranteed wire.

We use no scrap wire to lower the price.
If you want dependable coils-we will make them-or you

can make them.
You will be amazed (as hundreds have been) with the results

you can obtain with

RAVEN ENAMELED WIRE
tl[CJRO IMPORTING CO.

233 Fulton Si, New York

Supply Sales Department

Automatic Electric Co.
r 1001 W. VanBuren St., Chicago
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A SCIENTIFIC SAFETY RAZOR WITH PERFECT BLADES

united Sa of RA Or
Company

Extra Blades, Twenty-five Cents

"Pocket" and "DeLuxe" Seta

Pocket Set, $2.00 De Luxe Set, $3.00
These sets are equipped with our new
telescoping stropping handle, safety razor
and ten blades in metal tubes. The
Pocket Set is heavy nickel -plated, packed
in a handsome black keretol case. The
De Luxe Set is quadruple silver-plated,
packed in genuine English Pigskin Case.

U S R Standard Set, $1.00

The US R Standard Set is the handsomest
set ever sold at one dollar. The safety
razor and separate stropper to match, full
heavy nickel in Colonial Design, are
packed in a flat square black keretol
case IA ith ten blades.These safety razors are as good as anysafety razor made and the blades areunequaled in quality.

UNITED SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY
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A SCIENTIFIC SAFETY RAZOR WITH PERFECT BLADES

United a R5or
Company

"Your Advertisement is the truth"
Your "Blades have no equal"

A gentleman in Boston wrote this to us.
He added that we might say as much for our
Safety Razors. He is a very prominent man,
the head of one of the oldest firms in that city
and his name is known to thousands of men,
women and children.

Ow. Safety Razors are good. They are up-
to-date. They are scientific. With our excellent
blades they do the work. They were designed

THE PRICE IS FAIR

111tA--Zfrift:UNITED SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY NEWYORK
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FREEA

Book of Valuable
'cleat

for Beautifying the Home

E will send you. free of charge
our Book " The Propers
Treatment for Floors

Woodwork and Furniture," two'

sample bottles of Johnson's Wood
Dye and a sample of Johnson's Prepared
Wax.

This text book of 50 pages is very
attractive -80 illustrations -44 of them
in color.

The results of our expensive experi-
ments are given therein.

There is absolutely no similarity between

Johnson's Wood Dye
and the ordinary " stain." Water " stains "
raise the grain of the wood. Oil " stains"
do not sink below the surface of the wood
or bring out the beauty of the grain. Var-
nish " stains " are not stains at all; they
are merely surface coatings which produce
a cheap, shiny, painty finish. Johnson's
Wood Dye is a dye. It penetrates the
wood; does not raise the grain; retains
the high lights and brings out the beauty

For artistic coloring of

all woods in the
following shades

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Afisgon Oak

No. 140 Baal/ Engligt,

No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Nahogang
No. 129 Dark 31ahogang

No. 130 Weathered Oak

No. 131 Brown Wealhereqls

No. 132 Green
Weathered Oak

No. 121 31 o ss

Oak

No. 122 Ferred Green

No. 178 Brown Flemoo.4.Y.o. 172
Flemith Oak.

No. 120 Famed

of the woo 

Johnson's Prepared Wax
stantly /

will not scratch or mar. It should be applied with a cloth; dries In

-rubbing with a dry cloth gives a velvety proteaing finish of great beautY

0,!,

,,

It can be used successfully over all finishes. Wax . ,40)

We want you to try Johnson's Wood Dye and Prepared ovss...

at our expense. Fill out the attached coupon being
careful to d ..,,i4,

specilfy the shades of dye wanted. We will mail you the c,04,ei

booklet and samples promptly. Do not pass this page until .4, o;.,R;? ...'

'''s ...

you have mailed the coupon. 4-4,41itie

S. C. Johnson & Son
Racine, Wis.

.C4'sO";
o .*.4)e *.

st.

os'is
4,1,43

I 60-s to"The WoodI e9 -`)e eFinishing Authorities "
40 4,,,i:oo
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The Practical Electrician
A Popular Course in Electricity on the Construction of Electrical Apparatus and Experiments to

be Conducted with them

By PROFESSOR W. WEILER, of the University of Esslingen, (Germany)
Translation by H. GERNSBACK

CHAPTER III.
61. MEASUREMENT OF CUR-

RENTS. CURENTS AND
METHODS OF MEASUR-

ING SAME.
TURRENT intensity is the volume of

electricity passing through a con-
ductor during one second; it can only be
measured in an indirect way, it being
impossible to measure the volume of
electricity passing through a conductor,
in a manner as one measures the volume
of water, or gas flowing through pipes.

To measure the intensity of a current
in amperes, one has to take, as a basis.
the chemical, magnetic, or mechanical
effects, which the current produces in
or around a conductor through which it
passes.

1.-One weighs the quantities of a
chemical substance which the current de-

composes during a certain time.
2.-One determines the intensity of a

magnetic field produced by the current,
by measuring its effect on a movable
Magnetic needle or on a piece of soft
iron.

3.-One measures the intensity of the
iorce which a fixed current exerts upon
a movable current.
62. CURRENT INTENSITY AND

CHEMICAL EFFECTS.
Law of Faraday, 1833.-If a current

flows through a substance zvhich can be
decomposed, the weight of the decom-
posed particles is proportional to the

volume of electricity which passed
through it in a given time, and there-
fore, must also be proportional to the
current intensity.

If m and m, are the weights of quan-
tities of the same electrolyte, which will
be reduced by currents of intensities I
and I, during the same length of time,
we have:

I : = m : m1.
Keeping this law in mind we can, as

a general rule, measure the current in-

tensity by means of a voltameter if we
assume as a unit, the current intensity
I, which decomposes a certain amount of
a substance, for instance water, in a
given time, say, one minute. The best
known chemical standards for measuring
electricity are the following:

1.-1 cubic centimeter hydrogen and
oxygen in a minute, that is, that current
intensity stands for a unit which, in one
minute, produces 1 cubic centimeter oxy-
gen 2.-anid

milligram hydrogen
oneminute.

milligram3.-i
mligram

water decomposed in
on4e.-miT utemilligram

copper deposited in
one minute.
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5.-1 milligram silver deposited in one
minute.
63. VOLTAMETER. ELECTRO-
LYSIS. WATER VOLTAMETER

1835.
Figure 76.-A good voltameter may be

made by anyone if a wide glass as shown
in the illustration is used. All the other
materials necessary to make the instru-
ment are :

Two test tubes, of the same size. Two
small pieces of platinum wire.

Near the bottom of the
glass one bores two very
narrow openings which
should be opposite each
other. This may he done
quickly by hand. A three-
cornered needle file, having
a very pointed end and
which must be exceedingly

Fig. 76 sharp, is heated to a bright
red heat and quenched immediately in
iced water; the point becomes so hard
that it could not be used to bore any
metal. By means of this point, scratch
a cross at the point where the hole is to
be made. Lubricate the point well with
camphor dissolved in benzine or turpen-
tine. Move the point back and forward
with a boring movement, and the point
of the file will pierce the glass quickly.

When the hole is almost entirely
through the glass, press with very little
force and bore very slowly. Hold a small
piece of wood against the inside of the
glass which prevents large pieces from
breaking out.

After the two holes have been drilled
seal in the two platinum wires as shown

in illustration, by
means of wax, or
better, Portland
cement. After the
cement has set,
paint it with shel-
lac or paraffine to
keep the water
from running out.

Figure 77 shows
another way of
making a voltame-
ter, and this does
not necessitate any

Fig. 77 boring of glass, as
the illustration

A large glass funnel supported by aring attached to a stand as shown in il-

lustration, is used. Th.

platinum wires pas o -- whi b
fits

a

pended by means s. '

1

ameters are used in the
Either of them is filled same
of one part chemically
acid and 7.5 parts

solution. They must

opening at the bottomis f -
soft rubber cork throw

y shown in cut. Both

The test tubes are filled

full, place the thumb

li:tl

which

' all

water.thbre

The tubes c" the

of these11°.pbure

iscuillfihtille

filled
with the same

withlilaeoearu'tu.trehrie

same' an:
mawwith

rt'

ID* i'us-

withdraw

t

quite full,

are ,

mouth of the tube and
the thumb after the mouothn

When
only

e surface
has been submerged beneath

nollfgltahses ves-
of the electrolyte in the mai
sel. If this is not done theelectrolyte
will run out of the test tube.

The positive electrode attracts the oxy-

gen, the negative electrode, the hydrogen.
The oxygen may be known by its power

to support combustion. If a lighted

match that is just on the verge of going
out, is introduced into the test tube con-
taining oxygen, it will burst into flame
at once. The hydrogen may be known
by its weak, blue flame which, however,
is very hot.

To decompose water, at least three

to four volts are necessary. This calls

for three Daniell batteries or two Bunsen

batteries or else two storage cells. The

stronger the current, the quicker the de-

composition of the water (Electrolysis)

goes on. The term voltameter
has been
- asuree

brought out because one can we

the :intensity of the current

rule

after
the

hydrogen
Tielunt

andb

er ooxfygc:ibic centiouters
0,

second, at a temperaturPerl9edfuc2c0a
barometry

iccs

pressureeres. of 725
Celsius (Centigrade) and

by five gives the current Int
millimeters, 0.1 .10,

way 0
a barltiPlied

ProduceOne could, by means ofthattn:produoiceood.

,,,,od, also weigh the gasedsone,
erive 1

and while this may be

is quite complicated, but we ,

3660

37 milligrams hydrogen, .31.1agis oatfelf.with the figures:

grams, water, are the 61111`iii of
and

at

ampere hour. One kilograe,
at ordinaryatmospherics

Pres,; cubic
m

ordinary temperature, gve!'"

ters oxen and hydrogen be

A pretty experiment
f of 1 ow s
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If one takes for electrodes, iron or
nickel

strips, attached as shown in Figure
77, and if one fills the glass funnel with
soapy

water containing a little caustic
soda, to make the solution conductive,
soap bubbles will be formed at the sur-
face, containing a mixture of oxygen
and hydrogen which is explosive. These
bubbles may be ignited by means of a
match and explode immediately, without
however, doing any damage.

Figure 78 shows
t h e Kohlrausch
voltameter. Two
platinum elec-
trodes as shown,
are close together
and these elec-
trodes have an ac-
tive surface of 15
square centimeters.
With this instru-
ment as shown cur-
rents up to 40
amperes can be
measured. T h e
small glass stopper
on the right side is
taken off while the
apparatus is in use.

When the cur-
rent intensity is

very small only the hydrogen need be
measured, inasmuch as the oxygen, on
account of the production of Ozone, is
absorbed by the water to a great ex-
tent.

The electric current decomposes the
sulphuric acid in a watery solution after
the equation

H.SO4=11.+SO4
The free hydrogen (H) appears at

the Cathode and SO4 at the anode. SO4
however cannot exist by itself but be-
comes SO. -FO. But SO. combines im-
mediately with the water and becomes
sulphuric acid :

SO.+H.0=--H,S0,.
At the anode, consequently only oxy-

gen will be formed. Therefore, as a
matter of fact, it is really not the water
which is decomposed but the sulphuric
acid, and with the products of the de-
composition of the sulphuric acid, in the
presence of the water, it will be seen that
flew acid is always formed automatically.
ror this reason free oxygen appears at
the anode and free hydrogen at the ca-
thode.

Fig. 78

Copper Voltameter.
Figure 79 shows this.
If we replace the acidu-
lated water in the water
voltameter, by a solution
of copper sulphate
(Blue stone) Cu SO4,
the metal Cu travels to
the negative electrode
and the acid radical SO4,
goes to the positive elec-
trode and slowly dis-

Fig. 79 solves the copper plate
into Cu SO4 ; thus the

solution does not lose anything. The re-
sult at the end gives the work done by
the electric current in terms of the
amount of copper that is transported
from the anode to the cathode, upon
which it is deposited.

The separate particles, the ions, on ac-
count of their chemical relationship and
affinity, try to associate themselves again
with each other and from this an E.M.F.
is produced which opposes the outside
current. The magnitude of this electro
motive force of polarization is depend-
ent upon the nature of the body that
is decomposed. In order that elec-
trolysis be possible, it is evident that the
E.M.F. of the outside electrical source
must be greater than this counter E.M.
F.

A single Daniell battery cannot de-
compose water. As stated above, at
least three such batteries or two Bunsen
batteries are necessary. The metal which
is deposited molecule by molecule, at the
cathode takes the form and impression
of the latter, and if, after a while, the
deposit is peeled off, it will be found
that it is a true impression of the nega-
tive electrode. This phenomenon has
brought about the invention of the gal-
vanoplastic, invented in 1839 by Jakobi
and Spencer.

The quantities which a current of one
ampere deposits in one second are term-
ed electrolitic or electrochemical equiva-
lents.

If now one wishes to measure a con-
stant current one simply places in series
with it a copper voltameter whose elec-
trodes are platinum or copper strips.
In order to increase the conductivity of
the electrolyte composed of a solution
of concentrated sulphate of copper and
water, one adds to it about 5 per cent.
Qf sulphuric acid. After the current has
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passed through the voltameter for a cer-
tain time, a copper deposit appears on
the negative plate ; this is well washed
and cleaned and carefully dried. The de-
posited copper is then weighed and is
termed Q. This weight is expressed in
milligrams, and this figure is divided by
the number of seconds, t, and by 0.3284:

Q- Amp.
0.3284 x t

Figure 80 shows the Lippmann gal-
vanoscope which is a very sensitive indi-
cator to show the presence of electricity.
This instrument is made as follows :

Procure a glass vessel with as thin
walls as possible. The shape should be
preferably as shown. If this cannot be
had, a vessel with straight walls will do.

Next get a piece of glass /Frbarometer tubing with fair-
ly thin walls, not thicker
than 1/32". The bore
should be about 1/16". Sup-
ply houses usually carry
such tubes. Bend the tub-
ing in an alcohol flame to
a right angle. Draw the
shorter piece out to a fine Fig. 90point by means of an alcohol or otherhot flame. Break off the point so as toleave an extremely fine opening in thetube. This aperature should be so finethat it cannot be distinguished with thenaked eye.

Now put into the vessel enough mer-cury to cover the bottom of same. Ontop of this pour electrolyte prepared byadding 1 part of sulphuric acid (oil ofvitriol) to 10 parts of water. (Oil ofvitriol must always be poured into thewater, never vice versa, as an explosionmight occur.)
Now fill the finished tubing with mer-cury about half-way up. Bring the up-per part of tube through a cork,intowhich it should fit tightly.A silver or platinum wire goes throughthe cork down to the bottom of the ves-self to make contact with the mercury.A similar wire is then introduced in theopen part of the tubing to make connec-tion with the mercury.If the two outleading wires are nowconnected to an old, nearly worn-out dry

in the fine
cell, the thin capillary

thread of mercurypoint changes its position.The thread will move a greater distancethe stronger the current is. Too high

a voltage squirts the mercury
the fine aperature. Too much 0

If carefully built this excellent
instru

in the tube has the same effect.

out rift°

will record a pressure
ofvmoelntt It works on both direct
and alter

-r.
itive as a good

many
in.

n a tIitn

struments costing $10 and higher
andwill last for a long while,

(To be Continued.)

"THE OREGON STATE
WIRE.LESS ASSOCIATION."

This club was recently organized
inPortland, Ore., and the following

offi-cers elected : Charles Austin, presi-dent ; Joyce Kelly, recording secretary;Edward Murray, sergeant -at -arms;
Clarence Bischoff, Lents, Ore., treasur-
er and corresponding secretary.

The object of the club is the pre-
vention of interference; also to help
each other in any way possible.

I would like very much to hear

from the Corresponding Secretary of
any other Wireless Club in order that
we might exchange ideas for the bet
terment of each of our respective

clubs.
CLARENCE BISCHOFF,

Corresponding Secretary.

NOVEL WIRELESS SET.

Here is a wireless set for transmit-

ting signals through the earth. As
l

be seen from the diagram the sendiug

ilP6*

ror, M, to throw a beam of light

While
set consists of a steam hammer;

the receiving set is a seismograph
the

tremors of which swing a pivoted 10..

SCND1NO.

entum/cell, N, whicht
n ed.with the battery

ancl_teley,.: 3re

read. R,
means of which, the

a_dat 
R, is a swingving

spring controlling the vl of F.d

flR, and W, a weight on the en

4
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The Quenched Spark
By C. A. LeQuesne, Jr.

MOST operators have, no doubt,
noticed that stations using the

ordinary
spark gap, can be heard in

two places on their tuners, in other
words, these stations each seem to
have two different wave lengths at
the same time. In reality there are
two waves present, even when the
aerial and condenser circuits are
tuned to exactly the same wave length,
and neither wave is that to which the
two circuits are tuned. This double
wave results from an interchange of
energy between the condenser and
aerial circuits. Following the initial
discharge of the condenser, the pri-
mary (condenser) circuit starts oscillat-
ing, the oscillations increasing to a
maximum value, at which point the
secondary (aerial) circuit begins to os-
cillate and gradually increases to a

maximum. Meanwhile the primary

Fig. 1. Ordinary Spark.
oscillations are decreasing in value and
become zero at the time the secondary
oscillations reach their maximum. The
primary then begins oscillating again,
as before, but the energy necessary is

not supplied by the power transformer
but is taken from the aerial circuit,
which causes the secondary oscilla-
tions to die down to zero at the time the
primary oscillations reach their second
maximum, which, however, is lower
than the first. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

This interchange of energy contin-
ues until the oscillations of both cir-
cuits decrease to a point where the
current in the primary circuit is no
longer able to jump the spark gap.
Then the oscillations in the secondary
circuit slowly die out but are too fee-
ble to radiate much energy from the
aerial. The result of this is that the
aerial circuit, instead of radiating a
strong train of waves for each dis-

COPPER FLANGE PLATE

charge of the condenser, radiates a
number of short wave trains whose
aggregate value is much below that of
a single long, slightly damped wave
train that would result if the oscilla-
tions in the primary circuit be stopped
just as soon as the secondary oscilla-
tions reach their maximum value. See
Fig. 2.

"PMmART

Fig. 2. Quenched Spark.

In order to radiate the most energy
from the aerial, it is essential that the
primary remain active only long
enough to build up the secondary os-
cillations to a maximum. If, at this
point, the spark gap can be made to
lose its conductivity, the energy in the
secondary will not lost in again set-
ting the primary oscillating again, but
will be radiated from the aerial.

There are several forms of spark
gap which possess this desirable prop-
erty of promptly damping out the
primary oscillations. The most wide-
ly known is probably the rotary gap
introduced by Marconi, then there are
the quenched gaps of von Lepel, Pen-
kert, the Telefunken Company, and
others, which operate on the principles

first made known by Professor Max
Wien in 190G, and the mercury vapor dis-

charger of Cooper-Hewitt.
The rotary gap is so well known

GROOVE
MICA RING,

Fig. 3

that no further mention will here be
f

n
Cooper-Hewitt mercury vapor

idisaTcdlhefaeorgeirt. is similar to the tube in a
mercury -arc rectifier, and, while very
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efficient as a quenched spark gap, must
be maintained within rather narrow
temperature limits while in operation.
It cannot be constructed without the
use of appliances usually found only
in an up-to-date incandescent lamp
factory, and, as it is expensive, it is
beyond the means of most experi-
menters.

The von Lepel gap consists of two
massive copper discs, either solid or
water cooled, separated by a sheet of
paper about 0.01 inch thick. A small
hole is punched in the center of the
paper, in which space the spark starts.
As the gap continues in operation, the
paper is gradually burned away in an
atmosphere devoid of oxygen, the
products o f
combust i o n
t o gether
with t h e
cooling o fthe gap
serving t o
quench t h e
spark at the
proper time.
A groove cut
around t h e
faces of the
discs near
the edge pre-
vents the
sparks from
burning their
way out to
t h e edges.
This gap will
work on
either direct
or alternat-
ing current
of 300 to 500
volts and

axially, to adjust the
1..en,ti,which is about 1/250

inch of the
tation of the other disc, h: The ro.at about 800 R.P.M.,,twhrows

e,v0Ives

which r

out centrifugally, thereby k,"e oilfresh supply of oil in the galing a

The
Peukert gap operates on

peres. The oscillations
occur in

a

y. Iframusical tone is desired one of the
e

suitable for wireless telephony

The current should not be above volts.

practically continuous train and a

sults may be had on 400 to 500°-

rent at 600 to 700 volts,
but g-cot d

discs-Iirshould b
Telefunkene

slotted.
The gap is, perhaps,

thebest known of all the quenched
gapsand consists of a numberofshort,

air
cooled gaps
in series, and
is illustratedT
in Fig. 3. It

TWo LAYERS
ErfRiRE CLOTH

tlicavrrER/Na

Two LAYERS
EtIRIRE CLOTH

H3 grA7m.

IIII

jI, HI.

V c

consists of a

number o

double faced,
flanged cop-

per discs
separated by

sow mica rings

0.01 inch
thick. The
number of

gaps used
atany time

depends
the

voltagei used,

rAvanunoscuteahl eae

1,2"

lr-lo

-NI* volts per gap.

- by

desigr

MB

, !,

.11.! :-..,
" 1. ti..r.

mum. . ...,... -i......ili,,
a ma *IL IC aMann.. MMMLNIIIIIIIi

L_I-L.L I

6"

consumes from one to two amperes.
The inventor claims to have transmit-ted signals to a distance of 300 mileswith less than one-half k.w. The,onlydisadvantage in using this gap is thatafter several hours' use, it must be tak-en apart and the paper renewed.The Peukert gap consists of twoparallel copper discs and is made intwo forms: one, in which both discsrevolve, in opposite directions, in abath of oil; in the other form onlyone disc revolves

and oil is introducedinto the space between the discsthrough a duct in the center of thestationary disc. This disc is movable,

--104

Eugene Peterson, of Ithaca, N. Y. em-

ploys a number of single faced
'disc?

assembled in pairs, the discs of ea,clie

as
pair separated by mica rings in spacerli

Telefunken type, but with an air is

between the successive pairs.
This,.,

effected through the use of metal slsia:',e

er blocks. Separating the succe'ativ

pairs in this manner, results
in ge he

IncreaseduseflarcgoeoT(1)0giisnugrf flacaengN
er sit,11i:

he

creases the efficiency
of the g Lepel

It is claimed that with the Oniied to

gap 60 per cent of the energY whilesupplied the

the gap will be radiated
cot

Telefunken people claim
75 l''
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for their gap. Efficiency figures for
the

other gaps are not available.
It has often been stated that the va-

rious types of quenched spark gaps
produce high pitched musical notes.
They do so only when supplied with
power from a high tension D.C., cir-
cuit, or from an A.C., transformer.
When used in connection with induc-
tion coils or open core transformers
supplied with direct current, the pitch
of the spark will be the same as the
tone emitted by the interrupter. When
used on low frequency alternating cur-
rent usually several sparks per alter-
nation occur, and the tone is mushy.
It should also be borne in mind that
the capacity of the sending condenser
should be decreased in the same pro-
portion as the number of discharges
per second is increased. These points
are usually overlooked by most experi-
menters who wonder why their rotary
or quenched spark gaps fail to produce
the high, clear, musical spark they ex-
pected to obtain.

Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, illustrate a
form of quenched spark gap, suggested
by Mr. H. Gernsback, that may be
readily constructed by anyone handy
with ordinary tools. For the frame,
there will be needed: A hard wood base
and top of any shape that suits the
builder, a block of hard fibre 3 inches
in diameter and 72 inch thick, four
discs of empire cloth 3Y2 inch diam-
eter, and two N. inch stove bolts 8
inches long with two washers each.

For the gap itself there will be re-
quired. 18 round brass discs 3 inches
diameter and % inch thick, 16 round
copper or silver discs 2 inches diameter
and 1/16 inch thick, 8 micanite rings
3 inches outside diameter, 0.135 inch
thick, and /8 inch wide, 20 round brass
spacer blocks 72 inch diameter and
3/16 inch thick, 7 brass lugs Y2 inch
wide 3/16 inch thick and 1% inches
long. The discs may be cut from
sheet metal and the lugs and spacer
blocks may be made from rod stock.
In addition there will be needed seven
Y2 inch brass or copper washers with
hole to pass No. 8-32 machine screws,
also seven No. 8-32 brass round head
machine screws /8 inch long.

The only part of the work which is
at all difficult is the construction of
the discs ; but this may be done with-
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out much trouble by the following
method : Thoroughly tin one side of
each of the smaller discs and the cor-
responding face of each of 16 of the

COPPER PLATE
SOLDERED IN

M/OOLE or
BRASS._ DISC

#3-32 RHBRAss
MADN/NE SCREW

3.

.11

S-

c832 TAP

SAMCER StocKsAno
LUG SOLDERED oN

7-I_ WE THIS
2-m774350410E" &oat,
'7-virrNourSPAcSIseitZuci

brass discs. Lay each small disc on
the middle of one of the brass discs,
(with the tinned sides facing each oth-
er), heat until the solder melts, then
press firmly together and allow to cool
while still under pressure. Seven of
these composite, discs are now finished ,,

as far as soldering is concerned, and
may be laid aside.

Two of the remaining discs should
have three of the round spacer blocks
soldered on the back, spaced equally

M/C/VvITE SING 0135 &i,,eff

-A,G 6-

SRASS XtATE irnacA

1G 7 -

around the edge; and the other seven
should have two spacer blocks and a
connecting lug soldered on as shown
in Fig. 5. To do this soldering with-
out loosening the copper or silver
discs, place the brass disc (with the
copper or silver face down) on a block
of wood protected by a -sheet of as-
bestos, then clamp it there by means

(Continued on Page 795.)
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A New Electric
OHE illustration below shows a new

electric fake by which a concern
in Pennsylvania exploits unsuspecting
prospectors.

A prospector from Texas sent us the
apparatus with the request to install
a new battery in same. We promptly
notified him that we did not know
what the machine was for, and he told
us that the apparatus is the "Electric
Simplex Meter for locating various
kinds of minerals, lost treasures, etc."
Inasmuch as this was a new one on us
we wrote to the concern for printed
matter, and our letter of course was
ignored. We finally got the printed
matter from the prospector himself,
and we must admit that it is one of
the most curious pieces of literature
that reached our office in a long while.
We re -produce in Fig. 1, illustration
of how the apparatus is supposed to
work.

The apparatus is nothing but an or-
dinary nickel -plated buzzer mounted
on a nickel -plated tube, which contains
a common tubular flash light battery.
The adjusting screw 2 is mounted on
a bracket which is supported at the
bottom by a spring. It is evident that if
any pressure is exerted on the spring,
at the bottom, contact will be made

M

SUZZER .
2

OR' ISATreo ,AGAZ ,f

and the buzzer will op-
erate. Just how this con-
tact is brought about we
are as yet ignorant, but
we presunie that the
"Mineral Magnet" per-
forms this function!!

This "mineral magnet"
is supposed to start in Fig. 1

jerking the string as soon as it comes
near a lost treasure, presumably out of
sheer excitement. It will also act in the
same manner for other minerals. Our
photograph shows the apparatus withoutthe famous "mineral magnet" attach-
ed. Below we give a few bits fromthe circular which are worth thenweight in gold.

"The reason our instruments arethe best and most sensitive, is that the-mineral magnets are composed of the
.latest discovered and deepest earth

MINERAL
MAGNET

Fake
penetrating
known to electriciansWe

ticand

prospectors seeking
fect instruments ever

treasures. All our ininerall
higddeetn,

and
inv per.

Corri,

Mineralogy

most
InStru.

.1"C'Sltion

meats to be the best

hollow, filled, charged and
each affinity, (? Wmines

aeindted f°/'

Electro N gnpf

are made on a scientific basis
magnets

produces the properlatraction
for locating any of

1l' named minerals.

sealed are
, they

location

at,

with

without instrumentsthe
prospector

above

prospector takes hold
of

"To make

magazine with both

the electric light battery

hands as described in il-

lustration, holding it di-

rectly in front of him and
as level as possible, fol-
lowing in the direction in
which the mineral mag-
net leads, and as soon as
the deposit is reached the
magnet will have a down-
ward attraction, which

will cause the electric

buzzer to make a contin-

uous noise, incidentally

Fig. 2
showing the exact loca-

tion.
"We guarantee our instruments

to

attract about 2,000 yards, and to the

depthof from five to eight feet ac-

cording to the condition of the soil and

the richness of the deposit."TheeNconcern furthermore states that

the price of the "Electric SimplI\le"same

ter" is $50.00 cash, but in the.

breath, it goes on and says that it
will

let any prospector have the meter
for

tors heads that if the thing rea.?1,,,ould

any

that lia

$15.00. with the understanding
will pay $50.00 every time he makes

successful paying location!! . rieflit

That anyone person in 11.1s ,e' is

senses should buy understandcntriva,ilu
,. rosPmore than we can

. It uec.

pool were

not seem to enter these

go prospecting himself.
good the man who makes it

the Pe°Picv

However, as long as .0, Pa

w"til o right t°want to be fooled and are

for it, we presume
we have

complain.
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The Marconi Valve Receiver
'(HIS month we present a photo-
' graph and wiring diagram of the

new Marconi Valve Receiver, the new
tuner employing the Fleming Valve
instead of the magnetic detector. Most
of the important Marconi land stations
and many of the trans -Atlantic steam-
ers are now fitted with this tuner as
regular equipment, with the multiple
tuner, described last month, and the
magnetic detector for a second set.

Inside the case are placed two in-
ductive tuners of the rotating ball
type, a protective choke coil, a loading
coil, variable by steps, a close coupled
jigger for use when standing by, and
two fixed condensers.

On top of the case are mounted two

Fleming valves with a SPDT switch
to connect either one in circuit, two
rotary and one sliding tube variable
tuning condensers, a micrometer spark
gap and a DPDT switch to connect
the tuner for accurate tuning or for
standing by, by which is meant that
signals of widely varying wave length
can be heard simultaneously. On the
left end are a potentiometer for vary-
ing the voltage in the telephone cir-
cuit and a rheostat for varying the
heating current in the filaments of the
Fleming valves. The handle on the
front cuts in the loading coil, step by
step, and the handle on the right hand
end varies the coupling of the induc-
tive tuners by rotating the secondaries
with respect to the primaries.

The rotary condensers are the same
as used on the multiple tuner. The
sliding tube condenser, which is used
to tune the detector circuit has a very

small capacity, has ebonite instead of
air as the dielectric, and, being operat-
ed by a screw with milled head is
capable of very fine adjustment.

In this tuner, unlike the multiple

tuner, the coils of the loose couplers
are not variable, and all the tuning is
done by means of the variable loading
coil, the variable condensers, and by
varying the coupling between the
primaries and secondaries.

Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of the
"stand by" connections, Fig. 2, that of
the "tuned" connections, while Fig. 3,
is the complete wiring diagram. In
Figs. 1 and 2, 1 is the spark gap, 2,
the loading coil, 3, the protective choke
coil, 4, the aerial tuning condenser, 5

General View of Receiver.

and 6 primary and secondary of first
loose coupler, 7, intermediate tuning
condenser, 8 and 9, primary and sec-
ondary of the second loose coupler, 10,
valve tuning condenser, 11, Fleming
valve, 12, valve and receiver battery,
13, lamp rheostat, 14, potentiometer, 15,
a fixed condenser (0.002 mfd), 16, tele-
phones 17, "stand by" primary which,
used in connection with the secondary,
9, gives a very close, non-adjustable
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coupling of the aerial and detector cir-
cuits.

It will be noticed that, as in the mul-
tiple tuner, an intermediate circuit is
introduced between the aerial and de-
tector circuits. The advantage of hav-
ing this arrangement will be apparent
when it is considered that even with all

JOIK4

6,20e14
,10,11

earnvrw fax

winding of the transformer iseed to the telephone binding i3Wunect,

a.vail-able at this writing, but Fleming
sponsible for the statement thatis

rei,

the coarse winding is connecie-dstsnafnbd

the telephone transformer
telephones. Information isconnoctetini,n

rner

inch spark induction coil is used.
It

best high resistance phones obtain-

is claimed that with the transformerIand low resistance
bettertelephoneWsithresults are obtained than

the

able.
When the receiver is not fitted

with a potentiometer, one of a setof high resistances furnished is con.
nected to the binding posts marked
"resistance" (Fig. 3), in place of the
short circuiting bar shown.

The aerial and earth terminals are
not connected directly to aerial and
earth, but are usually connected
across a very short gap in the

ground lead from the transmitting
oscillation transformer, making a
simple and efficient "break in" set
and doing away with the aerial

switch.
This receiver may be tuned to wave

lengths of from 600 to 1,600 meters.

Fig. 3
the advantages the variables give, there
is no one circuit in the whole receiver
which has its damping capable of be-
ing reduced as much as required. By
introducing the intermediate circuit to
carry through the energy from the
aerial to the detector circuits, one is
able to produce the necessary differ-
ence of impedance to waves in and out
of tune, impossible in the aerial and
detector circuits alone, where the
damping is already necessarily great,
and this gives the receiver greater
power to differentiate between signals
of slightly differing wave length. In
other words, the introduction of theintermediate circuit gives the receiver
greater selectivity and freedom frominterference.

If high resistance telephones areused they are connected to the bind-ing posts marked "Telephones" in Fig.3. Sometimes, however, a step downtelephone transformer is used in con-nection with a
phones. In this c

pair of 75 ohm tele-
the telephone bindiaseg the plug neat
ed which opens then posts is remov-
the two fixed circuit betweencondensers. The fine

ROCKLAND COUNTY, (N. Y.),

WIRELESS ASSOCIATION.
The following officers were elected

at a recent meeting of the R. C. W. A.:

President, W. F. Crosby; vice-president,

Tracey Sherman ; secretary, Marquis

Bryant;Hanto;uctoernr.esponding secretary, E.

Van
B.

Meetings are held the first Friday i11

every month, and anyone interested
in

wireless is welcome to attend.
Address all communications to, E'r}3,..

Van Houten, 24 De Pew avenue, 1\ )

N.

ATTENTION AMATEURS.

All amateurs between the

orgall.

acts of 14

and 16 residing on W;shingt°11

s, and who would like to
to,

e a Wireless Club please
MARTIN J. DWYERrite,

3800 Broadway, near 1501,1"-

4
Croy,New Yon,

w
1
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ELECTRIC DRIVE FOR THE
EARTH.

While it has never been demonstrated

that interstellar space offers any resist-
ance to the motion of ponderable bodies

and it is consequently doubtful whether
any motive power is necessary to keep

celestial
bodies in motion, nevertheless

theories have occasionally been advanced

to account for the motion or rotation
of such bodies. At least there must
have been some force in play at the
time when such motions were first
started up.

The accompanying illustration of a

Globe Imitates Earth.

model prepared by Peter W. Sothman
illustrates one theory which might ac-
count for the rotation of the earth.
The model consists of a globe made up
of two metals in which thermo-elec-
tric currents are caused to circulate
when one side of the globe is heated.
The heating effect is produced by the
presence of a lamp whose radiation takes
the place of sunlight. A magnetic field
Is necessary to produce motion on this
hypothesis and it is supplied in the model
by a U-shaped magnet. The magnetic
field thus produced is approximately
horizontal while the motion takes place
around the vertical axis. The permanent
magnet and the thermo-electric currents

111111.1.-

provide the two necessary requisities of
an electric motor. The model makes
about four revolutions per minute.-
Western Electrician.

BELL'S FIRST TELEPHONE.
The accompanying illustrations, which

we are able to reproduce through the

Bell's First Telephone.

courtesy of the Western Electric Com-
pany, show Professor Alexander Gra-
ham Bell's telephone in its early form.

Nowadays we would have nothing
to do with such cumbersome receiv-
ers as these, but the ones we use in
our every day business life operate on
exactly the same principle embodied in
those shown here. A comparison be-
tween our modern compact and effi-
cient instruments with these bulky
pieces of apparatus gives but a slight

How the First Telephone Was Used.

the vast improvements that
been made in the telephone artleave

idea
of

in the few years since Prof. Bell first
made known his discovery.
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Paris Erttrr
ELECTRICAL WATER TESTER.

Here is a simple electrical water
tester made by Evershed & Vignols

General View of Water Tester.

of London, which substitutes a simple
electrical measurement for the elabor-
ate chemical analysis usually gone
through to determine the purity of a
sample of water.

The apparatus to the left is filled
with the water to be tested, a crank on
the box at the right is turned, and the
reading of the electric meter in the
same box is noted. Reference to a
table of conductivities, furnished with
the instrument, at once determines its

purity. The connections of the instru-
ment are also shown in the diagram.
AN IMPROVEMENT IN SPARK

GAPS.
M. Paul Jegou, a Frenchman, hasannounced a discovery that should beof interest to all who operate wire-less stations. He has discovered thatif one of the electrodes of the sparkgap he surrounded by a turn of wirethat is close to but does not touchsame, the maximum length of the

spark gap may be nearly doubled
that arcs will not form in th

gap'
trouble toarwehsiculbi.

nnaertyhgagza'pas

is composed of spherees'a'
cylinders placed end tothe wire is in the formri ofa circle while when

the c,ltinders are side by side3i;
should have a rectangular
form. The wire while

itdoes not actually touch the
electrode it surrounds, must
be electrically connected to
it, and the plane of the ring
must be at right angles to

the length of the gap.

THE DUCTER.
The illustration shows, in

use, a new instrument, known as the
Ducter, which measures electrical re-
sistance by the well known voltmeter
and ammeter method. It is made by
Evershed & Vignols, London.

Ducter in Operation,

Each of the handles contains
a volt"

meter and an ammeter contact
sPikte1,

The Ducter combines
in one insttrer.

the functions of the argil', ethe

thementpotential galvanometer
anu,:vo

than

slide_f rule. It gives a direct
reo_Vi

(-)I the
test, without any

tnortieitip.cai;;, libYe

lave
value of the resistance

tillu,

is involved innl

tens. There is no prep

made beyond connecting
the

Ducttting

the cell which provides

cur
tile Iiil

rent, and pressing
cal

1 01 rit

spikes which complete
the cal

against the terminals
of tile ,venle

which is to be tested. 1, 1

'flie Ill' ode

is nearly aperiodic,
and tPe

arationteur

the
coroct
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comes
to rest in about three seconds

from the moment when the contact
spikes are applied to the test resist-
ance. Hence the reading can be noted
within four or five seconds, and a com-
plete test will not usually occupy more
than one minute from start to finish.

AGEING WINE BY ELECTRIC-
ITY.

The accompanying diagram shows
an apparatus for ageing wine, spirits,
etc., by means of high frequency oscil-
lations. A, is an ebonite tank full of
petrol (gasoline), immersed in the
wine to be treated. It has a tight cover
of glass into which are sealed the
ebonite tubes (G) open at the top. In
the tank are a pair of spark balls (L)

Mc

and a pair of larger aluminum balls
(J) which serve as oscillators. The ap-
paratus is connected to a spark coil by
means of the wires extending up through
the tubes. The tubes also serve to allow
any gases that form in the tank (A) to
escape to the atmosphere.

VIBRATORY RECTIFIER FOR
ALTERNATING CURRENT.

The accompanying illustrations show
two views of a new rectifier, of the
vibratory type, brought out by the
Adnil Electric Company, Ltd., of
London. In the first picture the rec-
tifier is shown simuitaneously charg-
ing an eight volt and a four volt ac-
cumulator from a 220 volt alternating
current supply. The orher one is a bet-
ter view of the rectifier alone.

The rectifier consists, essentially, of
a transformer with vibrating contacts.
A stray field in the transformer operates

General View of Apparatus.

the armature and contact system of the
rectifier at the zero points of the alter-
nating current wave, producing a recti-

Near View of Rectifier

fled current. Since the contacts are
broken at the zero points of the wave the
machine operates sparklessly.
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Electrics at once took steps to safeguard theseinterests. A great number of protesting
let-

ters were written at once to Washington
and

the results accomplished so far are distinctly
encouraging, in so far as the amateurs and
other wireless interests are concerned.

As

far as the Alexander bill itself is concerned,
it is no worse than previous Mies; in
if it should be passed, which we doiibf, it

would not hurt the wireless amateurs in the
least, inasmuch as this bill covers only inter-
state business. Wireless amateurs living in
the same state could communicate with each
other the same as before.

The Government realizes fully the import-
ance of the American amateurs to-day, and if

any bill should be passed, it will be one that

suppressesregulates wireless, but in no way
it.

This, Modern Electrics has always advo-

cated. In fact Modern Electrics is heartily

in accord with any bill that should regulate

wireless in such a way that the amateurs
do

not interfere with commercial or Government

business, which is only right and fair.
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the wireless
situation will then be the same

The amateurs will have the same
perhaps greater liberty thanandto-dalisabyetr,°t-ydanda Y .complamts against them from Gov-

ernment or Commercial stations will cease au-

tomatically.
pidgin Electrics has prepared a very

comprehensive
article which will be pub-

lished in the next issue showing just what
equipment the amateur can use to keep
from interfering with Government and
Commercial stations, and there is no doubt
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that this article will, in a great measure,
prevent a lot of future mischief.

It is significant that none of the other pe-
riodicals, who always shout that they have
the interests of the amateur at heart, appeared
to know anything about the Alexander bill,
nor did any of them take any steps to serve
their readers.

Modem Electrics has been the first in the
wireless field and will continue to serve the
wireless amateur and the independent wire-
less interests in the future, as in the past.

Alexander Wireless Bill
In the House of Representatives.

December 11, 1911.
Mr. Alexander introduced the fol-

lowing bill; which was referred to the
Committee on the Merchant Marine
and Fisheries and ordered to be
printed:

A BILL
(H. R. 15357)

To regulate radio communication.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of Am-
erica in Congress assembled, That a person,
company, or corporation within the jurisdiction
of the United States shall not use or operate
any apparatus for radio communication as a
means of commercial intercourse among the
several States, or with foreign nations, or
upon any vessel of the United States engaged
in interstate or foreign commerce, or for the
receipt or transmission of radio messages or

Srgnals the effect of which extends beyond the
exclusive jurisdiction of the State or Territory
in which the same are made, or where inter-
ference would be caused thereby with the re-
ceipt of messages or signals from beyond the
jurisdiction of the said State or Territory, ex-
cept under and in accordance with a license in
that behalf granted by the Secretary of Com-

merce and Labor upon application therefor;
but nothing in this Act shall be construed to
apply to the transmission and exchange of
radio messages or signals between points situ-
ated in the same State, provided the effect
thereof shall not extend beyond the jurisdiction
')1 the said State or interfere with the recep-
tion of messages or signals from beyond said

jurisdiction; and a license shall not be re-.
glared for the transmission or exchange of
messages or signals by or on behalf of the

Government of the United States. Any person,
company, or corporation that shall use or oper-
ate any apparatus for radio communication in
violation of this section, or knowingly aid or
abet another person, company, or corporation
in so doing, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be
punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred
dollars, and the apparatus or device so unlaw-
fully used and operated may be adjudged for-
feited to the United States.

Sec. 2. That every such license shall be in
such form as the Secretary of Commerce and
Labor shall determine and shall contain the
restrictions pursuant to this Act on and subject
to which the license is granted; shall specify
the ownership and location of the station in
which said apparatus shall be used and other
particulars for its identification; and shall not
be construed to authorize the use of any ap-
paratus for radio communication in any other
station than the one specified. Every such
license shall be subject to such regulations as
may be established from time to time by au-
thority of this Act or subsequent Acts and
treaties of the United States. Every such
license shall provide that the President of the
United States, in time of war or public peril,
may cause the closing of any station for radio
communication and the removal therefrom of
all radio apparatus, or may authorize the use
and control of any such station or apparatus
by any department of the Government upon
just compensation to the owner.

Sec. 3. That every such apparatus shall at
all times, while in use and operation albafore-
said, be in charge or under the supervision of

a
or persons licensed for that purpose'

by
personthe

Secretary of Commerce and Labor.
Every person so licensed who, in the operation

fany
such wireless apparatus, shall fail. to

observe and obey regulations made pursuanto

16_
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to this Act or subsequent Acts or treaties of
the United States, or any one of them, shall,
in addition to the punishments and penalties
herein prescribed, suffer the suspension of his
said license, and the same shall not be re-
newed for a period of one year from and after
the date of his conviction of any such failure.
It shall be unlawful to employ any unlicensed
person or for any unlicensed person to serve in
charge of the use and operation of such ap-
paratus, and ally person violating this pro-
vision shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
on conviction thereof shall be punished by a
fine of not more than one hundred dollars or
imprisonment for not more than two months,
or both, in the discretion of the court, for
each and every such offense.

Sec. 4. That for the purpose of preventing
or minimizing interference with messages or
signals relating to vessels in distress or of
naval and military stations by private or com-
mercial stations, the President of the United
States shall establish from time to time regula-
tions, by designation of wave lengths or other-
wise, to govern said private or commercial
stations, which may be granted license by the
Secretary of commerce and Labor in ac-
cordance therewith, and such regulations shall
have the f@rce and effect of law and be en-
forced by the Secretary of Commerce and
Labor through collectors of customs and other
officers of the Government as other regulations
herein provided for.

Sec. 5. That every license granted under
the provisions of this Act for the operation
or use of apparatus for radio communication
shall prescribe that the operator thereof shall
not knowingly interfere, as in this Act pro-
vided, with messages relating to vessels in dis-
tress or with any naval or military station.
Such interference shall be deemed a mis-
demeanor, and upon conviction thereof the
owner or operator, or both, shall be punishable
by a fine of not to exceed five hundred dollars
or imprisonment for not to exceed one year,
or both.

Sec. 6. That the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor shall have power to make regula-
tions prescribing the form and manner in
which applications for licenses under this Act
shall be made and respecting the granting of
such license; and regulations, by wave lengths
or otherwise, suitable to secure the due exe-
cution of the provisions of this Act, and from
time to time to add to, modify, amend, or
revoke such regulations, as in his judgment
may seem expedient; and such regulations,when so adopted, shall have the force andeffect of law.

Sec. 7. That licenses may be granted underthis Act for the use and operation of ap-paratus for radio communication at fixed sta-tions upon the mainland, islands, or the nav-igable waters of the UnitedStates, to be knownas licenses of the first class and upon vesselsof the United States engaged in interstate orforeign commerce, to be known as licenses ofthe second class.
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Ralph 124C 41 +
(Continued.)

By H. Gernsback

URING the next few days nothing of im-

portance occurred. Ralph worked almost43
uninterruptedly in his laboratory in the con-

ning tower. In the course of a week, since he

had left the Earth, he had only dozed off for
about two hours, no sleep being possible on
board a space flyer.

He constructed several new pieces of ap-
paratus, which he thought might come in handy
during a possible encounter with Llysanorh'.
He knew very well that Llysanorh' would not
be as easily subdued or caught as Fernand.
Quite the contrary. This tall Martian was an
inventor himself and knew a few things about
handling novel death -carrying apparatus. It
would be useless trying the Radioperforer on
him, as he probably would carry a Silonium
armor, proof against all Radium emanations.

Ralph knew that Llysanorh' was a mighty
foe, a ferocious one at that, and one who
would fight till death rather than give up. Ac-
cordingly Ralph took his measures and made
all the preparations necessary for the coming
encounter.

His genius as usual had risen to the oc-
casion and he had invented several things that
he thought would give a few surprises even
to Llysanorh'.

One of the first things he had done was to
lead wires from the steering apparatus up to
the conning tower. On the floor of the tower
he arranged contacts in such a manner that
he could press them together with his feet.
The control was similar to the foot pedals of
an organ. He then practised for some days
and gradually became expert in steering the
flyer solely by means of his feet. Thus his
hands were quite free to manipulate all the
apparatus which he would need in order to at-
tack his enemy, or to defend himself. With his
feet he would steer the machine in order to
dodge projectiles, in case there were to be any.

As the days rolled by, however, Ralph be-
came more and more alarmed. He now took
observations almost hourly, his eyes glued to
the indicator. With sinking heart he saw that
he was not gaining on his enemy. The latter
had his machine well in control and was cov-
ering almost 90,000 miles an hour now. At
tnis rate Ralph would never catch up with
........,

Llysanorh'. It was maddening. The days be-
came a long, drawn-out agony. Ralph had
done everything in his power to accelerate the
speed of his flyer and it was useless to strain
the machinery further, without inviting al-
most certain death. Within eight days
Llysanorh' would land on Mars-his course
plainly showed that he headed for this planet.
At best Ralph would be ten hours behind-time
enough for his enemy to accomplish his pur-
pose. And he, Ralph 124C 41+ the greatest
inventor the world had ever produced, was
powerless to prevent his enemy from marrying
his sweetheart right under his nose, as it

were.
Ralph sat down and stared at the stars, his

eyes wide open and devoid of lustre. He had
been beaten and robbed as if he were a child.
There he sat with clenched fists and drawn
face, ready to cry of sheer madness and dis-

appointment.
Suddenly he gave one bound, which brought

him promptly into collision with the ceiling.

He let forth one hysterical shriek and began
to laugh till the tears rolled clown his cheeks.
For five minutes he continued to laugh; he
acted more like a lunatic than a cold, matter-
of-fact scientist.

Surely he had reason to be merry. His
genius had risen to the occasion in the eleventh

hour. His wonderful brain had overcome all

impossibilities. Mind again would triumph
over space and time. The battle was not lost,
it had not even begun!

His plan was so simple that it made him
laugh even hours afterwards. This was what
his fertile brain had ferreted out:

He knew he could not overhaul Llysanorh'.
He could not intercept him either. A wireless
decoy message was futile. Llysanorh' would

never be caught that way, that much was cer-

tain. There was nothing left but to prevent
Llysanorh' from reaching Mars.

How could it be accomplished? By sending
a message to the Martian authorities? A

futile thought. Even if the distance could be
bridged, which was doubtful, Llysanorh' would,

of course, intercept the message with his

recorder. He would promptly call his friend
and invite hnn to board a space flyer and to
rush to him at top speed. The marriage cere-

(Notc-Thia Novel started in the April Number. Back issues containing all installments will be furnished
at 10c each.) (Copyright 1912 by H. Gernsback. All rights reserved.)
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mony would then be performed out in space
and Ralph would get the Hah, Hah!

No, Llysanorh' must not know that he is
pursued and still he must be prevented from
landing too early.

Ralph would move the heavens in the truest
sense of the word. He would get a comet
which threatened to collide with Mars.
Llysanorh', a staunch patriot, would surely try
to bring the comet from its course, to avoid
its colliding with Mars. He could do so with-
out danger to himself, simply by steering his
flyer close to the head of the comet-within
a few hundred kilometers. The gravitational
action of his machine on the comet would de-
flect the course of the latter quite a little-even
a few degrees would be sufficient to change
the path of the comet.

But how about the comet? At first thought
Ralph's plan seems ridiculous, but nevertheless
it is simplicity itself. Ralph did not need to
"catch" a comet-no, he would manufacture
one for himself and one so unique as never
rushed through the universe before.

He knew that comets had been reproduced
artificially on a small scale, centuries ago*;
however, no one had ever tried to make a real
comet on a large scale. He also knew full well
that the largest comets have a very small mass,
and that the tail is composed mainly of gas and
dust, which is so thin that the stars may be
readily observed through the tail of nearly
every cornett.

So it came about that Ralph was the first
human being to create a heavenly body, of his
own free will, surely a grandiose undertaking.
As comets are composed mainly of hydrogen
*in 1876 Reitlinger & Urbanitzky before the

Vienna Academy of Sciences published a report
on their experiments on artificial comets. A tube
containing hydrocarbon has been pumped out till
the pressure has fallen to 0.1 millimeter. If con-
nected to an induction coil, a blue sphere will be
formed at the positive electrode after a short
time, which "hangs" suspended freely. Connected
to the sphere is a tail, fig. 1. One is struck im-
mediately with the close resemblance between
this artificial comet and that of Henry's Comet of

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
1873, fig. 2. If a conductor (a brass ball) as s seenIn fig. 1 is brought

near the tube, the tail fleesfrom the conductor
as far as the tubeallows. This again proves that the artificial aswell as the real comets are subject to the samenatural laws. As is known the tails of all cometsare repulsed strongly b
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por this reason Ralph made a large quantity

of dust
by grinding paper and wood and other

materials on a fine sandpaper wheel.

After he had made a few pails full, he blew

the dust
out into the outer space, and if his

comet had been a magnificent sight before, it

was really wonderful to look upon it now from

a great distance.

The heaviest particles did not stray far away

from the flyer, on account of gravitational ac-

tion, but quite enveloped it. The machine was
now a true planet, while the fine dust par-
ticles had become little satellites, revolving
around their central body, the flyer.

The lighter dust particles found their way
into the tail, as the powerful pressure of the
sun's light overcame the attraction which the
flyer brought upon them.

Ralph tried turning off the high frequency
current and was surprised that the comet was
not extinguished and that its brilliancy was
not in the least influenced. The gas and dust
particles had no way to dissipate their initial
electrical charge, being in an absolute vacuum;
and to Ralph's astonishment his artificial comet
had become a real one in the truest sense of
the -Nord.

Inasmuch as the dust was quite dense im-
mediately around the flyer, his outlook was
not as clear as it had been before. He could
just barely see the stars, which seemed en-
veloped in a misty haze. This, however,
pleased him greatly, as he knew that his comet
must look very natural from a great distance.

In this he had not been mistaken. As he
afterwards ascertained, his comet had been
"discovered" simultaneously on the Earth, on
Venus, and on Mars the very day he had made
it. It had been charted and named, and on ac-
count of its great brilliancy and its wonderful
long tail, it had been termed at that time "The
Great Comet of 2660" !!

That Llysanorh' would see the comet Ralph
never doubted for a second. He headed the
comet exactly toward the point where it would
collide with Mars at the end of six days. He
also knew that the Martians would De on the
lookout, and inasmuch as Ralph's careful
search did not reveal another space flyer any-
where near him, he knew that the Martian
officials would surely locate Llysanorh'.

In this he was not mistaken. His chronom-
eter pointed to 5 P. M. when he first record-
ed weak signals coming from Mars. Sev-
eral messages were exchanged thereupon be-
tween the Martians and Llysanorh'. Llysan-
orh' gave his number and position in the
heavens and he in turn received instructions
to approach as near to the "comet's" head as
feasible in order to change its course. He was

also instructed to bombard the Comet's nucleus
with time -set explosives, if he could not deviate
the comet from its course. Llysanorh' an-
swered that he would follow instructions as
his equipment well allowed him to do so.

During the next few days Ralph was wild
with joy to note that the distance between
him and Llysanorh' diminished with great
rapidity. His trick had worked beautifully-
Llysanorh' not only had discontinued his
course toward Mars, but he actually rushed at
top speed towards Ralph, whom he took for a
comet.

Ralph chuckled all day long, it was a picnic
for him and he enjoyed the situation hugely.
Was not his sweetheart, his Alice, on board,
drawing nearer and nearer to him every min-
ute ! No wonder he felt elated and happy.

At last the day came when Llysanorh' came
into range. Ralph had not changed the direc-
tion of his machine and Llysanorh' soundly
believed that he had to do with a genuine
comet. Llysanorh' approached the "comet"
up to about 150 kilometers and then receded.
He then took observations, but somehow or
other the "comet," instead of being deflected,
commenced to pursue Llysanorh'. This was
an unheard-of occurrence and Llysanorh', be-
ginning to think that the "comet" was to col-
lide with him, began to fire explosive tor-
pedoes against the nucleus of the "comet." As
the distance between him and the latter was
only about 100 kilometers now, he watched the
torpedo in its flight. His aim had been ac-
curate. Through his telescope he could see
the torpedo rushing towards the "comet's"
head but what was that? the
"comet" actually dodged, "ducked," more ac-
curately, and the torpedo shot far above the
nucleus! This certainly was preposterous-
why did the comet behave thus? A cold shiver
ran over Llysanorh'.

He fired again, an excellent shot for ac-
curacy. The torpedo would surely strike now,
-no,-horrors !-the "comet" this time "side-
stepped," as it were, and the torpedo sped on
through space, missing its target by a wide
margin.

If there ever was a bewildered Martian it
surely was Llysanorh'. The cold sweat broke
out all over him. This certainly was an un-
heard of thing, an uncanny phenomenon. It
surely was not gravitational action that
made the "comet" act in this strange manner;
however, there was no time to be lost in idle
speculations,-he must continue to fire. He
fired one torpedo after another, but the comet
dodged them all.

This became too much for Llysanorh' and he
gave up firing torpedoes. He next tried to
destroy the infernal "comet" by electricity.
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Soon his aerials were white hot with the
pienergy he threw upon them. He then turned
his flyer into such a position as to direct the
outfiowing energy towards the "comet's" head.
All the results he obtained from this, however,
were in the increased luminosity of the

"comet." The latter still continued merrily
to pursue Llysanorh' ! In fact, it had stolen
up suddenly towards Llysanorh', who had not
speeded up his machine to the utmost, with
the result that the distance between the two
bodies had been reduced to about 50 kilometres.
Llysanorh' noticed with horror that the head
of the "comet" now seemed to fill up almost
one -quarter of the "sky." He first had
imagined that the "comet's" head was solid,
but to his amazement he only saw a small
black speck in the center of the nucleus,
which he could not understand. It was against
all theories and facts known of comets.

No sooner than Ralph and his "comet" had
come within fifty kilometres of Llysanorh,' he
felt that the time had come to open the battle
in earnest. So far he had acted on the defen-
sive only; now the real war would begin.

He had, of course, one great advantage over
his enemy. The latter was totally unprepared,
as he still thought that he had to deal with a
comet. This facilitated matters greatly for
Ralph.

He carefully insulated himself by sitting on
a tall glass tripod. He then attached to his
ears the telephone receivers that were con-
nected with the induction balance,* which he
had attached to one of the glass port -holes.

He then started to turn the glass wheel of
the ultra -generator, which latter was connected
with the outside aerials.

A terrible screaming sound was emitted by
the generator and the whole flyer shook. Ralph
continued to turn the wheel quickly. The
generator emitted sounds shriller and shriller,
higher and higher, and suddenly the frequency
had become so high that no sound could be
heard any longer. The vibrations had reached
35,000 and above this the ear is incapable of
hearing further sounds, although the sound is
still there, inaudible to the human ear.

Ralph turned the wheel a few more notches
and everything became pitch-dark over an
area of over sixty kilometres in diameter.

As in his Switzerland exploit, two months
before, Ralph's aerial on the space flyer due tothe powerful action of his ultra -generator, at-tracted the ether so fast that it could not be

 The induction balance is an instrument which,connected with a telephone, causes the latter toemit a singing sound, when a piece of metal isbrought near the balance. It is incredibly sensi-tive and has been used to locate buried treasures,etc. Invented In 1880 by Professor Hughes.
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Wireless Transmission of Secret Messages
Norwegian inventor, Mr. Hor-

land, is working with an ap-
paratus

for sending secret messages
by wireless, and in case of war or in
usual

military operations, as well as
in other cases, this may prove to be
valuable.

We will describe the main
points of the device, omitting many of
the details. The object is to send the
letters of the alphabet and to have
them printed in usual or in secret type
at the other end. The method for the
usual type will be considered first.

'EA:401M
en sign isi

in If

11144447.

11 6uttiU

-FIG. 2-

Each letter is supposed to be made
up of a certain number of equal spaces
each of which has the width of a dot
(Fig. 1). Thus the letter F, having
two dots and one dash, is made up of
the parts numbered from 1 to 7. Each
of these parts is represented by one
movable type in Fig. 2, so as to set
up the letters by raising the type. The
type have projections below, and are
placed in a frame. Below the frame
a magnet device K runs along upon
a revolving screw shaft and it has a
striker which can push up the type
when the magnet receives current
from the other end of the line. The
transmitter and receiver both run on
synchronous motors, so that should
the sending operator wish to set up
the letter F, he depresses a key at the
proper moments while the magnet is
passing from A to B, so that projec-
tions 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 are struck while 2
and 6 are passed by. For the next
letter, the device K is brought back
and then makes a new course, and so
on.

In Fig. 3 will be seen the manner

in which the type acts as contact
pieces so as to complete a circuit and
cause the corresponding letter to be
printed by a wheel upon a paper strip.
On a frame C are placed sets of con-
tacts in different lines, each line rep-
resenting one letter, with the shortest
letters at the top. After the frame A
B has the letter (F, for instance) set
up on it, it is pushed slowly to pass
by the pins on the cross bar. When
the pins come to a certain row of con-
tacts they will bridge over all the gaps
and cause the circuit to be completed
for this row which represents the let-
ter F, and a current then passes across
so as to work the printing wheel, thus
striking the letter F on the paper
tape.

This is seen in Fig. 4, but instead
of using a frame, the contacts are car-
ried around a cylinder, while the type
frame i h., is fixed below. On the shaft
is a printing wheel N with the letters
of the alphabet and under it runs a
paper strip. An electromagnet E g
presses the paper
against the wheel at
any moment so as
to print a letter.
The magnet is put
in the circuit of the
wheel contacts by
brushes at a and b.
When the type
frame completes the
circuit of the con-
tacts representing
the letter F, this
same letter upon the
printing wheel is Fig. 3

just over the magnet at this time, and
when the current passes in the magnet
the letter F is printed on the paper. In
the next period, the type in i h and the
device K are restored to zero so as to
commence setting up a fresh letter.
The cylinder makes another rotation,
and the next letter is printed on the
strip, and so on.

The method of sending is shown in
Fig. 5. On a fixed disc C is carried a
set of contacts, with an arm moving
around them and driven by an electric
motor. The arm passes around from
1 to 7 at the same time that the type-
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setting electro-magnet device at the
receiving end is running under the
type from left to right, since the mo-
tors at each end are operated in syn-
chronism with each other. On the
disc C, should the contacts 1, 3, 4, 5, 7
carry current, electrical impulses will
pass over the line at the proper mo-
ments to raise the corresponding type
as we have above seen. In practice,
the operator has a keyboard so that
pressing one button, F, automatically
puts current into the proper contacts,
as seen at A, B, C, D, etc. At the
same time, any one of the buttons com-
pletes the circuit in the relay g, h so
that the current passes on the line.
These impulses can be sent by wire -

Fig. 4. Printing Apparatus.
less, as seen below, and they are re-ceived in the wireless apparatus ofFig. 4.

Fig.

To send secret messages,
which areprinted in cipher letters* all that xs

5. Sending Apparatus.

needed
around

is to shift the prthe shaft, and set
i.

Itntating
anowheel

the

Printing Apparatus, Horland System.

point, so that instead of printing F we
print J, for instance, and so on. The
message can then be read only by the
operator. We give an example of a
message sent first, in usual words, (in
Norwegian) and again in cipher char
acters. Mr. Horland has succeeded

very well in sending such messages by

wireless over short distances, but the
question of distance does not enter in

4. (Pen, 'EU4LI U430YN
'31.120 3EN .9.145.4vo

.411 4Y .0 52Y69.3
YZO 2039.4. 69+ u2.9

21.1 SLIk47u+11- RY47u4

U4 + 4102554Y 54,
,52Y59.3LiL1209.4Y.4 3

72.2.93 .4,
31.12.+34. Los 79+9.3 4YROV42N

Facsimile of Secret Wireless Message.
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1

Simple Experiments in Chemistry Water
By Philip Edelman.

ATER is a compound of Hydro-
gen and Oxygen in which there

are two parts of Hydrogen to one of
Oxygen. This is represented by the for-
mula H2O. It is estimated that water
covers about three -fourths of the
earth's surface. In addition to the li-
quid form, water exists in a vapor and
a solid (ice) form. Water is contained

I

I

WOoo CLAMP

, -FIG. 17.

in all animal and plant matter, in the
soil, and porous rocks. Foods are
largely water and the human body it-
self is almost seventy per cent. water.

Electrolysis of Water.-Water can
be easily decomposed into its two com-
ponents by the use of electricity. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The apparatus
consists of a container, two test tubes,
and two electrodes. A little sulphuric
acid is added to the water to make it
conduct better. The test tubes should
be filled with water and inverted over
the electrodes as shown. A battery, or
other source of electricity is then con-
nected to the electrodes and bubbles of
gas will at once form. The bubbles
will rise and displace the water in the
test tubes. One tube will be filled
with gas just twice as fast as the other.
The tube with the greater volume of
gas contains Hydrogen and the other
contains Oxygen. The tubes can be
taken off and tested for the two gases.
The polarity of a source of electricity
can also be determined in this way.

Water for use in battery solutions

and the like should be as pure as pos-
sible. This is particularly so with
storage batteries. Water is seldom
found pure, so that it is necessary to
distill it for the purpose mentioned.
This consists of boiling the water to
form steam, which is pure water and
then condensing the steam. See Fig. 2.

Since water is such an important
compound, it is a large problem to get
it in a pure form. Various mechani-
cal, electrical, and chemical devices
and processes have been devised for
the purification of water, none of
which is as efficient as distillation ;
but on account of its expense, distilla-
tion is seldom used except for drink-
ing water and other purposes requir-
ing small quantities at a time.

Perhaps the most interesting prop-
erty of water is its power to dissolve
various substances. The degree of
solubility varies greatly with the sub-
stance used. Take a test tube half
full of water and small quantities of
the following substances, and try each
for its solubility :

Alcohol.
Glycerine.
Kerosene.
Common salt.
Also any others which are at hand.
Of those named, all, except the kero-

sene, will be found to be soluble in
water. Generally, a solid will be more
soluble in hot, than in cold water.
There are exceptions, however. Some
lime compounds, (Calcium Hydroxide,

AueSER

CONN(CTION
Tuat

574,Dri5uffV1, STAND,

FLASI,

2. CoRK

-FIG.

To WASTE

2 'GLASS TUDE

l*TVESE

2'co

,rDRAPv? WAITER
cevlacrEo oitqt

or Bicarbonate of Lime) are less solu-
ble in hot water than in cold. Ordi-
nary salt will be found to dissolve only
slightly better in hot than in cold wa-
ter. Copper Sulphate and Potassium
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Nitrate, on the other hand, are much
more soluble in hot water. Thus, boil-

ing water will dissolve nearly eight
times as much Potassium Nitrate as
will water at an ordinary temperature.

There is a limit to the quantity of
a substance that can be dissolved in
a given quantity of water. Although
there may be some of the material left
which has not dissolved, when this
point is reached it will remain undis-
solved. This point is called the point
of saturation and depends upon the
temperature, as well as the purity of
the material and the water.

When a solution is saturated it con-
tains the greatest amount of the sub-
stance which is possible under the
given conditions. Thus, if a solution
of salt or Potassium Nitrate is pre-
pared in a test tube with boiling wa-
ter and then cooled, the solution which
at first was clear, is changed and cry-
stals of the material form. Since the
material is more soluble at the higher
temperature, the solution is saturated
with less material at the lower tem-
perature and the excess becomes un-
dissolved.

When some substances are dissolved
in water a great change in tempera-
ture takes place. Thus, when a little
sulphuric acid is added to a test tube
half filled with water the water be-
comes warm. Never pour sulphuric
acid in a tube first and then water
over the acid. If this is carried too
far enough heat will be generated to
crack the tube. Caustic soda acts in
much the same way when added to
water. Care should be taken, when
using acid or caustic soda not to get
them n on hands or clothing. Other
materials cause a fall in the tempera-
ture upon dissolving. Potassium Nit-
rate is the best example of this.

In chemical operations it is often de-sirable to separate the dissolved sub-stance from the solution by precipita-tion.
in alcoIhfolisa

little solution of camphor
is put in a test tube andwater added, the camphor is pre-cipitatedter.

The camphor
because it is insoluble in wa-

in this case is theprecipitate and after a little time it willfall to the bottom of tube.Make a clear Inofsaltsolution by dis-solving a little salt inmanner make a clearwater. In like
solution of silvernitrate distilled water., using

Now if

the salt solution

once changed and
solution .r)

the
c so,

rate which is also formed-°u'urn ''

areFislol luable.

stals and heat

forms. The silver
white pre °n

's at

formed is insoluble.

solved because all sodiurnTiains d'il

sulphate or sodium
test tubuemhalf full of

When
their own wni- batll:

in

artitionPts'ioe°11dcc.:b101:.1

en the crystals

. ni,

chloride clPitat,

t -nosul '11°111P°11:1'

s°1ution
is

crystallization the
clear. The solution

all dissolved in
(See Fig. 3.)

hot wnl.... ,

added to the

...,er of

and no crystals should f
solu-tion is supersaturated. Now, if

crystal of the material is
l. oe"Trfitmcil iteabout

cool before, will now give up consid-

.yllstfallizea.

clear solution, crystals
it and the whole will
the same time the solution which was

erable heat as the crystals form. This

last is the heat of crystallization, and
this method is used in preparing heat
storing hot water bags. The bags are

filled with the crystals instead of water
and boiled in the ordinary manner.
Thus prepared they may be put away

for an emergency and the stored heat

recovered by causing the crystals to

form.
In the foregoing experiment "\Cate'

of crystallization," was mentioned.

Many crystals contain this water as a

part of the compound. Crystal Sodium.

Carbonate is made up of nearly ni:0-

thirds water. When exposed w att.:,

air, it soon loses it's crystal water
0

changes to the anhydrous or dry fo:

Sodium sulphate acts in the.sa eect;hir

when exposed to the air. This pace

P is known as

heated, they lose the

water of crystallizatidn wiluru_tilohate

are put into a test of cr,

lization and change

If a few crystals of ctoulbWee

Some crystals will onl.Y,__1.., heated.

ansd Y.t11.

powder. They call bebv candd7i,g.Othil.:

into the crystal
Cobalt Chloride
way turns blue. T invo ,,ale

ter may be used as an ., it is a, ,reo.

pItinskhoaunldd ubseeddtl,itteidi
atilillteo'arr(i.intiL.ff'ci

To make the writing-. appl 111 tot L''.

containing the invi=;.lineg careevec.

heated in a flame T(itia:writinf, '

burn the paper).
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in blue when the water is driven off

by the heat. To change it back again
to the invisible form it is only neces-
sary to blow upon it, the moisture in the

breath changing it back again.
Still other substances that are solu-

ble in water, but are dry when kept in
air tight containers, have the power to
absorb water when exposed to the air.
They absorb the moisture which is in
the air and become moist, some ab-
sorbing enough water to completely
dissolve. This property is called De-
liquescence. Calcium chloride is the
best example of this. Caustic Soda
and Caustic Potash also have this
property. This deliquescence is very
important and is used in many ways.
Chemists rely upon it to remove wa-

__

TEST Tusa

HYPO

WATER

FLAME

-FIG 3. -

ter vapor from gas. Calcium Chloride
is cheap and has been used to sprinkle
streets. It absorbs water from the air
and keeps the dust settled. It can also
be used to advantage in making high
grade ground electrodes for wireless
stations and the like, as was pointed
out by the writer some time ago.*

Solutions have important electrical
properties. While water is itself a poor
conductor of electricity, the addition
of almost any crystal, acid, or soluble
substance makes it a fairly good con-
ductor. Sugar is an exception, be-
cause it is not decomposed. This prop-
erty of solutions is utilized in some
forms of water rheostats and in elec-
trolytic interrupters. It may be re-
marked that acids are not the only ma-
terials which can be used for this pur-
pose. Caustic Soda, Sal -Ammoniac,
Common salt and many other sub -

STAND'

`&10 Modern Electrics for August, 1911.

stances will be found to serve as wellor better.
In the beginning, it was stated that

water is contained in vegetable and
plant matter. If a small sample of
some vegetable matter is at hand this
can readily be proved. Put the sample
in a test tube and heat until all the
water is driven off in the form of
steam. (Sugar may be used for this
purpose.) Gases as well as water will
be driven off from most samples and
the residue will finally be carbon. Such
water is called integral water, that is,
the water is incorporated in the com-
pound.

Some crystals like salt do not con-
tain water of crystallization, but have
some water held in between the cry-
stals. If a few crystals of rock salt
are heated in a test tube this will be-
come apparent.

THE QUENCHED SPARK.
(Continued from Page 777.)

of three round head screws the heads
of which catch over the edge of the
disc. The spacer blocks and lugs may
then be soldered on without any fear
of loosening the copper or silver fac-
ing on the other side. Remove all
surplus solder from both sides of the
discs, grind the copper or silver sur-
faces true and flat on a sheet of emery
cloth glued on a flat board and the
discs are finished.

Figure 4 shows how the gap is to
be assembled, the gap at the top be-
ing shown in section.

This gap is heavy enough to han-
dle anything up to Y2 k.w. without
the use of a cooling fan and if a fan
is used it will handle 1 k.w.

The number of individual gaps used
may be varied from three to eight and
should be governed by the size of the
transformer and the distance to be
covered. Binding posts are provided
for the purpose of varying the num-
ber of gaps used.

Micanite, from which the insulating
rings are made, may be purchased
from almost any electrical supplyh.

erif they only knew what they liked.
More women would want to do as they

Many a man goes wrong because he
isn't satisfied to stay where he is.
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Advantages Gained Through the Use of
Enameled Wire.

The accompanying cuts illustrate
some of the advantages to be gained

SINGLE 5 LI% 1.56 AMPERE

10

Case 1.

through the use of enameled wire for
winding magnets.

Case I. Here we have the same
sized wire, winding space, and work
to be done. On account of the greater
amount of enameled wire that can be
wound in the same space, the resist-
ance is increased and the ampere turns
and work done, remain the same with
less current.

Case II. Here the winding space,
resistance, and current are the same in
each case. By using one size larger

Case

2wire

on the enameled wire

60 per cent. more work is obtainedwith the same current.
Case III. Here the size of wire, cur-rent, and resistance are the same ineach case. The length of the wire oneach magnet is the same, but as theenameled wire occupies much lessspace the ampere turns and the workobtained is increased by 32 per cent.,

with the same current, despite the fact
that the enameled wire wound coil is
20 per cent. smaller than the silk in-
sulated coil.

The wire on the silk insulated coil
is single -silk covered. The voltage is
the same in each case.

In addition to the advantages shown,
the insulation of the enameled wire
wound coil is much better, and the coil
can be worked at temperatures that

*se sy.,GLE SILK

would quickly destroy silk or cotton

insulation.

wound coil, (To be concluded.)

RALPH 124C 41 +
(Continued from Page 790.)

stopped beating for quite some time. Llysan

orh had probably aimed at her heart, but had

cut into the arm, directly into the large fainted
artery.

As he fell across her she probably had ih
and the blood had quickly flowed out, anditwher young life had ebbed slowly

away. 

Ralph covered her face with kisses
whiedle

tears rolled down his cheeks.
Be then Pick..

her up gently transported
her into ..1115

machine, where he
tenderly placed her

upon his

bed.
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This department has been started with the idea to encourage the experimenter to bring out new ideas.
Every reader is welcome to contribute to this department, and new ideas will be welcomed by the EditOrs.
WHEN SENDING IN CONTRIBUTIONS IT IS NECESSARY THAT ONLY ONE SIDE OF THE SHEET IS
USED. SKETCH MUST INVARIABLY BE ON A SEPARATE SHEET NOT IN THE TEXT. The description
must be as short as possible. Good sketches are not required, as our art department will work out rough
sketches. submitted by contributors. IT IS THEREFORE NOT NECESSARY FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO SPEND
MUCH TIME IN SKETCHING VARIOUS IDEAS. When sending contributions enclose return postage if
manuscript is to be returned if not used. ALL CONTRIBUTIONS APPEARING IN THIS DEPARTMENT
ARE PAID FOR ON PUBLICATION.

Nutiri.
There seems to be a misunderstanding on

the part of some of our contributors as to the
kind of articles wanted for our magazine.
We are always glad to receive original ar-
ticles on any of the subjects covered in our
publication. We do not, however, want ar-
ticles which have been copied from other
magazines, or published books.

Recently two such articles have been sub-
mitted to us, the source of one of which was
discovered after the manuscript had been
edited and the type for same set up for pub-
lication. Needless to say, we did not publish
it. The other article was published in our
magazine and we received a rather indignant
letter from one of our readers in which he
says in part, "It seems to me a pity that you
should publish as original, things that have
been published before in other books."

We do all we can to avoid using articles
which have been taken from other books or
magazines, but as we cannot be familiar with
the entire contents of all the books and maga-
zines published, an article is occasionally over-
looked and published by us in good faith.
Whenever any of our readers discover such
articles, we should be glad to have them let us
know of it.

FIRST PRIZE TWO DOLLARS.

UNIVERSAL DETECTOR.
The parts of the detector are mount-

ed on a hard wood base 2/x3/x/
inches. The edges may be beveled togive a better appearance.

Next make two U-shaped standards
(Al and A2) of spring brass, using

IA inch wide and 1-16 inch
They should stand about twoinches high, thus requiring 4Y2 inches ofmaterial for each standard. One of

these clamps the mineral while the

other supports a Y2 inch brass ball
(B), which is held in place by prac-

tically the same method used on the
back of wireless receivers, and allows
the rod A to be moved in various di-
rections.

By studying the drawings one will
easily be able to understand how the
detector works. Suppose you want to

Sok.oERE

BRA5s5TRiP

BALL

.E

-FIG 2-
use a mineral that requires a rather

pressure on its surface. Place
the mineral in standard A2 using the
knob E to clamp it tight. Thumb-
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screw H must be loosened so that rod
A is able to slide back and forth
through ball B. The pressure of the
point on the mineral is regulated by
the collar C, by changing the tension
of the spring S.

All that is necessary now is to place
the point on a sensitive spot of the
mineral. Silicon, carborundum, and
pyron are generally used with the set
screw H loose, using the spring S to
push the point against the mineral.
Galena is an excellent mineral to use.

The detector may be used as a perikon
type, by clamping the zincite in A2 and
for the other mineral solder a piece
of bornite in a cup having a shank on
it, and clamping the shank in the tip
D.

The writer has made two of these
detectors and mounted them on his re-
ceiving cabinet, using a double point
switch to change from one to the oth-
er. By connecting two detectors this
way they may be easily adjusted to
the highest degree of sensitiveness,
which they possess.

Contributed by
R. COWDEN.

SECOND PRIZE ONE DOLLAR.

AN OIL CONDENSER.
An authority states that more send-

ing sets prove inefficient through
losses brought about by a poor con-
denser than from any other one thing,
losses in some stations amounting to
as much as 33 1-3 per cent. of the to-
tal energy. Why not save this lost
energy by building the condenser
right in the first place?

From any large photographer pro-
cure 40-8x10 inch used plates. Hewill give you all that you can carryaway. These plates are particularlysuited for this purpose as they are ab-solutely free from flaws of any kind.Clean the plates in hot water and drythem thoroughly. These plates may

wmuthceh easierto procure than wider sizes.

fbouilt, wthheiycililso
use ofsix-inchseeh

smallt
n

Between two and three pounds oftinfoil will be needed as the lugs
andplates are to be cut in one piece.
Cutthe pieces 6x8 inches with a luginch wide and 3 inches long on oneend. Alternate these lug ends so thaton adjacent plates the lugs come outat opposite ends of the pile of plates.The first lug should be placed as atA. (Fig. 1) ; the next two as at B (Fig.1) ; the next three as at C (Fig. 1);

the next four as at D (Fig. 1); thenext ten as at E (Fig. 1), and the re-maining twenty as at F (Fig. 1).
The glass plates should now be

thinly coated with vaseline; the plates
of tinfoil placed on the glass so as to
clear the edges by one inch all around,
and the foil rolled tight to the plate.
The vaseline makes an excellent ad-
hesive for this purpose, and as it does

1
A

7

B

E

not harden all of the air can be got-

ten out from under the tinfoil. When

the foil is all rolled tight coat the

whole plate with from one-sixteenth

of an inch to one -eighth of an inch of

vaseline. Treat the remainder
of the

plates in a similar manner. Now
the

plates
the plates so that `chilea

end 20

lugs are at the center, at the.

other end there are five bunches of

These bunches of lugs
1, 2, 3, 4, and 10 lugs each respectivele.

must c°51,

from consecutive plates and be on the

same part of the plate. The pile

should look as in Fig. ethercompress
the pile and tape it tog.

0
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Build a box of oak (y8 inch stock)
10x14x5

inches (outside measure).
Miter or rabbet the corners, glue the

and fasten the top on with
nickeledtt

o m on,
headed brass screws.b

The box may be filled and varnished
or just shellacked as preferred. It
should be well shellacked inside, how-
ever.

On one end of this box a hard -
rubber or fiber plate Y4x4x9 inches
should be fastened. On this plate
mount five 15 ampere S.P.S.T. knife
switches and two large binding posts.

26 cuGs

SPOT

tr
END ^F,

One end of every switch should be
connected to one of the binding posts
by a copper bus -bar. The five other
ends are connected to the five bunches
of lugs 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, in order. The
lugs at the other end of the plates are
all connected together and to the oth-
er binding post.

This about completes the construc-
tion. By this arrangement any num-
ber of plates from one to twenty can
be cut in by closing the proper
switches. For instance, if 17 plates
were desired, the switches connected
to the bunches of 3, 4, and 10 plates
would be closed, and so on. The
thick vaseline cuts out the brush dis-
charge almost entirely and furthers
the general insulation. This conden-
ser was designed for use on any coil

including
y

transformer up to and
Y2 kw., but any larger size can be
built accordingly.

Contributed by
L. W. TELLER.

AN AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH
RECORDER.

A simple telegraph
recorder can be

made from a telegraph sounder by at-
taching a pen to the arm by means of

a strip of brass. Under the pen is a
rollof paper moved by a small motor.
The relay used in series with the
sQunder is made up of two differently
wound magnets and a magnetized
armature.

With the current flowing in a cer-
tain direction the armature will move
in that direction, closing the circuit
and starting the motor. The armature
will remain there by force of gravity
until an opposite current moves it,
thus opening the circuit. The relay
can be made with little trouble from a
couple of old magnets and a long piece
of magnetized steel. Mount as shown
in the sketch, pivoting the armature at
the bottom.

At the first tick the relay closes,
starting up the motor which turns the
roll of paper. The sounder presses the
pen down on the paper making a dash.
The pen then proceeds to take down
the message until finished, when the
operator at the other end of the line
changes the direction of the current he
is sending. The relay is then opened
and the motor stops.

In the sketch the proper connections
are shown. The switch at the left is
to cut out the batteries when not
needed. Paper in rolls may be bought
at a supply house. With a little ex-
perimentation the reader will find out
how fast to run the motor which turns the
roll of paper.

Contributed by
HAZEN PRATT.

AN IMPROVED POULSEN
TICKER

For all operators who are able to
hear any of the various Poulsen sta-
tions in the United States, an efficient
"Ticker" will prove of considerable
pleasure and interest. The "Ticker" to
be described is very simple of installa-
tion and operation.

A low resistance telegraph relay
comprises this "Ticker." This may be
purchased new at any supply house
from three to four dollars, and second
hand, for very much less.

The magnets of the relay are con-
nected to any alternating current
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source of electricity in series with a
16 c.p. lamp and suitable means for
making and breaking the circuit. The
other two binding posts on the relay,
which are connected to the platinum

ToTLINING DEVICE

F:c

SwircH

tre---i".-(11111 c
LAMA

RELAY OR "TICKER

-PIG. 17

contact points, are connected to the
two sides of the fixed condenser in the
receiving circuit. Two different hook-
ups are shown below.

Whenever the familiar frying of the
Poulsen arc is heard, the "Ticker"

n.f

5wIrcn

,.., 144---*--A-C1 A C.
I -- LAMP

RELAY OFf-nchElf

-FIG. 2 -

should be switched onto the A.C.
mains, and the signals may be read as
easily as with the spark system of
wireless telegraphy.

This "Ticker" will prove much more
efficient than those which are directly
connected to the rectifying element in
a detector. The moment that the
"Ticker" is disconnected from the A.
C. current, the set is receptive for
spark system signals.

Contributed by
.ELLERY W. STONE,

California.

ANOTHER WAY TO LIGHT GAS.I have read with interest the ac-count of the well known gas lighting ex-periment as described
by Samuel Cohen.It will be understood that the wireshould be insulated when it is twisted

But in fact

around the. gas burner
the wire is not. necessary

at all. un;

gas without

der the conditions mentioned
by

11/Ir,
Cohen, the spark. from the bare

fingers.applied to the. tip o.f the gas burnerfrom above, will ignite the
injury to the fingers. I have per-formed the experiment dozens

oftimes in cold dry weather.
Contributed by

FIXED CONDENSER.
Herewith find a sketch of a fixedcondenser, which I think will be veryefficient in wireless work.
It will require a one quart fruit jar

and a strip of tinfoil 3 inches wide

WATER LINE

WET BATTER? ZING

TIN FOIL

and long enough to go around the jar,
and a wet battery zinc. Remove the
glass from under the can cover and

bore a hole in the top of the cover,
next fill with water up to dotted line

on sketch, add a teaspoonful of salt

to the water. The sketch will explain

the rest.
Contributed by

JOHN HOGAN,

A SIMPLE ELECTROSCOPE.

Figinches

a small arrow about 2Y2 3

inches long of light stiff paper,

PM/ HOLE

Nesoa

-FiG a-
-rio 2-

1. Into a pine board

with the point up, Fig.

arrow on the needle by

a

edle
ick a "e hest _unt t

2. MU 5011
making a
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hole with apin point, Fig. 3. If a
piece

of wpting or other soft paper is
rubbed
per

briskly with a pencil, the pa -
when held close to the arrow will

cause same to turn and will follow

the

paper. This is a simple and easy
experiment,

and the apparatus costs
practically nothing.

Contributed by
STATES FINLEY.

WEATHER VANE.
The drawing attached is a design of

an indicating weather vane, to deter-
mine approximately the direction of
wind at any time. The apparatus can
be assembled at an inconsiderable ex-
pense. The wire, 6 batteries, switch
and 8 small one candle electric lights,
constitute the material to be purchas-
ed. The housing for the contacts is a
common can. It will be noted that as

TIN

FLATTENED WOOD BAR

BRASSROD

SvertCh TIN CAM)

F11.----1,111,11111BATTERIES

woo., BASE

TIN

BRASS TUBE

" c owrAcrs

SOLDERED

ME

WOOD BASE

CoRPER BRuSH

-Fla 2 -

the vane revolves according to the di-
rection of the wind, the brush comes
In contact with the brass pieces and
Completes the circuit through one of
the lamps. The lamps are marked with
letters corresponding to the points of
the compass. The brush, Fig. 2, is
made of sheet copper.

Contributed by
EDWARD CRAIG.

azi

VARIABLE CONDENSER.
In the September issue of this mag-
ne appeared a Novel Variable Con-

denser contributed by R. S. True, one

LI
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of which I made and found to be al-
right, except for the cloth covered
wood rolls. I found it almost impos-
sible to get them to run true. When
the glass plate was moved up or down
rolls would move away from plate just
enough to prevent the tinfoil from
making a good contact with plate.

So I made a device as shown in en-
closed sketch which is composed of
four brass strips two on each end of
plate /x1 -16x5 inches long, the strips
having 3-16 inch holes bored 72 inch
from eacfh end, and two small coil

springs, one for each end of the con-
denser. These are slipped over the
screws together with the brass strips
before the screws are put into the
wood rolls. I have found this to give
fine results and it works very smooth-
ly when glass plate is moved up or
down. As the brass springs hold rolls
firmly against plate nearly perfect con -

E

COIL. SPRw4

COve'TE0

-F/0.3-

0

0

0

0

-FIG 2 -

tact betweenthe tinfoil and the glass
is secured. The enclosed sketches will
fully describe everything.

Contributed by
CLARENCE E. CHAMBERLIN.
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A SIMPLE LOADING COIL.
A simple and efficient loading coil

for receiving long waves may be made
as follows :

Make a hollow tube of cardboard
eight inches in diameter and eight
inches in height. Boil the tube in par-
affine until the bubbles cease to come
from the cardboard. Procure several
hundred feet of No. 24, B. & S. gauge
enameled wire.

Silt/DING Posis

a

H

SvirrcH

SECT,o/vs

 NC

One half inch from the top of the
tube start winding the wire and con-
tinue winding until a section one-half
inch wide has been completed. Break
off the wire allowing about one foot
for lead and fasten. Measure one-half
inch from completed section and wind

5v....:0coae

VA
LOAOIA/G COIL

1

SWITCH

ME

G

T
TO

inesTAUPurNTS

another section. Continue making
these sections until the tube has been
filled but a space of one-half inch

should separate each section. The
lead from each section should be led
to a switch and connected as per dia-
gram.

This coil makes a very neat instru-
ment when constructed with care and
is capable of getting those high-1)0w-
ered stations with ease.

The coil will be greatly improved if

end pieces are added and the
mounted on one end.

Contributed by

switch

ALLEN DAHLQUIST.

GROUND CONNECTIONS.
Mostt

ground connection.
ne t

consider

attentionh

averagea*th

the
experimentertheMi

ground is the essential part of a wirelestation. A bad ground connection
sis

wi

'cause trouble, and the operator
will gosearching around the instruments

to as-certain the trouble without giving the
ground connection a thought.

The easiest ground is a water pipe,
which will be found very efficient and no;
much trouble, the wire may be connected
by means of a ground clamp. It is best
not to solder a water pipe as nine times
out of ten it will break, the heat meltint
the lead. A gas pipe may be used to
fairly good advantage but not to a very
good effect. If neither are convenient
a piece of sheet copper of a conical shape,
tilled with charcoal, with a wire soldered
to it buried in a damp place, will be
found to be as good as a water pipe.

This hint may help the experimenter
in his receiving and sending range to
some extent.

Contributed by
EDGAR STEWART FRARY.

WIRELESS KEY.
A contributor sent in a design for a

wireless key in which the contacts are

to be made of swiss cheese, and in-

stead of a spring to raise the lever he

specifies a counter-weight consisting

of a cup partly filled with molten

lead. Hot stuff, this ! He says you

don't have to work it,-just hold it

CONTACTS MADE OF SWISS CHEESE

MEDICINE OROPPER
PULE° w, n4 &more
LEAD. AOJLISr/NO
PRESSURE ST

SeuEez,NO OPoRPER
ME

CUP

down. We would like to see anyonee

hold down a combination
of swiss chees

and molten lead. What?

TELEPHONE
RELAYS.

Thoseii now in service
are called

d

phones. If they proe to

constant and reliable they will be use

generally (a) to enable ordinary
/nes

head telephone,
(b) as a call,

(c)

of a
to

sages to be read without
the use
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increa
se the absolute difference be-

tween
signals of different strengths,

ius enabling the message desired to
through interference or static,

readb)t

to step-up signals so weak that
they

could not otherwise be read and
thus increase the range of communi-
cation, (e) as a resonance device re-
sponding within limits to a single
spark frequency, thus cutting out in-
terference, (f) for separating signals of
different wave train frequencies so
that several messages of different fre-
quencies can be received at the same
time on the same aerial, (g) to auto-
matically record incoming signals.

Coherer detectors change their re-
sistance sufficiently to work a relay
which actuates a call, tapper and re-
cording apparatus. The induced cur-
rents rectified by crystal and valve de-
tectors are too weak to produce visible
material movement, and the same is
true of the direct currents produced by
the momentary depolarization of the
electrolytic detectors.

It has been found, however, that
currents will produce sufficient

movement of the diaphragm of a re-
ceiving telephone to alter its pressure
on a microphonic contact, this altera-
tion being enough to change the con-
ductivity, and thus increase or decrease
the current in a circuit containing the
contact, a battery and another tele-
phone. This change in current moves
the diaphragm of the second telephone
and its movements can either be read
directly as sound or made to change
the current in another circuit by
change of pressure on another micro -
Phonic contact. One or more of these
microphonic relays produces sufficient
action in a loud speaking telephone to
be beard in the operating room.

When used as a resonance relay the
relay diaphragms are mounted so as to
have a pronounced mechanical period
()f vibration and act as wave filters or
weeding out circuits, responding most
ehlciently only to wave trains of a fre-
quency the same as their own. The
Sound produced by the last one in cir-
cuit (the loud speaking telephone) may
be intensified by attaching to it an air

0)e whose note is the same as that of
the diaphragm in vibration.

The use of recording apparatus was
ee-essarily abandoned when coherers

were no longer used. It is possible that
microphonic relays referred to in the
preceding article will again permit the
use of recording and calling apparatus.
Both tend directly to economy in the
operation of wireless stations by re-
ducing the number of operators to a
minimum.

Contributed by
STANLEY E. HYDE.

A "MICROMETER" TUNING AR-
RANGEMENT.

Oftentimes a single turn of wire on
a tuning coil will not suffice for close
tuning. Herewith is shown a device
with which the closest tuning may be
accomplished.

Stretch a piece of No. 14 bare cop-
per wire between two porcelain in-
sulators as shown in sketch, then
take an "Electro" spring binding post
and place two hard rubber knobs as
shown in Fig. 1.

ISPRINC4 dINDINQ PaoT
w17l4 NNo3.5 ON.

ST OP.
SOP.

 #I4 8.4PE rim

iNSULATORS

Solder a piece of flexible lamp cord
to end of post and thread on a two-
inch length of soft rubber tubing, and
slip well up on joint; fastening it in
place with a little glue.

The binding post may now be
placed on the wire. To tune, adjust
your coil or transformer as well as
possible, then grasp the knobs be-'

i

be-
tween thumb and forefinger and slide
along the wire until the best position
is reached. It s absolutely necessary
to have the post well insulated or you
will ground the signals through your
body..

Contributed by
F. E SICK1 FS.
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IRON CORES FOR WIRELESS

OSCILLATION TRANS-
FORMERS.

On November 13th, 1911, at a meeting
of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Mr. E. F. Alexanderson, of
the General Electric Company present-
ed a paper entitled Magnetic Proper-
ties of Iron at 200,000 cycles.

Inasmuch as this frequency cor-
responds to a wave length of 1,500
metres, and comes well within the
range of frequencies employed today
in wireless telegraphy, it appears that
perhaps the efficiency of wireless
transmitting sets may be improved by
the addition of property designed iron
cores in the oscillation transformers.

We reprint below, a portion of Dr.
Steinmetz's discussion of the paper in
which he expresses the belief that such
improvement should follow the judi-
cious use of iron in these transformers.
He says, in part :

"This may have an industrial value
bearing in wireless apparatus. As you
know, in wireless systems we trans-
form the energy produced by the oscil-
lating discharge from the voltage of
the generator circuit to the much
higher voltage impressed upon the an-
tenna, by a transformer or auto -trans-
former, which is an air core apparatus.
In these cases we deal not with alter-
nating voltages, but With oscillating
voltages; trains of waves which grad-
ually, and usually quite rapidly, de-
crease in amplitude and then die out.
The important problem, then, is to get
the rate of dying out, the attenuation
of the waves, as low as possible, to get
as well sustained waves as possible,
that is, to reduce the losses in transfor-
mation.

"Iron has not been used in these
transformers, not always because peo-
ple did not believe iron would follow
the frequency, but because the general
impression is that the losses in the iron,
even when as thin as commercially
feasible, would be so formidable as to
greatly increase the attenuation, in-
crease the rapidity of dying out of thewireless wave."

* * * *
* * "this investigation seems toshow that by usingproportion an iron core of

wireless tele-
graph frequencies, we can materially

forimpmreorve

the
or auto

duce the attenuation of thwave, and that is the problem
lols afot

the

of the

power in wireless telegraphy.
"Naturally, this design may be moreor less, possibly materially

modified, bythe problem of the voltage that wehave to generate, and the necessity ofinsulating for the voltage, which mustbe taken into consideration; but in gen-eral it seems from the conclusions ofthis paper that there should be a ma-
terial advantage in wireless telegraphy
in using iron core transformers, or auto
transformers, instead of the air core ap-
paratus used at the present time."

Anyone interested can probably ob-
tain a copy of the paper by applying to
the Secretary of the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers, 33 West
39th Street, New York City. The com-
plete discussion appears in the January
issue of the A. I. E. E. Proceedings,
from which the above quoted portion is
taken.

Bonk Eruiew.
ELECTRICITY AND ITS EVERYDAY

USES.
By John F. Woodhull, Ph.D.

Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.,

Garden City, N. Y. Contains 357 pages,
200illustrations, aside from the colored
frontispiece and title page. Bound in heavy

linen, embossed with the design. It is not

sold separately, but included as a unit of

an entire Library set.
This volume, is one of a series known as

"The Children's Library of Work and

Play." It is written in a popular fictionon

form, bringing in the technical points
electricity in a non-technical and interet-

ing manner. The storyingmethod of explain-

technical subjects proves far more effi.

ucileannt in general, and in this work in Paettc"

Every phase of electricity is touched

on, from the power plant to the incane

descent lamp. Simple explanations
are

given on the construction of simple elect
is

r!

cal apparatus, and in fact the reads

taken to the different power
plants .aatt.u..

other electrical establishments,
and exP.I

ed each apparatus in turn. At home Ilyeb`e

shown how simply the principles Dia

illustrated with simple household
articles

goluemetV

price of Moderli

will be increased with thce.ripAtpionrnIdperiacneafdoar,

copy,Single

U. S.,
15 cents; subs
New York City,bae

$1.85; foreign, $2.00. Subs

the old price and save money

to -day at
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Construction of a Practical Glider
By Philip T. McCutchen.

ZT is a very difficult matter, when
e.) one first makes up one's mind to
build a gliding plane, to decide, apart
from any question of dimensions, what
type of machine is most suitable to his
requirements. I know of two men
who made a 40 foot glider in a small
workshop in the city, and not having
any other convenient space, erected it,
when complete, in the street at 3

o'clock in the morning, preparatory to
hauling it to the flying ground.

The case of the purchaser of the

complete machine is of course a sim-
Pier matter; his troubles resolve them-
selves into a choice of type at his
Price, storage and ground. To the
constructor there are to be faced, in
addition, difficulties varying with per-
sonal conveniences to hand-workshop
Laccommodation, the expense to which

limit,
perhaps rightly wishes to make a

the ground, and the means of
transport from workshop to hangar.

in either case, however, the first
question is of type, as upon this most
94 the other considerations depend.
to machine described in the follow -
°g lines is superior to the ordinary

805

type of glider for the reason that it
is fully controlled and is fitted with a
landing gear.

A room or building about 18 to 20

04.4141k"--i
FRONT INEw

feet square will be required as a work-
shop. In this room all the parts may
be finished for assembling, of course,
if a larger space is available all the
work of assembling and construction
may be done in one place.

In building any type of flying ma-
chine the woodwork used should be
straight grained and absolutely free
from knots.

Now to build the machine. First
prepare 8 long spruce beams 3Ax1y4
inches and 13 feet long. These are for
the main wing bars. Sixteen spruce
struts or uprights should be made of
3/x134 inch stuff 4 feet long. Fifty-
four spruce ribs are made of x%
inch strips. They are separately steam.
ed to shape over a large pot covered
with a disc of tin in which a trough
is bent to allow the whole length of

the rib to pass through the steam. The
wood soon becomes pliable after which
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it is bent to a templet and secured in
place by some long bolts. When thor-
oughly dry they are given 2 coats of
very hot, thin glue, which makes them
keep their shape. After the glue is
dry the ribs should be given 2 coats
of shellac to render them weather
proof.

The skids and skid braces are made
of 1%x1 inch spruce. The four rear

- STA VT

RID

tt EYE SeLTN-ScAcw
DETAIL of MAIN FRAME.

STRu'r SoCNCT

outriggers are 1x1 inch and 14 feet
long. The four uprights between the
outriggers are of the same sized ma-
terial and are 4 feet long.

The rudder and ailerons are made
of %,.4 inch spruce.

The framing of the main planes
should be made first. The curved ribs
are screwed to the wing bars at in-
tervals of one foot, using small Y2 inch
screws fitted with copper washers.
When this operation is completed the
rear ends of the ribs should be wired.
This is illustrated in the drawing.

The frame is now ready for the cov-
ering. Almost any light cloth is suit-
able, although cambric or muslin are
preferable. The cloth should be at
least 38 inches wide, weighing about
2 ounces to the square yard. It is

tacked to the front wing spar and is
glued to the ribs with waterproof glue,

OuT Ri4aER
caN

(ordinary glue containing linseed oil).
The edges where the fabric is turned

1 over the rear wire being cut into a
few gores. An overlap of about 2
inches should be allowed. The cloth

planed
idwtah will'warp across the

just.
be

shoul run wih t
, so that

t
diehe

sufficient to
Stretch

over thrswith, at the ends, an allowanee ribs

turning over on to the sides for

ribs. Glue and brads should be t. -on the ribs where one piece of icsulosethoverlaps another. The fabric
course, applied to the under sidethe plane. The normal angle of in-cidence of the sustaining surfaces willhe about 1 in 8, or a little over 7 de-grees. Allowance is made in the cen-ter of the planes whereby a section of
the cloth is laced to the frame in or-der that the two sections of the planes
may be readily taken apart.

Aluminum strut sockets of sufficient
size to accommodate the struts are
then fastened to the wing spars with
eye bolts inch in diameter. The
struts are fitted in the sockets and the
biplane is ready for wiring. No. 16
piano wire is used for trussing. The
wire joints are made as shown in the
drawings.

SKID

Rut

SToler. 414 LIS

,SHEET STEEL.

SKID JOINTS.

The skids, skid braces and seat rests
arejoined with small pieces of sheet

steel and 1/8 inch diameter stove bolts.

This is also clearly illustrated.
The rear plane, rudder and ailerons

being made of the same materials re-

quire very little description. The ribs

and cross -pieces are joined with strips

of tin nailed to the wood. All then

surfaces are double covered with clotl

Two 20 inch wire wheels and a HO

wood axle serve as a starting device.

This arrangement is fitted with rubber

spring shock absorbers.
All the movable controlling surfaces

are attached to the rigid frame
by

leather straps, which form flexible

joints. serflteti
The wooden control

fitted

The
a universal joint at the ,.

Trehcitsi oanlsl.ows Movingfree
tohN

to side operates the ailerons and
push'eenile:etr

infrofomursqe,
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it forwrd and drawing it back op-
afes the

a
elevating plane at the rear.

"-The rudder is operated by a foot

lever pivoted to the. seat rests.
When the machine is complete and

ready for test .flights take it to the top
of a gradual hill in a large open space
and set the glider so that it faces the
wind,

which should be blowing at least
10 miles an hour. Then get into the
seat and give the word to your helper
to give a good shove. The glider will
start forward and with increwsing
speed will begin to lift. When you
feel that you are off the ground give
your attention to bringing the machine
up to an even keel. The balancing
movements should be careful and sure,
do not become rattled and move the
lever too far in any direction as it is
liable to cause a "spill." To make a
landing push the lever forward sharply
and hold the position until the ma-
chine is close to the ground then
quickly straighten the machine out.

Beginners should only make short
flights at first, the length increasing
with the experience gained. If this
method of learning is followed you
will become thoroughly proficient in a
short time.

A MOTOR FOR MODEL AERO-
PLANES.

The motor represented in the draw-
ing works on very much the same
Principle as the ordinary rubber strand
motor, except that it has an additional
part which gives it a high and steady
velocity until it is fully unwound.

diameter.
inch

From a piece of light wood 74 of
herthick cut a disk 3 inches in

Taper from the center outward un-
til the disk is 1-16 of an inch thick
at the edge.

One eighth of an inch from the edge
drill a circle of small holes 72 an

inch apart. These holes should be
large enough to admit the size of rub-
ber strand to be used. Drill a 73 inch
hole at the center of the disk for the,h

.att. Obtain, for a shaft, an alumi-
Lnum or steel rod % inch in diameter
aer14 25 inches lng. Twelve inches
oom one end drill a small hole and
jree a piece of iron wire 1 inches
°Itg through it leaving of an inch

projecting on either side. One-fourth
of an inch from the rod on either side
bend the wire at right angles and par-
allel with rod. Drill two small holes
through the disk y4 of an inch on op-
posite sides of the center, fit the disk
to the shaft, forcing the small wire
through the corresponding holes in the
disk, and bend down on other side.

Construct a support for the shaft as
in Fig. 1 of the diagram and around
each bearing drill holes corresponding
to those in the disk, as in Fig. 3.

When the shaft is installed in the
bearings pass the rubber strands
(without stretching) through the
holes in the disk and the correspond-
ing holes around the bearings. Hold
the strands in place by knotting them
on the outside of each bearing. When
the propeller is fastened to the end of
the shaft, the motor can be wound up
by twisting it.

THE AERO-PHONE.
The accompanying illustration

shows a new device, known as the
AERO-PHONE, which is designed to
enable aviator and passenger, or a rac-
ing autoist and his mechanician to con-
verse freely. Without such a device,
conversation, under these circum-
stances, would be all but impossible,
on account of the roar of the motor
and the wind rushing past one's ears.
The device is thoroughly protected by
patents.

The AERO-PHONE consists of
two special watch case receivers,
mounted in the ear flaps of the regular
aviator's helmet. These flaps fasten
under the chin and hold the receivers

and comfortably against the
Connected with these receiversears. Connected

is a very light weight transmitter of
special construction. The transmitter
is held in place over the mouth by a
band of soft, pliable kid. A long flex-
ible, light cord with a plug at its end
serves to connect the helmet, with its
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receiver and transmitter, to the rest
of the apparatus, which is contained in
a small, neatly finished case made of
hardwood and finished in a weather-
proof material. Inside and at each
end of the case there is a jack made

Aeroplane in Operation.

to fit the plug on the end of the hel-
met cord. Connected with these jacks
are a few small batteries and the ap-
paratus for magnifying the speech.
When in use the box is fastened to the

plane and when the operator and avi,tor are ready toncommunicate,communicate,
they -slip their plugs into the jacks. Thecircuit is automatically made and theapparatus is ready for communication.There is nothing complicated aboutthis and any one may use the appa-ratus. It is very rugged and practi-cally impossible to get out of order.It allows the free use of both hands

by the aviator and passenger, a veryimportant and valuable feature formilitary use or for the instruction ofpupils.
On one end of the box there are

two binding posts for wireless work,
these binding posts are to be connect-
ed to the receiving side of the aero-
plane wireless telephone or telegraph
set. There is also a clever arrange-
ment whereby the aviator and passen-
ger can carry on either singly or to-
gether clear communication with the
earth or another aeroplane without
removing their hands from the con-
trols.

VOTING BLANK
In order to know exactly what our readers desire for the coming year we have prepared belowan Australian voting ballot.
Our old motto "TO PRINT ONLY WHAT OUR READERS WANT" still holds good, but

YOU must give us your opinion, without it we cannot make the magazine the way you would likeIt best.
The editors will appreciate it greatly if you will fill out the blank below by placing a crossopposite the article or item you like best, or do not like. Paste the blank on the hack of a postaland mail it to the editor.
IT ONLY COSTS YOU ONE CENT TO DO SO AND YOU WILL GET A BETTER MAGA-INE AS THE RESULT. Do it NOW before you turn this page and forget it. Success resolves

itself in doing things to -day, TOMORROW IS NOT PATENTED AS YET.

Make Cross Here X
I like Modern Electrics the way it is
I do not like Modern Electrics the way it is
I like "The Practical Electrician"
I do not like "The Practical Electrician"
I would like longer installments of "The Prac-

tical Electrician"
I like scientific articles
I do not like scientific articles
I like popular articles
I do not like popular articlesI like articles "How to make Things."I do not like articles "How to make Things"I would like more articles on WirelessI would like less articles on WirelessI like Mr. Gernstrack's

serial storyI do not like Mr. Gernsback's serial story

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I

Make Crone Here

would like another serial story by Mr. Gems -
back
like short stories .........................
do not like short stories ....................
like the Experimental Department ...........
do not like the Experimental Department
like the Aeronautical Department ............
do not like the Aeronautical Department.
like the "Wireless Telegraph Contest" ......

like the Department "With the Inventor".
do not like the "Wireless Telegraph Contest

do not like the Department "With the ID.
ventor"  ..............
like the "Paris Letter" ......................
donot like the"Oracle"..... .. ................................

like the
do not like the "Oracle" .................

Other Suggestions
.......................................................

Name
........

- ........................................ .......... ,
itddreas

............................................. . ......... 
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Onr Wireless Station and our Laboratory Contest will be continued every month until further notice.
The best photograph for each contest is awarded a monthly prize of Three (3) Dollars. If you have a
coon, clear photograph send it at once; you are doing yourself an injustice if you don't. If you have a
wireless station or laboratory (no matter how small) have a photograph taken of it by all means. Photo-
wraphs not used will be returned in 30 days.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DESCRIPTION OP THE STATION MUST NOT BE LONGER
THAN 250 WORDS, AND THAT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ONLY ONE SIDE OF THE SHEET
IS WRITTEN UPON. SHEET MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN OR WRITTEN BY PEN. DO NOT
USE PENCIL. NO DESCRIPTION WILL BE ENTERED IN THE CONTEST UNLESS THESE
RULES ARE CLOSELY ADHERED TO.

It is also advisable to send two prints of the photograph (one toned dark and one light) so we can
have the choice of the one best suited for reproduction.

This competition is open freely to all who may desire to compete, without charge or consideration of
any kind. Prospective contestants need not be subscribers for (the publication) in order to be entitled
to compete for the prizes offered.

FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS.
Here is a flashlight of my wireless

telegraph outfit.
The receiving set consists of, dou-

ble -slide tuner, large loose -coupler,
variometer, fixed and variable conden-
sers, loading coil, silicon, perikon and
carborundum detectors, and Brandes
2,000 ohm head set.

Harry Station.For sending I use two coils, one, 1
inch and one, 72 inch ; aluminum wire
d'hx, zinc spark gap, Leyden jar cc?n-

sers, anchor gap, ammeter in series
Lar

contacts.
BY

telegraph key withge

46Y the use of 2 D.P.D.T. switches,can
use either the double -slide tuneror

ATose-coupler.
ot,'I necessary switches are showntlibre switchboard. I use heavy glass

ng for bringing in the leading in

I use a 6 volt 60 amp -hour storage
battery for operating the coils.

IVly aerial is composed of six
strands of copper wire 45 feet long, 48
feet above the ground.

I have obtained excellent results
from this outfit and am in constant
communication with a friend living a
few miles away.

Modern Electrics has given me many
helpful hints and I consider it the best
magazine for the amateur.

CHARLES HARRY,
Michigan.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Here is a photo of my wireless tele-

graph station whioh has taken me
about two years to complete.

For sending I use a small closed
core transformer which was made from
instructions in September, 1910, issue
of Modern Electrics. It is run direct
from the 110 V. A. C. current and gives
a good spark, also, a helix wound with
No. 7 wire, glass plate condenser, seen
in front of the transformer on the
left, spark gap, and a key which has
a condenser bridged across the ter-minals to prevent sparking.

The receiving
i
set consists of a sin-gle slide tuner n front of which is alarge variable condenser, fixed conden-

ser, electrolytic, peroxide of lead and
, and 1,000 ohmsihliocnoens, bdeehteicntdors

which is a p otentio-
meter.
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On the switchboard there is a switch
for cutting in the various detectors,
one for the battery, and one for cut-
ting in the potentiometer. There is
also a test buzzer which is shown to
the right of Modern Electrics, and
below this is a push button. On the
sending side is the switch for con-
trolling 110 volts, fuse block, hot wire
meter which, however, is not yet com-
plete, switch for same, and the aerial
switch.

The aerial is composed of four cop -

Mott Station.

per wires 65 feet long and elevated at
the highest end forty-five feet.

HAROLD MOTT,
Manitoba.

A CORRECTION.
Last month we printed a description

of Mr. Willard S. Wilder's wireless
station, but the photo was of someone
else's station. Mr. Wilder called our
attention to the mistake and enclosed
this photograph which we cheerfully
print in correction of the error. We

Wilder Station.
receive a lot of descriptions and pic-tures each month, many of the pic-
tures being enclosed loosely, with theletters describing

them, and having nonames. on the backs to identify them.For this reason we sometimes get them

mixed. Perhaps this is the reason forthe mistake in the present instance. Ifour contestants would put their
nameson the backs of their pictures

therewould be no chance for mistakes of thiskind to happen.

HONORABLE MENTION.
The accompanying photograph was

taken of our wireless station which
we have set up within the last five
months. The outfit is complete in ev-
ery detail and, with the exception of
condenser and head set, none of the
apparatus is factory .built. We have
had fine success with this outfit, being
able to receive from New York and
Chicago to New Orleans, and have
sent 125 miles overland. The aerial
used is of the four wire loop type. It
is spread on 12 foot spreaders and is
300 feet long. The height at one end
is 75 feet, and the other end is 60

feet high.
The receiving set consists of loose

coupler, Murdock variable condenser,
rotary variable, fixed condenser, fer-

Templeton and Kamphausen Station.

ron and silicon detectors, and a 2,000

ohm head set.
The transmitting set is run from the

city A.C. supply and includes
the

following apparatus : 1 kw. transfor-

mer, glass plate condenser of eight

plates, 18 x 22 inches, helix, spark gal)

(inclosed in helix), hot wire ammeter,

key and impedance. Since this pic

ture was taken we have made a ro-

tary spark gap and it certainly
does

the work. All the transmitting
wir-

ing is done with No. 10 stranded
wire.

We would be glad to hear from
and 10

stations at any time between
7 lu

Tp.Emm. pLSEtaTtioonx call-Z
KA

11-Z.A.
_M_PHAVSEN'

Ohio.
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HONORABLE MENTION.

Herewith
is a flashlight photo of my

wireless
telegraph station.

To sending outfit consists of two

one inch
coils, one E. I. coil, sending

condenser,
two keys, spark gap, and

AtV receiving outfit consists of ahelix.

tuning
transformer, of which only half

appears in the photo, two variable
condensers,

one single slide tuning

coil, five
detectors: silicon, galena, and

electrolytic, one double throw receiv-
ing and sending switch, and one pair
of 2,000 ohm E. I. phones.

I built all the instruments from the
articles in the Modern Electrics, ex-
cepting the phones, keys, switch, and
induction coil.

Kieffer Station.

My aerial consists of four strands
of No. 16 copper wire, one and one-
half feet apart, and one hundred feet
long. The poles are seventy feet high.

With this outfit I have obtained ex-
cellent results.

ALBERT H. KIEFFER,
New York.

HONORABLE MENTION.
This is a picture of my wireless ap-

faratus.
The receiving set is as fol-

°ws: Loose coupler with two sliders
°n the primary and one inside slider
°II secondary, one fixed condenser and
?ne variable condenser, three detec-
tors: E.

1 Co. electrolytic, Murdock
silicon

and a galena. I have two sets
82,000 ohm phones : Murdock and C.

to
ndes, and a buzzer test for detec-

CO.
MY sending set includes: E. I.

helix.

jntekilw. transformer coil, electro-
rupter, one large Leyden jar

The helix frame is of black
Walnut and it is wound with No. 8

aluminum wire. My key is a tele-
graph key and my spark gap is ad-
justable. My aerial consists of seven
copper wires.

Garey Station.

With this set I have made proven
tests of receiving over 2,000 miles. I
hear the following almost every night :
"M.CC. (Cape Cod), "NAX" (Colon,
Panama), "NAR" (Key West) "HA"
(Cape Hatteras), "NY" (New York).
I also hear all over the Great Lakes.
I get very good results with this set.

LLOYD GAREY,
Michigan.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Here is a picture of my wireless

outfit which consists of : a kw. trans-
former, an electrolytic interrupter,
and the electro sending helix. My
aerial is 75 feet long, 60 feet high and
consists of 8 strands of No. 12 bare
copper wire. My receiving set con-
sists of silicon and electrolytic detec-

Granden Station.

tors, a fixed and a variable condenser,
a double slide tuner and potentiome-
ter. HOWARD GRANDEN,

Nebraska.
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HONORABLE MENTION.
This is a photo of my wireless sta-

tion, nearly all of which was built by
myself. I have an 80 foot pole with
a 4 strand, copper wire antenna 200
feet long. My receiving set consists
of the following: Perikon, pyron,
galena, and silicon detectors, which
are controlled by a 5 point switch,
3,000 ohm Western Electric phones,
potentiometer, variable condenser,
fixed condenser, and inductance, with
double slide tuner. The detectoi s are
mounted upon E. I. Co.'s bases which
are very useful for this purpose. The
apparatus is all made of quartered
oak and mounted upon a quartered
oak board with the necessary switches
and binding posts.

Ashley Station.

The sending set is made of the fol-
lowing: 1 inch spark coil, Mesco
spark gap, Bunnel key, and 80 amp -
hour National Storage battery. I am
a constant reader of Modern Electrics
and find it very helpful. My call is

M.B.
JOHN ASHLEY,

Massachusetts.

MODEL AEROPLANE CON-
TESTS.

Flying contests for model aero-
planes are held every Sunday after-
noon, weather permitting, Vanat
Cortlandt Park, under the auspices of
the New York Model Aeroplane Club.Full particulars may be obtained fromMr. Edward Durant, c/o The Aeronau-tical Society, ur250
Y. City. ,v est 54th Street, N.

EDISON ON STATUS OF INVEN.
TORS.

In a "New Year" interview
printedournal

in the New York Evening Journal
Mr. Thomas A. Edison said, in part:

"The worst thing about 1912 is the
number of hoggish men it will have to
tolerate-men, I mean, who are so
greedy that they'll starve an inventor
so hard he can't work. There is no
end-absolutely no end-to the things
1912 could produce to make life easier
and better and happier. But the in-
ventors can't produce. They're starv-
ed down. The men that handle their
inventions starve them. That's why
the greedy men are the year's worst
blight.

"What should we do this year?
Jack up the man who produces-the
man who works. That is, support the
man and make his job easier. The

men whose opinions of 1911 I thought
best of were the men who can pro-
duce. Jack up that kind of man.
That's the year's best message.

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
WITHOUT MASTS.

According to reports from Rome,

Italy, Mr. William Marconi has discov-

ered that wireless messages can be sent

over desert land without the usual

masts. Sand, being a non-conductor,

acts as insulation for the wires which

are laid on the ground in the direction

in which the message is to be sent. Sta-

tions without masts can easily be es
in

and maintained withoutcobeming

conspicuous to the enemy in time of

war.-Elec. World.

AN ELECTRICAL FAKE.

A man has recently been making
the

rounds of Southern Indiana
reaping a

good harvest by selling an attachment
to

electric -light circuits which, he has rep-

resented, will give a saving of 25 per

cent. on light bills when installed
be -

chine is an ordinary 4 -in. -deep outlet or,

ghts. He col-

tween the meter and thesis

lects $15 in advance.
so-called

ma -

junction box with two wires passin

straight through, the box being filled

with ordinary cement.-Elec.
World.
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PATENT NO. 1,015,196 FOR TRANS-
MISSION OF ELECTRIC POWER HAS
BEEN GRANTED TO THEODORE T.
KRYSHTOFOVICH, OF ST. LOUIS,

This invention relates to transmission of
electric power to airships. The inventor

PO

5 7

13

29
-A

17 5)- VIF.5 i v g a s g I I I0 a,101110111111

Illaillre7Wr.-z.
19 16

19 .9-
. v

3. rf ez .14- 5 p
11

Uses a double set of trolleys as shown, which
are made to run from the electrical highway
formed of the cables 3 and 4, to which
Power is furnished by generator 9. The
Power is thus transmitted to the cable 2
and
ship,

acts on the electric motor of the air -

We do not know whether the inventor
has tried this arrangement, but we feel al-
;itiost sure that when he does something will
,:131),en Besides, we do not see what ad-

the device has over an ordinary

can
P. unless Mr. Kryshtofovich thinks he
reduce the weight of his machine by

equulgmucaway
with the gasoline engine and

itents. This, however, does not make
difference as an aeroplane can just

as well
sr carry a few hundred pounds more
certat9'

iicki

without much trouble. There is
""'" any more safety in this aero-

plane than in any other and it surely is
worse off than any other if the cable should
become broken or if the power at 9 fails.

GEORGE SEIBT, OF BERLIN, GER-
MANY, HAS BEEN GRANTED PAT-
ENT NO. 1,012,456 FOR RADIO -TELE-
PHONY.

This well known authority on wireless
secured the following patent on wireless
telephony.

While Mr. Seibt's invention at the first
glance, does not present anything novel, the
theoretical points which he covers are well
taken and although the patent is to -day
more or less obsolete, inasmuch as it has
been in the patent office since 1907, never-
theless, our readers interested in wireless
telegraphy should secure a copy of this
patent as quite some food for thought will

he found in it.
Part of the specification reads as follows:
According to

the present in-
vention the
variable resist-
ance is brought
into such re-
lation to the
fixed resist-
ances that the Inkro/64one
variation o f
pressure produced by the acoustic vibra-
tions causes a maximum variation of radi-
ated electrical energy. In the case in which
the oscillations are produced in the anterna
itself or transferred to it by loose coupling
from a closed oscillation -circuit, and as-
suming the microphone to be inserted di-
rectly into the oscillation circuit, theory
shows that the resistance of the microphone
ought to be numerically equal to the other
resistances of the antenna, or in other
words, that the damping produced by the
microphone

resistance ought to be the same
as the damping
in

Thethe

agnistetn;
this
itselfin.

Ohmic resistance of the microphone the
same as the resistance of the other parts
of the system.

PATENT NO. 1.014,002 FOR APPAR-
ATUS FOR WIRELESS SIGNALING
HAS BEEN GRANTED TO JOHN L.

HOGAN, OF BRANT ROCK, MASS.
This invention deals with simplifying the
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handling of apparatus of a wireless station,
and we quote herewith part of Mr. Hogan's
specification:

"Heretofore the associated electrical cir-
cuits employed in wireless telegraphy have
been independently tuned by varying the
tuning elements such as capacity and in-
ductance, in each circuit separately, whereby
to give the several associated circuits the
same natural electrical period. The neces-
sity of moving several indicating devices
and making several adjustments has intro-
duced errors and also has required consid-
erable skill in the user of the instruments.
By my invention I avoid this difficulty, and
incidentally make it possible to more deli-
cately adjust the apparatus. as well as re-
duce the liability of error"

(C4)

C4

c'e

In practice Mr. Hogan constructs the
tuning box L2 and L3 and C 2 with leads at-
tached to connect the antenna and ground
in circuit with L2 and he uses but a single
variable pointer or indicator, that is, the
slide of the coil represented by L2. Thus
any kind of tuning element may be varied
as long as it is common to both circuits.

This patent which is quite interesting
should be secured by the wireless students
as it covers several unique points.

PATENT NO. 1,013,854, FOR A THER-
MOSTAT, HAS BEEN GRANTED TO
MR. GUNTHER PHILIP WILD, OF
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This invention relates to a thermostat,
and the only new feature of this patent
is that Mr. Wild uses oil or other hydro-
carbon fluid, 34, which, conducting the heat
well, assists in acting upon the composite
mmetal thermostat bar 3. If enough heat is

20ea_
23

1.1

produced, the bar 3 contacts with the screw
6. The oil serves the function to prevent
arcing between the contacts, and if an arc_i

extinguished.should be formed, it is quickly guisheu.
The device is well gotten up and the con"

titrUCt1011 IS well carried through.

PATENT NO. 1,013,990 FORTRIC SWITCH HAS BEEN
GRANTED

TEXAS.
TO JAMES EARL DU VAL,

OF BOWIE,

This shows a novel switch presentingsome good points.

It is in the form of a plug switch which
after the part F is pushed in the part

C,engages with the pin E. The connection
cannot be opened by pulling on the part F,
but it is necessary to push it in a little
further by giving it a downward movement
which disengages F from E.

As this article is neatly gotten up, it

certainly should find a good market.

PATENT NO. 1,014,719 FOR APPAR-
ATUS FOR COLLECTING ELECTRI-
CAL ENERGY HAS BEEN GRANTED
TO WALTER I. PENNOCK, OF PHILA-
DELPHIA, PA.

Wonders never cease!
Mr. Pennock's invention as will be seen,

deals with collecting atmospheric electric-
ity which electricity is to be stored in the

Leyden jars 50.

Mr. Pennock employs a metal netting
8.

which is held suspended by ballo,ns 1 at-

tached to a swivel arrangement 5. In order

that the electricity does not rush to the

ground whereby a terrib!e !oss would surelY

he the result, the inventor uses t1,e Iry

sulators 45, which check the flow intoec-

tricity and force it to trickle down
the

There is, of course, no doubt that this
jars 50.

thing will work. Now, howeer, comes .11..

one big question, and that is, what is .er__

Pennock going to do with the static ei e_

tricity after he captures it? We have, 20e

idea what he intends to do with it, all,!121st

certainly does not hope to form
anew 'The

by extracting all the electricity
from
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and selling it to the unsuspecting con-
...mer.buperhaps this invention is a little pre-

mature and there may be some use for it

ot our
future generations.

FREDERICK
G. SARGENT, F

WESTFORD,
MASS., HAS BEEN

GRANTED
PATENT NO. 1,013,223 FOR

A DETECTOR.
Here is something very new in a wire-

less detector. M. r. Sargent uses a resilient
conductor

15 of iron or steel, and preferably
in the form of a flat wire. It is made of
this

material. so as to have a capability of
keeping a slight amount of residual mag-
netism.

Careful adjustment can be made by means
of screws 13, 18 and 26. No exterior mag-
netic field is used.

Mr Sargent claims that when electro-
magnetic waves strike the wire 15 this is

IL

made to vibrate longitudinally, thus con-
tacting with the part 22 which has a conical
point and engages with the off -set portion
21 of the conductor 15.

The detecting contact member 22 may
be made of carbon, carborundum, zincite,
steel, iron, silicon, or other material. While
in the illustration is shown a battery and
potentiometer, Mr. Sargent claims that his
device is so sensitive that it does not require
a battery at all.

PATENT NO. 1012,913, FOR AUTO-
MATIC ELECTRICAL FIRE EXTIN-
GUISHERS HAS BEEN GRANTED TO
STEPHEN B. PRIEST, OF WASHING-
TOYNhis

i

D. -

Invention deals with automatic elec-trical fire extinguishers and presents some
novel ideas.

If fire should break out near the valves
36, the fusible bar 41, will be made to melt
and the bar 52 is made to fall down, act -'f on the line 47. The valve 34 is thus
ITeilecl and is ready for action. At theia-fie instant, however, the electromagnet

111111\-__

21, is operated which pulls the lever 18 up.
This disengages the tank 1, which is pivoted
at 3, and the tank is turned up -side -down
immediately. The chemicals in the tank act

)<1

96

/7-

:Or

instantaneously and discharge through the
tube 25, as shown in Fig. 2.

The chemicals under pressure are forced
out through the tube 25, and rush out
through the valve 36 extinguishing the fire
that has started around that valve or near
by. At the same moment, however, while
the tank had revolved, it opened another
valve 30, of the common water supply,
which now also rushes through tube 25
after the pressure of the water has opened
the valve 28. Thus if the chemicals of the
fire extinguisher were not able to quite ex-
tinguish the fire, the water from the water -
mains will follow up the work.

This invention is quite ingenious and
several novel points have been covered. It
has only one fault and that is, it seems to
us a little complicated and has too many
parts that seem to us liable of getting out

of order. However, we have
the inventor will overcome

no doubt that
these defects

without much trouble.
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PATENT NO. 1,013,465, HAS BEEN
GRANTED EDWARD VAN WAGENEN,
OF NEW YORK, N. Y., FOR A BAT-
TERY -CHARGE INDICATOR.

This invention deals with an indicator for
storage batteries, and has some very novel
points.

4v/ Mr. Van Wagenen
uses a hydrometer 9,
which floats in the solu-
tion of the storage bat-
tery electrolyte 10. As
the battery is charged
the hydrometer 9 rises,
and moves up the rod
8, which is held by a
spring 7. The rod 8
also moves a metal
connection piece 4,
which slides on the
resistance wires 3, 3.
Thus any variation of
the slider 4 will natur-
ally make a difference
in potential and this
difference will be re-
corded in the recording
voltmeter 14. Inas-
much as this voltmeter

traces a complete record for each hour of
the day, one can easily ascertain just how
smoothly the charge of the storage bat-
tery proceeded.

Mr. Van Wagenen uses his indicator
mostly to show the condition of a battery
at a distance. This point his invention
covers largely.

Looking over this invention it has oc-
curred to us that by means of this arrange-
ment one should be able to cut off the
charging current automatically at the end
of the charge. We do not know whether
Mr. Van Wagenen has thought of this but
it occurred to us as very feasible.

MR. IRVING S. ROSENBLATT, OF
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., HAS BEEN
GRANTED PATENT NO. 1,012,919,
FOR AN ANTISEPTIC TELEPHONE -
MOUTHPIECE. This shows

el another antiseptich
telephone Tout -
piece, and. is .one

0.1.4?;

of those inventions
thateAC

that

e- nno:birenovmnifeaniadttirs

phone mouthpiece. It

out of an

ordinary glass mouthpiece
antiseptic tele

about the ideal thing inasmuchto

us that the
about saesd now,showss

6
*. proof

should

and
the dirt and dust very
can be washed. off. with prominentlybte

troubleThe antiseptic idea has long been
given.up as nobody was.ever able to prove thatanyone ever was infected from a telephone

mouthpiece.
Mr. Rosenblatt in his specification

saysthat the absorbent material which he uses
in his mouthpiece, may be saturated from
time to time with suitable antiseptic, and
he advises the use of cotton as an absorbent.

Has Mr. Rosenblatt ever tried to use
his telephone mouthpiece with cotton, satu-
rated with antiseptic on a long distance
line? We think he will find that the other
party will hardly be able to understand him.

Cotton happens to be one of the best
sound insulators and for this reason it

should not be used. Any other loosely
packed material in a telephone mouthpiece
acts in the same manner.

MR. WM. GEORGE ASMUS, OF
CLEVELAND, OHIO, HAS ' BEEN
GRANTED PATENT NO. 1,015,119 FOR
THERMOSTATIC CIRCUIT CLOSER.

This invention
is another ther-
mostatic arrange-
ment and while it
does not present
anything abso-
lutely new, its
form is well got-
ten up and it will
surely find its
way into the mar -

5 ket as it is useful,
neat and compact.

The apparatus
can be screwed
into an ordinary
Edison socket,

3 making it very

4,1 5 handy to use, at

the same time

I. taking up very

little room.
Mr. Asmus

thinks that he can

even use the sockets of broken lamp brack-

ets for the construction of his thermostat.

The conical ring 20 is made of fusible ma-

terial preferably soft solder, while 4 is the

metal enclosure. The wires 14 and 15 nor-

mally do not make contact. As soon as

sufficient heat is directed against the ap-

paratus, the ring 20 will melt and the solder

will fall down, thereby short circuiting t

wires 14 and 15 which operate the neces-

sary device's.

Considerable interest has been center.ed

on the report of Mr. John Ericson, eeitcY_

engineer of Chicago, relative to h

Gas and water
sis of underground cables antdetpoipe.s:

troly

Water main, the
affected most. On one particular 36pipes were. found__ inch

in a 36 inch water main.

nl

flowingct

r o lnyasisines

143 amp
w. ere 14 inch or more deep.

pits due to. e one

it was found that 30 amp, was

a 24 inch water -main, and in other,
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A foxy story without words.

ACTOMOBILING IN AFRICA

6

-Mewendorfer Blaetter.
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Queries and questions pertaining to the electr'cal arts.-addressed to this department, will be

Published free of charge. Only answers to inquiries of general interest will be published here for

the benefit of all readers.
On account of the large amount of inquiries received, it may not be possible to print all the

answers in any one issue. as each has to take its turn. Correspondents should bear this in mind
when writing.

Common questions will be promptly answered by mail if 10 cents to cover expenses have been
enclosed. We can no longer undertake to furnish information by mail free of charge as in the past.
There are as many as 150 letters a day now and it would be ruinous for us to continue acting as

a free correspondence school.
If a quick reply is wanted by mail, a charge of 15 cents is made for each question. Special

information requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without renumera-

tion. THE ORACLE has no fixed rate for such work, but will inform the correspondent promptly
as to the charges involved.

NAME AND ADDRESS MUST ALWAYS BE GIVEN IN ALL LETTERS. WHEN WRIT-

ING ONLY ONE SID OF' ESTION SHET B; DIAGRAMS AND DRAW-
INGS MUST INVARIABLY BE ON A SEPARATE

MUST
SHEEE T.USEDNOT MORE THAN THREE

QUESTIONS MUST BE ASKED, NOR SHALL THE ORACLE ANSWER MORE THAN THIS

NUMB R. NO ATTENTION PAID TO LETTERS NOT OBSERVING ABOVE RULES.

If you want anything electrical and don't know where to get it, THE ORACLE will give you

such information free.

ELECTRIC SWITCH.
(1920.) Walter Belstad, Washington,

asks how an electric switch works.
A. Wiring diagram of one form of elec-

tric track switch is given below. A and
B are two metal strips insulated from the
trolley, but installed so that the trolley
wheel will touch both of them. When a
car approaches the switch and the motor-
man wishes to go straight ahead he allows
the car to coast while passing under the con-
tact pieces A and B. When the wheel con-
nects A and B, current passes from the
trolley through solenoid C to contact A,
through wheel to B, thence through re-
sistance R, the lower contacts on which disc

D rests, disc D, and solenoid F, to ground.
This moves the plunger G to the left and

sets the switch for the straight track.
Should the motorman wish to take the curve
he leaves the power on while passing under
A and B. In this case the current drawn
from A through the solenoid C is sufficient

to raise its plunger and the disc D into con-
nection with the upper contacts. Current
from B then flows through the resistance

R disc D and upper contacts, and solenoid

E to ground, moving plunger G to right and

setting switch for the curve.
There is another form, in which, if the

motorman finds the switch correctly set

for him he coasts under A and B, no mat-

ter which way he wishes to go; and leaves

power on if the switch is set wrong. Thate

mechanism of this type is similar to th

described above.
ELECTRICAL BLASTING.

(1921.) Arthur Logan, Colo., asks:

Q. 1.-Kindly give a description of the

operation of electric blasting.
A. 1.-Two methods are in use at pres-

ent, one being the hot wire blasting, and

the other, the electric spark blasti
of

ng.
The

former consists of a very fine piece

wire or other high resistance
metal wire.

connected across two copper wires. Thi5

is mounted in a metal cap containing
the

fulminating mercury preparation,
which !s

far more explosive than dynamite and is,

the material used in percussion
caps a'

cartridges. The current is supplied h)c'o_n_

"exploder" which consists of a box ;1_

taining a magneto which is driven rapid.;

plunger. The handle is given a

downward push. which makes contact
°

allows the current from the magne .t?

e hot %or'

pass over the two wires to th

to exPl°uefuse in the blasting hole. The red-hot wire

causes the fulminate of mercury
eb7°ccoltle5-

with terrific violence
which in

turn

the surrounding dynamite chaorgnsts of a

cussion. The other
method Cs.

small spark gap
enclosed in a

This
gap is

ner as the previous system. with the

supplied from notmall
spar!c_i the {or

ally at present.

PbreaffitgiCaused

mar method
thIotd

aiss
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r, 2.-ls it practical to refine gold by

c Of the electric current?
mean.; we presume that you mean by

L'--- ' '
rtr chemical moans. In the U. S. As-

say'le-c)-office
in New York there is an interest-

ff exhibit on the refining of gold by means

of. electro-plating.
The gold obtained is

as pure as can be obtained by any known
process. However, the expense of this

method makes it prohibitive to use except
where cheap water power which may be
converted into electricity is at hand. The
usual method of treating the slag with heat
is still the best method and most economi-
cal known, for commercial work.

INSULATORS IN GUY WIRES.
(1922.) Clyde Hudson, Oregon, writes:
Q. 1.-Please explain why and how

aerial guy wires should be insulated; and
if they should be as well insulated for re-
ceiving only, as for sending.

A. 1.-Uninsulated guy wires absorb
energy from the Hertzian waves, and de-
tract from the amount received by your
aerial. Breaking the guys up into short
lengths by means of insulators prevents this
to a great extent. Guys should be insulated
whether aerial is for receiving or sending.

Q. 2.-How much farther can one re-
ceive by using two 1000 ohm receivers than
with two pony 75 ohm single pole re-
ceivers?

A. 2.-You should be able to cover sev-
eral times as great a distance with the better
phones; but as explained before in this
column the range depends on many other
things besides the resistance of the re-
ceivers.

Q. 3.-How much farther can one re-
ceive with an aerial 70 feet high at both
ends and 80 feet long, than with one 70
feet at one end and 50 feet at the other?

A. 3.-The first named aerial should
work a little better than the other; but not
much.

COMPARATIVE RESISTANCE OF
COPPER) AND HUMAN BODY.

(1923.
writes: George Oswald, New York,

teovoTeknhienarge was a certain lady telephoning one

of the w

she was doing this, I
P one receiver and placed one

°f the s eading from the receiver to one.
Posts of the lightning arrester ana

took the other w'rand held it between
IllY th b 1 e a
1, urn and forefinger and then touchedhe other
rny fi post of the arrester with one of

ngers of the same hand and I could
ihear almost as good as if I took the regu-ar

Wirelio and touched the arrester with it.
triertymiuch of a better conductor of elec-

A.
The

copper than the human body?
e explanation of this is that the

rehanda rice. between two fingers of the same
little Y. only a few hundred ohms and made

ifference in the loudness of the wordsheard
twe in the receiver. The resistance be-

r$00(1en

a A-nger on one hand and the cor-
°flding finger on the other hand is aboutohms, while the resistance of a similar

819

THE BABY ENGINE

The Smallest 1/2 H. P. Gasoline Engine in the World

2 CYCLE --3 PORT, VALVELESS, WITH BUT THREE
MOVING PARTS, AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION

AND SPARK CONTROL.
Equipment includes engine, aluminum propeller, tank,

carbureter, commutator, spark plug, Baby coil (5 oz.) box
type, polished mahogany, set of miniature dry cells with
instruction sheet for installation and operation, Complete
and ready to run. Weight, 4 lbs. 10 oz.

Price $35.00
Complete set of blue -prints, giving details and dimensions

for construction of an exact duplicate of the 7i5 -foot
BABY MONOPLANE

which, equipped with one of the above (type "1-A") engines,
recently flew, at a speed of 25 miles an hour, a distance of
one-half mile in a straightaway, uncontrolled
flight. Price $2.00

Material for constructing the above Baby Monoplane as
follows: Seasoned wood for sheets, fuselage and plane
cross -braces; seasoned wood ribs, steam bent to correct
camber, sheet metal for sockets and anchorage, piano wire
for guying and cross -bracing, steel and aluminum tubing for
landing gear, together with all necessary screws, bolts, nuts,
nails, etc., etc. Complete (including set of blue -print
drawings). Price $5.00

The Baby Engine Company
STAMFORD, CONN.

BIG BARGAIN IN TELEPHONES
WE bought several hundred of this style from a

bankrupt concern. These apparatus, 11 in.
long, 5 in. wide, sold regularly at 30.50. We can sell
this job lot, each complete with transmitter, receiver
and bell, at $1.34; complete with induction coil for
long distance, $1.49. Telephone receivers, about 100
ohms, for long distance. 43e.. delivered to your
address. Extra large wall telephones, complete with
receiver, transmitter, bell, $2.761 same with two
magnet magneto, $3.65. while they last.

COSMOS ELECTRIC CO.
136..11 Liberty St. New York

WE HAVE
Detectors, Tuning Coils, Receivers, in

fact everything that the Amateur wants.
Let us know your needs, and get the best

N

the market affords without paying ex-
orbitant Par/Lee:N

SABIN & CO.,.
29 South East St., Amherst, Blass.

A man or woman to act as-formation reporter. All
Wanted our lii

or spare
time. No experience necessary. $50 to $300 per

Asseslio. CISaenydwsNta.mP for par -month. NothslAngLEtso

Oculars.cos Association Building, Indianapolis, Intl.
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TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT)
IN THE SHORTEST

POSSIBLE TIME

"."

The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter combined
with standard key and sounder. Sends your tele-
graph messages at any speed just as an expert oper-ator would. Five styles $2 up. Circular tree.

Omnigraph Mfg. Co., 39 Cortlandt SL, New %it

BARRETT'S
WIRELESS

344 E 152d ST., NEW YORK SCHOOL
The best equipped wireless school in New York City

teaching both codes and an electrical course, preparing
the student for the Government test. Come in and see us,

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.

B I FITG

AGENTYPROS
CELL BRANDT'S Newly Patented AUTOMATIC RAZORSTROPPER, The invention that puts a perfect edgeon any razor in 20 seconds. Works automatically. ForOLD style razors or SAFETY Blades. Makes one bladelast a year. Any one can use it. Guaranteed for life.

Sharpens
and Keep.
Sharp Any
Razor In
the World,
OLD style
or SAFETY

Harry Bartow sold 40 droppers
in 18 hrs. 15 min. You can do
as well. No selling experience needed
It sells itself. Every man wants one.
Be the first in your locality. Write for
prices, terms and territory. Be quick.

B. T. BRANDT CUTIIRY CO., 84 West Broadway, New York City

Big Stamp Album 10c.
8x54 inches: 546 spaces. 160 pic-
tures, heavy covers. Bargain. Other
Albums 30c to $55 00. Send for list
and copy Monthly paper FREE.
SCOTT'S CATALOGUE. 800 pages,
Paper covers, 60c. cloth 75c. 108 all
different STAMPS. Paraguay, Tur-
key, Victoria, etc., only 10c.. 17
different UNUSED Nicaragua, Cuba,
Salvador, etc., 10c. Approval sheets
50 per Cent. commission.

SCOTT STAMP 6.. COIN CO.
127 Madison Avenue, New York

LET US GET ACQUAINTED-25 STAMPS
FREE tolsending for mw -5 Canal Zone ...............Sc5 Panama . .... ...........

5c10 Cuba and Port.° .....

v nrice

5e10 U. S. Colombia
..  ...

ScIllustrated Album108 good stamp, 1,000 h1
bound in heavy cover.gauge. 250. Post free, ii. LEONARD,107 E. Ninth St.,

..nges and perforation

Jacksonville, Fla'

length of No. 40 B.
5 or 6 ohms.

(1924.) Lester E. Lighton P

SENDING CONDENSER.
lily

& S. copper wire is 0

as ennsylvaniaks:
Q. 1.-How many square inches

off tin

thickness

foil are needed in Leyden jars for a YiKi.transformer? Does this foil have to be .Oa certaint numbern-Thisw of jars?
on the

n

of the jars, the secondary voltage
ockfn

hss

transformer, the length of the spark gapeand the number of sparks per second. For60 cycle operation, about 1440 square inchesof glass should be covered on both sides.This is for two jars in series. As thesejars will be rather large the condensermay he divided into sets of smaller jars con-nected in series multiple. (Two groups inseries.)
Q. 2.-How may I tell if my head phonesare wound to 1000 ohms? The number ofohms is not stamped on them.
A. 2.-The only sure method is to meas-

ure the resistance with a wheatstone bridge.A rough test may be made by connecting
them in series with a set of phones known
to be of 1000 ohms resistance. If the soundin each set is equally loud the two sets
will have about the same resistance.

Q. 3.-What is the difference between
the type E transformer and other trans-
formers advertised for $40 and $50 per
K.W.? Can you give me a diagram of their
construction?

A. 3.-The difference lies chiefly in the
iron core. In the type E transformer the
core is of the shape shown below. The
others are plain closed core transformers or
else have odd shaped cores designed to give
the characteristics of the type E.

rr 1f

TYPE E

WAVE LENGTH FORMULA.
(1925.)

sin 1

Harold Sachs asks:
1.-How far can

s e slide tuner, etc.?
Q.

August issue.
guessing things like that. See notice

in the

cuAla*te

Winheatteriss?the wave length of same

2.t-frWe dthoen'tdaktnaogwfv.

same?
Q. 3.-What is the formula for finding

eoW. e cannot
cal -

A. 3.-The wave length in meters,
of anv

circuit containing inductance and capacitY.,,

in series, is 3x108x4(LC)0.5
wherein Is

the total capacity in faradsis the total inductance in henrys
and C

k

_,61111.111111Moo.-
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OZONE.
Raymond Steven

should biana,

asks:
hat size fuses e used

volt 60 ampere -hour storage bat -
with a 6
terAy.? 1-Use 10 ampere fuses.

Q. 2.-How does "Ozone" generate from
a spark?

A. 2.-Ordinarily, oxygen molecules are
made up of 2 atoms each. Under the in-
fluence of a spark or a high potential brush
discharge,

the molecules break up and the
atoms re-combine into molecules of 3 atoms
each, these latter molecules being Ozone.
Just why this happens, we don't know.
There are very few who do know, we think.

RECEIVING HOOK-UP.
(1927.) C. Chester Stephen asks for a

hook-up for the following: Loose coupler,
tuning coil, fixed condenser, Murdock ro-
tary variable, pair of 2000 ohm phones, 2
detectors, silicon and carborundum, and a
2 point switch.

This is the diagram:

Pt

GLASS DETECTOR CUP.
(1928.) Robert F. Adams, Texas, asks:
Q. Where can I obtain a glass cup with

a platinum wire fused in same, to be used
for holding the electrolyte for an electro-
lytic detector, as I find a graphite -carbon
cup very troublesome on account of the
acid solution "sweating" through same.

A. We do not know where you may ob-
tain it. Any good glass blower could makeit for you or you might try cutting the lower
Part off a small pill vial and dipping aplatinum wire into the solution in the cup
so formed.

TRANSFORMER DATA.
(1929.) Lloyd Garey, Michigan, writes:
Q 1.-Please give data for ai K.W.transformer,

number of pies, etc.
A. 1.-Core: rectangle 7 inches by 14inches O.D., cross section 1.4 inches square.DInsulation on core: VI inch empire cloth.
rimarY winding: 480 turns No. 13 B. & S.:C.C. in 4 layers (about 6 pounds). Sec-tndarV winding: 25 pies 3 inch thick 2092

811r118 each No. 34 B. & S. D.C.C. (aboutPounds).,.,

2. ---Can the Marconi station "M.C.C."
th2e direction in sending?

electr01.-V.Ti--Not

in so far as we know.

A.
cWdheatteciatotrh?e solution used in an

Chemically pure nitric or sul-°lurk
3._
acid one part, distilled water 4 parts.

The Demand For
Competent Men
in the Telegraph and Railway
and Wireless Fields far exceeds
the supply. We are unable to
keep pace with the
demand for our
graduates. Greatest
possibilities.

My Thorough
Comprehensive

Course of
Instruction

enables my students to become proficient in a
short time. I have the oldest, largest and best
telegraph and railway instruction school in
America. Established 1874. Thousands of my
former students successfully employed every-
where. Railway and train dispatchers and
Western Union Telegraph wires in classrooms.
Complete high power wireless station, also an
unexcelled course in railway accounting as
applied to station agency work. ENROLL NOW.

Steady Work -Good Wages -A Bright Future
Expenses very low and may be earned while

learning. Easy payments and many other big
advantages. Large illustrated catalog tells all.
FREE. Write for it now.

GEO. M. DODGE, Pres.

DODGE'S INSTITUTE OF TELEGRAPHY
Cannel Ave. VALPARAISO, IND.

Geo. M.
Dodge, Pres.

Dodge's losiiiale of Telegraphy
Valparaiso, Ind.

LEARN WIRELESS
We have most modern up-to-date equip-

ment and methods for teaching Wireless
Telegraphy.

High Power commercial Wireless ap-
paratus in class room in constant com-
munication with ships and shore stations.

Expert Wireless instructors all licensed
by U. S. Government.

We teach perfect sending and receiving
in Morse and Continental.

Thorough instruction on apparatus and
principles of Wireless.

Day and Evening sessions. Monthly rates.
Students prepared for position with Wire-

less Companies. Send for booklet "A."
PHILADELPHIA

SCHOOL OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Skerrett Bldg., Ridge and Green St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS
Our wireless catalogue contains diagrams and instructions which

are of great value to the wireless experimenter. Inclose 2c. stamp
for complete catalogue. We also send an aeroplane catalogue free.
No postals answered.

Special for this Month
No. 18-22 Enameled Wire 45c. per lb.
No. 24-28 Enameled Wire 50c. per lb.

THE I. W. T. WIRELESS CO.
1010-A BROADWAY BROOKLYN, A. Y.

FOR SIX MONTHS
INVESTING FOR PROFIT FREE
It is worth $10 a copy to any man intending to invest any money. how-
ever ell who has Invested money u

hun'amore per month, but whot learnnPer°d tahtaebartly. winhvoodcianng safovrepiLiotr

ltdomuiwit
iers and bankers hide from the masses It reveals the enormous profits"

'rates the real earning Power of money, the knowledge ilnan-
bankers make and shows how to make the lame profits. It explain. hewtup.odons fortunes are made and why made; how *IL coo grows to $22.000,magazine write me now. I'll send it six months abso-eoTVIrdlltuRE7 my H. L. BAREIETR, Pub.

R. 487, se amastair RM. CHICAGO ILL.
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LEIM AN BROS.

BLOWERS
VACUUM

PUMPS
for all Gas and Oil Appliances,
Sand Blasts, Boat Whistles.
Calliopes, Gas Producers, Gas
Boosting, Testing.
VACUUM CLEANING
Take up own wear. Small
Piston. Big Air Space. No
Springs. Powerful. Noise-
less. Can't get out of order.

Blower Catalog No. 138
[OMAN BROS

62 AU John Si

Vacuum " No. 139 NEW YORK

KENNEY PORTABLE NEEDLE SPRAY
Did you ever use

a Needle Spray for
bathing? Did you ever
feel that delightful
sensation imparted
by the thin streams
of water striking
against the body? It
awakens the mind
and stimulates the
muscles. Here is an
opportunity to get
one. Far superior to
bathing in the Tub
or standing under a

Down Shower. No curtain used. Water does
not splash on the floor. Fits any tub. Nothing
to equal it. Sent C. 0. D. or upon receipt of
$5.00. Send for booklet. AGENTS.

THE KENNEY SPECIALTY CO.
814 Madison Avenue New York

"Red Devil" Grip
Grips the Cable and Holds it

(Same masers as Red Devil" Glass Cutters.)

Two styles. Regular and insulated with or with-
out pulleys.

8 sizes for all standard wires and cables. If

Your local dealer can't we will furnish catalogue,
prices or the tool direct to you

AtR* '...

Smith & Hemenway Co.
CHAMBERS ST NEW YORK CITY

No. 571. Your Price $2.50.

O

EXPANSION AND
TOGGLE BOLTS

Just what you need for making
fastenings to brick and terta cottae

Nin all Army and avy w ork.

'way e t c.
UsedTryby

thehue. ksi. nGdot,hear ta aevit

WRITE TO -DAY for Fr

stood the test forWall,,

Samples and Catalogue M
STEWARD

124 No. 6th Street ROMAINE MFG. CO.Oidukt and lar, PA.
gest mankractuTIAaj eDx2vELPnsioHIAnboltin the world.)

When writing. Please mention ..modern Eieetries:

ELECTRICS
RHEOSTAT MATERIAL

(1930.) Jay J. Jackowski, Kansas, asks.Q. 1.-What is used for resistance
inregular switchboard rheostat. I took one

a

apart and it looks like carbon. Where
can 1get material for making a rheostat (no

1.-Usuallyliquids)A.. some form of resistance
wire or tape is used. German silver makes
a good rheostat and can be bought at al-
most any electrical supply house.

Q. 2.-Please tell me in what issue there
was a rectifier and directions how to make
one. I want a rectifier to change 110 volts
A.C. to D.C. It must carry about 5 am-
peres.

A. 2.-In the January, 1911, issue you
will find such a rectifier described on page
582.

Q. 3.-I wish to telephone and telegraph
over a wire at the same time. Is there a
way that I could do both and not have ne

interfere with the other?
A. 3.-Yes, it can be done. Try this

scheme. The sizes of the condensers and
inductance coils will have to be found by
experiment. Diagram shows one end of the

line only.

Q -7--

THREE PHASE GENERATOR
(1931.) A. R. Coleman, Virginia, writes.

Q. 1.-If a three phase dynamo had its
when

field wound as shown would it pick up

the resistance of the rheostat was cut out

entirely?

#%93,

in the three phases of a threegAebrgaeinc

o s co he

phase
circuitwould not excite its own fields,

for the rea-

.soAn .thaLt-thNeo.al



ee

ralways zero. the;nce there would no cur-

rIsQt. to2-I am located on the west side of aexcitefields.

about

Close to my h
rtouse

are two pine
50 feet apa their base above

treesdesk, will carry an aerial about 40 feet
;11ah. I want a loose coupled receiving ap-

saratus
gt

strong enough to pick up wireless
at Washington and ships in Chesa-

peaketation Bay.
I am a Morse code operator on

Ry. What code must I learn and
about

what will receiving set cost?
A. 2,-Your Morse will suffice for most

stations
and ships in your vicinity. The

government stations usually use Contin-
ental, which is very similar to Morse. A

good receiving set should cost about $25.
HOOK-UP AND TUNER DATA.

(1932.) Richard Brooke, Missouri, writes:
Q. 1.-Please give hook-up for the fol-

lowing wireless instruments: Single slide
loose coupler, silicon detector, junior fixed
condenser, head phones, antenna switch, 1

inch spark coil, condensers for primary and
secondary, helix, spark gap and key?

A. 1.-Here is your hook-up.

Q. 2.-Please give dimensions and size
of wire for a small tuning coil.

A. 2.-Core 3 inches diameter, 6 inches
long, Winding 1 layer No. 22 or No. 24
enameled wire.

MAGNETIC FREAK.
(1933.) Otto Atchison, California, says:
Some time ago, while experimenting with

electro-magnets I noticed, upon opening the
circuit through a certain electro-magnet and
a set of dry cells, that a spark could be seento Jum-p from the core of the magnet to anymetallic conductor, which was brought closeto the core. I think that the reason for this
of r
la. that I had just the right combination_esistance and inductance in my circuit.
was sufficient to affect a sensitive telephone
receiver.

Maybe
much for

you are right Otto, this is
us.

too
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THE "W=M" TRANSFORMER
CLOSED CORE

High Voltage, High Efficiency Type

Sold with a Two Years Guarantee

FEATURES:

Long and even
spark.

Highest trans-
mitting ability.
No regulative
device needed.
No protective
device needed.

Lowest current
consumption.

K.W. $20.00 I K.W.$40.00 2 K.W. $80.00

THE "W -M" I2 K. W. TRANSMITTING SET

RANGE 50-100 MILES
"W -M." K.W. transformer with variable glass plate
condenser, special zinc self -cooled Gap, large mahogany
commercial Helix and compound anchor Gap, ring type,
mounted in a beautifully finished mahogany cabinet.

PRICE COMPLETE, $40.00
Every instrument in this set designed to obtain the high-
est possible range. we do not charge for the name.
although we do charge for the use of the rent finest
materials.

2c Stamp for Catalog. No postals.

WORTS-McKISSON MANUFACTURING CO.
DEPT. M. TOLEDO, 0.

When writing, please mention "Modern Eleetries."

"Bwaemo" Introductory Inducements until Further Notice

"BWAENCO" Special Sending Helix, wound with 1-2 inch brass

ribbon, double slide, four large binding posts. Size 11 1-4 x 7 x 5 I-2,
$2.50; "BWAENCO" Improved Adjustable Spark Gap. 25e; "BWAEN-
CO"Variable Tubular Type Condenser-Best and Most Reliable, MOO;
"RWAENCO" MINERAL BARGAINS "GALENA" IRON PYRITES,
(FERRON) FRANKLINITE. PER OZ., 10e.; "BWAENCO" MINERAL
BARGAINS SILICON, CARRORUNDUM, BORNITE, PEROXIDE OF
LEAD, PER OZ., 20e. ; "BWAENCO" MINERAL BARGAINS. ZINCITE
AND COPPER PYRITES (PERICON) PER SET. R5e.; No. 24.28.

Enameled Wire, per lb.. SOe ; No. 18.22 Enameled Wire, per lb., 40e;
No. S.14 Aluminum Wire, Helix or Aerial, per lb., 50e.

BROOKLYN WIRELESS & ELECTRICAL NOVELTY CO., Inc.

766 Broadway, Brooklyn, New York City
Send Stamp for BIG BARGAIN BULLETIN, NO. 112.

No postale answered

NOTE-TO THOSE WHO CAN CALL: WE WOULD SUGGEST AT LEAST

ONE CALL AND THEREBY BE CONVINCED THAT WE ARE

' The Real Wireless Bargain House "
"BWAENCO" MARK OF MERIT

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics."

THE M -F
LOOSE COUPLER

$8.50

IrThe raost-pop-
11:.;

957 Liberty
Rinna-Psmf:f o:drr-0 CKER ELECTRIC CO.

ecratelogue.price.
THE

Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

when writing, please mention "Modern Eleetries "
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On/y40 Cents
Thal:fowl
absorbs

the
nice -
tine

Anti -Nicotine
Calabash Pipe

HERE'S my splendid Calabash
Pipe, fashioned after the orig-
inal African Calabash gourd,

With handsome lines, German silver mountings, and
my original Anti -Nicotine bowl which absorbs the nico-
tine and uses it to make the pipe color like the finest meerschaum.

"Get the Pleasure Without the Poison"
You don't have to "break-in" this pipe. Always clean, sweet;

brings out the richest aroma of any tobacco. Worth three times
this special price-I0 cents.
Three for One Dollar to introducewitereprepthem.

Money
back

Monet':
back if not satisfied. Send for one or three today-and know
the fullest pleasure of all -day -long pipe smoking.

H. MENOES, The Smoker's Friend
837 Menges Bldg., ST. LOUIS, MO.

New Rupture Cure
DON'T WEAR A TRUSS

Brooks' Appliance. New discovery.
Wonderful. No obnoxious springs or
pads A omatic Air Cushions. Binds
and draws the broken parts together
as you would a broken limb. No
salves. No lymphol. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap. Sent on trial. Pat. Sept.
10, '01.

CATALOGUE FREE.
C. B. BROOKS,

7.r State St., Marshall, Mich.

Learn Isometric Drawing
Easy to produce quickly read

working plans. The Len
makes an expert

of a novice. Invalu-

I

able to inventors
and designers. li

luloid 6 x 6
man, Cel-
any
Hand forfor

&A

IPT-
n

inches.
410111°.Post paid

50c. w i th
amply Illustrated instructions, 2c stamps accepted. Send today.
THE ISOGRAPH COMPANY,  - 147 East 28d Street, New York City

If you require Power and
speed for any purpose,
ask your dealer about theNorton Improved
Water Motor, he can, or
should be able to tell you
all about them: if he can-
not, we can.

Prices from $3.50 to
$20.00.
Catalogue sent on request.

NORTON WATER MOTOR CO., Inc.
Roslindale, Mass.

Men Wanted!
SOUND MEN - 21 to 40 years old wanted at once forElectric Railway Motormen and Conductors in every
State' Wages $60 to $100 a Month. ExperienceUnnecessary.

Permanent employment, no strike. Writeimmediately for
application blank. No colored men hired.Manager Employment

Address ''anager
' Department, Room837, Dwight Building, Kansas City, Mo.

I TEACH By MAIL
WRITE FOR MY FREE BOOK

name elegantly writte "Now to Becomea Good Penman"
and beautiful specimens. YourWrite today. Address a card if you enclose stamp.F. W. TAMBLYN,

438 Meyer
Bldg., Karma* City, Mo.When writing. Please mention

"Modern ElectricR "

PECULIAR PHENOMENON.
(1934.) W. J. Vincent, New

cold frosty morning this winter

York,

Oneites

writes:

noticed a peculiar phenomenon for which;I cannot account nor have I been ablefind anything on the matter. It was aboutt07.30 A. M., and the sun was just rising.Two telephone wires stretched across thestreet near my residence were
vibratinglinernenquite rapidly, but, seeing no

work on the line I thought it must be
ata

peculiar optical illusion. On closerinspec-
tion, however, I found that they were actu-
ally vibrating with an up and down motion.
I observed this strange action for several
minutes, the wires continuing to oscillate
with undiminished vigor. Perhaps some of
your readers have observed a similar
phenomenon and can offer an explanation.

Has anyone else noticed anything like this?
We never have, nor can we explain it.

CHOICE OF AERIALS.
(1935.) Edward Eichstaedt, Connecti-

cut, writes:
Q. 1.-My wireless receiving station is

situated in a hollow. The aerial is 30 feet
high, which is just about enough to bring
it on a level with the hills on either side.
Would I get better results if my station
were up on the hill?

A. 1.-Yes.
Q. 2.-In my case is a slanting or hori-

zontal aerial better.
A. 2.-If both are the same height use

the horizontal, but if you can put up a
higher slanting aerial than you can one of
the horizontal type, the slanting one is

preferable.
Q. 3.-Does the length of the lead in

make any difference.
A. 3.-Yes. The length of the lead in

affects the wave length of the aerial.
SINGING TELEPHONE.

(1936.) Jesse Rich, Illinois, asks:
Q. 1.-Do automobile concerns use a

coil or transformer in the circuit when a

dynamo is used to furnish light and pow.e._

for spark, or do they use the voltage M.

rect from the dynamo for light and spark'
A. 1.-Some use a coil and the lump

spark; while others use a make and break

spark without any coil.
Q. 2.-What makes a singing noisei in

phone when the receiver is put infront 1

the transmitter?
A. 2.-When the receiver and transmit-

ter are in this position, any sound that dis

turbs the diaphragm of the trathnesm

by thecommunicated, electrically, to

diaphragmdiaphragm, and the sound pro
latter again jars the transmitter

itter 15

Each acts as a repeaterreceiver
Hence the singing noise, the pitch

depends on the natural
of the diaphragms, the elec d

nts
of the circuit, etc.

toitch
of which

Harris,
W. open c, it inches

OPEN CORE TRAP

of vibration

(1937.) Arthur

Ner:tFroicaRlivcionstants

data for a half K.
Arthur:

wra

Here you are
ore transformer_
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byinches diameter of soft iron
tongFrimary winding 2 layers No. 14

wire. Secondary winding 26 pies

hick, of No. 34 S.S.C. wire (about 8

Inc,t Hard rubber tube 1/4 inch thick
poolusi' and secondary windings.ates primary
°P transformer

is for use on 110 volt

60 cycle
current.Ill's
SPARK COIL DATA.

(19381..)_WEverett
W.

n a
Da3vis, Illinois, asks:

inch spark from

thee following
coil, and if not how may 1

change
things so that I will? Core 1%

inches by 12 inches of soft iron. Primary of

2 layers
of No. 16 D.C.C. wire and second-

ary 5 pounds of No. 30 S.C.C. wound in
20 sections1/4

inch thick with heavy fibre
tubing 3-16 of an inch thick.

A, 1.-No. Core O.K. Primary No. 14.
Secondary 8 pounds of No. 32 S.S.C. (30

per cent. more if S.C.C.). Tube 1/4 inch

thick.
Q. 2.-How should I connect the pies of

this spark coil to obtain the best results?
A. 2.-Connect them all in series. Top

to top and bottom to bottom.
Q. 3.-What sized primary condenser

should be used with this spark coil?
A. 3.-180 sheets tinfoil 7 inches by 9

inches. Paraffined i aper insulation.
WAVE LENGTH.

(1939.) Ralph Miller, Iowa, asks:
Q. 1.-Does wave length depend only

upon the length of the aerial and the height
above the intruments or does the distance
between wires or any other factor help to
determine wave length.

A. 1.-All these and still others affect
the wave length.

Q. 2.-If two aerials are the same in
height, length and in every other way, does
a tuner make signals between these aerials
more distinct?

A. 2. --Theoretically, no; but on account
of differences in local conditions at the two
aerials,. a tuner would improve the opera-

tNolorii2

or
a small tuner wind 1 layer of

No. 24 enameled wire on a core
3 inches diameter by 7 inches long.
9 3.-Is it all right to use No. 8 iron

wire to lead from the sending instruments
toground, or should copper wire be used
When s- . between stations less than a

A. 3.-Iron might he good enough in
this case, but copper would be much better.

No. 10A77

CORRECTION.In

Nr. dw. stated, in answer to

utuomit
terrn in inqiury, that three 3 -

automobile sparkobile spark coils might he
with their primaries and their

seenndar'wireless 'es both in series, and used for
work with an electrolytic inter-

rupter.

' L Hoepner

paral
s

e that no m whether thdt
urintao

titHenr
calls our atten-

areTact
att er

connected in seriesheth or in
shortlel two of the coils will always be

1,ve e7cuited.
and cheerfully acknowledge the mistake.
entieetl?ank him for bringing it to our

Electro IrnpoF
kmerican Railway Appliance Co
Parmers' Mfg. Co

Griffin Mfg. Co
Warsaw Paper Box Co

Butler Engineering Co
(;art Electric Co

Gray Lithograph Co

This Key especially good where heavy currents are to
be broken. Is made of solid brass, all metal parts
nickelplated. Has a curved spring which makes it
work easier than any other Key. Points are of Spe-
cial Alloy that will not stick and cause very little
sparking. Hard Rubber Knob, Italian Marble Base
4x6xh in. Price $8.00. send 2e. stamp for Catalog.

F. B. CHAMBERS & CO.
217 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL BARGAIN
IN WIRELESS PHONES

For a limited time we will sell our regular
$7.50 Professional Phones for $4.50. These
phones are wound to 2,000 ohms. Aluminum
case, genuine hard rubber ear cap, highly pol-
ished nickel plated double adjustable head
band, 6 foot green silk covered cord. This
price is much lower than other houses charge
for inferior phones of similar appearance.

59
0. T. LOUIS CO.,

Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

PROTECT YOUR IDEA ! -SA

Patents That Pay
"MY TRADE -MARK"

Your business will hammy personal attention. "-E. E. I'.

378,140.00
4; MADE BY MY CLIENTS 41

Proof Circular Mailed Free

FREE : Instructive 112 -page Gu.de
Book mailed upon request.

REFERENCES
Lincoln National Bank. Washington, D C

Little Giant Hay Press Co., Alma, Mich., and Dallas,
Texas

New York, N Y.
Oil City, Pa

Norfolk, Virginia
New York, N. Y

Warsaw, N. Y.
Akron, Ohio
Akron, Ohio

New York, N. Y.

Expert -Prompt Services. Highest References.

E. E. VROOMAN
Registered

Patent Attorney, Patent Litigation, Patent Lawyer

809 F St., N. W., WASH., D. C.
m ,fires are located across the street from the U S. Patent Office.

when writing, please mention "Modern Electrics:
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PATENTS
TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

Secured or Fee Returned
Send model or sketch and description of your
invention for free search of the U. S. Patent
Office Records.

Our FOUR BOOKS mailed free to any address.
Send for these books; the finest publications
ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT. Our illustrat-
ed 80 page Guide Book is an Invaluable book
of reference for inventors and 100 mechanical
movements illustrated and described.
FORTUNES IN PATENTS. Tells how to In-
vent for profit and gives history of successful
inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT. Contains a valuable list
of inventions wanted and suggestions concern-
ing profitable fields of invention. Also infor-
mation regarding prizes offered for inventions,
among which is a Prize of One Million Dollars
offered for one invention and $10,000 for others.
PATENTS THAT PAY. Contains fac-similes
of unsolicited letters from our clients who
have built up profitable enterprises founded
upon patents procured by us. Also endorse-
ments from prominent inventors, manufac-
turers, senators, congressmen, governors, etc.
We advertise our clients' inventions free in a list
of Sunday newspapers with two million circulation
and in the World's Progress. Sample copy free.

Electrical Cases a Specialty. We have
secured many important electrical patents.

Victor J. Evans & Co.
(Formerly ilvaaqt11kIns

Vidor Bldg., 724 9th St., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C,

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books, Advice, Search and List of Inventions
Wanted FREE. Send Sketch or Model for
Search. Highest References. Best Results.
Promptness Assured.

Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer
622 F ST. N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.
When writing, please mention "Modern Electric.."

T YOUR IDEAS
$8,500 offered for one invention.

Book "How to Obtain a Patent" and
"What to Invent" sent free. Send rough
sketch for free report as to patentability.Patents advertised for sale at our ex
pence In Manufacturers. Journals.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE. Patent AIM;

Eatabllehed 16 Years
10b2i, Street, Washington, D. C.

SUCCESS IN INVENTION
is impossible without a strong and valid
patent. Defective patents will not "pass,. these
days. An invention may be worth millions.but not a penny of profit can be actually de-
rived from the same until after it is PROPER-
LY PROTECTED by patent.Many
Path leads to success. Why so

Paths lead to failure, but only one
succeed where others fail is fullymy new book,

meexplinavineendtoirns

possiBruTirEs:PALEoNtTerls ANDwhat
to

0ATinEvNeaTt

and where tel it. This intrestig bookletwill be mailed
s
tol any inventoreuponn receipt of6 cents In stamps to defray postage.

II. S. HILL, Patent Attorney,
520 McGill Building, Washington, H. C.

Abuirr nit Patrnts
HYDROTHERMOMETER SYRINGI(14.) Mr. F. J. Suchanek, of New york

sends us a drawing of a new device whichhe calls the "Hydrothermometer Syringe',He wishes to know if the idea is patentableA.-To our mind the idea is good and
heshould not have any trouble to secure apatent. There is a demand for such
aninstrument and while we cannot tell whether

there will be a big demand, we think
thatthere ought to he a good field in the stor.

age battery business and perhaps also for
owners of storage batteries.

TELEPHONE RECEIVER.
(15.) W. Scott Libbey, Jr., of Maine.

writes:
"As I understand, the difficulty of mak-

ing telephone receivers of two poles, lies
in getting a large number of ampere turns.
all turns well inside the flux of the magnet,
and still have a sufficient low resistance.
I enclose drawing herewith showing six
magnets arranged in a circle and I would
like to know whether such a device would
he more sensitive and better than the or-
dinary two pole kind."

A.-We publish your idea for the reason
that we do not think it practical. In fact

the same plan has been tried by Alexander

Graham Bell a quarter of a century ago

The magnetic poles must always be as near

the center of the telephone diaphragm as

possible. As soon as you put the magnets

near the edge of the diaphragm the action

will be greatly reduced.
We advise you not to attempt to patent

this, as even if you could get a patent, which

is doubtful, the device would be useless

WIRELESS TELEPHONE.
(16.) A. R. Coleman, of Virginia. writes

"Please advise if the method shown in

sketch is a correct solution of your problem

given on page 13, 'The Wireless Tele-

phone,' second edition. Is the idea new,

practical and patentable?"
A.-After carefully looking over

drawing we do not think that you
found the "Missing Link" as yet.

The idea which you show is practical!)

nothing but a quenched spark gap have

Li with some tuning coil, and we bar,,,

no hesitancy in saying that the thing

not work. We do not think that it

en

mroll:

this.
you any good to apply for a paistt n

youryollt

NEW SPARK COIL.

(17.) Edward Worth, of New

writes:

York.

"It is with some hesitancy that I ken(

your service in a matter which I thintk_1

out of your line. I hope you will not ,..

it amiss if I ask your advice concerro,or,

an invention I have made.
I am a reaae

of Modern Electrics. Briefly
then :

T have an important invention
On the in
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coil. It is a radical departure in the
J io
oustruct

ri of one of the coils essential
of the lack of place and

921'0 have been unable to make ex -
/neaps

ve
experimenting to place its true

11:1n -e.
So tar as I have gone I have got

value; results that warrant me in saying
'Iulat it may be possible to increase the ef-
ficiency of

the coil not a little. Besides the
simplicity of its construction is a thing that
alight recommend its general use. Inci-
dentally it gives a new and true explana-

tion of the action of the induction coil. My
purpose in writing you is to ask what I
might do in the case-whom could I inter-
est and what steps should I take. I will
be much

indebted to you for what advice

you may give.
A. We would say that from your descrip-

tion we cannot tell whether the thing is any
good or not. If you can give us any more
particulars, we shall be pleased to go further
into the matter and give you as honest ad-
vice as we can. We are sorry to inform
you that we cannot give you any other ad-
vice, nor do we know where you could go
with your invention before you have it
patented, which would be a very poor idea
anyway.

If you go to some manufacturer and ex-
plain to him, you always stand a chance that
he will appropriate the idea himself and
you will be the loser. You either will have
to give us more information, or if you do

care to do so, you had better get in
touch with a patent attorney.

SAFETY FASTENER.
(18.) Abner B. Shaw, of Massachusetts,

has sent us a sketch and a sample of a new
article of manufacture which is a safety
fastener for scarf pins.

On account of the unique feature and the
novelty of the device we do not wish to go
further into the matter as we consider the
idea too good to publish before it has been
patented and we would advise Mr. Shaw to
apply for patent on it by all means.

.This is one of these little articles that
Will probably sell like wildfire, and can be
manufactured for practically nothing, and
can.sell from anywhere from $.02 to $.10
apiece. If the article is made we would ad-
vise to make it out of phosphor bronze forthe ones to sell at low price, and gold or
silver material for the more expensive kind.

If such an article is marketed right and
"'ell advertised, it should prove a success.

ELECTRIC LIGHTER.
d (19) W. Neuman, of Newark, sends us a
t trawl luF of an electric watch lighter an. d af-
sei ing it over we find that there is ab-
t,iymilar,
,2.tite - -

1.,' nothing novel in this. In fact, a
article is on the market now, made

New York concern.
Pate'ne would advise you not to apply for a

t on this particular article as you
would Probably not secure a patent on same.

RECTIFIER HOOK-UP.
4 d7a.)

and de
Coleman, of Virginia, sends us

scripition of a hook-up to

ELECTRICS 827

Patents that
PROTECT

Send 8 cents, stamps, for
our new 128 -page Book of
Vital Interest to Inventors.

OUR
references include in-

ventors who have suc-
cessfully negotiated patents
obtained through us, in
transactions with the
largest Electric Companies
in this Country.

R. S. & A. B. LACEY
Dept. XI, Barrister Building,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Established 1869

TENTS
No attomey's fee until potent Is allowed,

Write for "Inventor's Guide."
FRANKLIN H. HOOCH,

Loan and Trust Bldg., WaLhington, D. C.

PATENTS
C. L. PARKER

Patent Lawyer

8 McGill Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patents,

Trademarks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation
ri.ndhook for Inventors "Protecting, Exploiting and Siellint

Inventions" sent free upon request.

PATENTS SECURED
Write for Free Search Plan and contingent terms.

FI.MER C. RICHARDSON, 37 Tremont Street, Boston
Associated kith Washington Attorneys.

When writing. Pleamo Mention "Modern Electries."
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III -GRADE WIRELESS

AND ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES
You save money when buying your wireless
instruments from us. The best and largest
stock in the east at prices that will surprise
you.

Send for Catalogue.

JOHN J. PARKE & CO.,
129 North 7th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

(Anglo Model Aeroplane Mfg. I
561a WEST 147th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Ready Models Knockdown

2 ft. Bleriot - - - $5.00 $1.50
2%ft. Anglonette - - 7.00
Knockdown 3 -Ft. Model, 2.25

This machine we positively guarantee to fly
800 to 1000 feet or money refunded

WE CARRY SUPPLIES
Model Aeroplanes & Accessories

We manufacture the highest grade of aeroplane models on the market
Every part is well made from the best of materials and in exact accord-
ance with the designs submitted to us. We have on hand at all times
stock models of all well-known machines. We carry a complete stock of
accessories of all descriptions --miniature pneumatic wheels, ball -bearing
shafts, turnbuckles, eyebolts, light model wood. Para rubber, wire, etc.
Our simple and compound elastic motors are the most durable sold, Our
prices are very reasonable. Send at once for our catalogue G. and see
particulary our labor saving elastic motor winder.

Aero Mfg. 8c Accessories Co.
18 Dunham Place Brooklyn, N. Y

MAIL US $1
and we will send
Tea prepaid one
of .ur Dart Monoplanes guaranteed
le rte. and fly from the ground. SO
hobos long, 22 -Inch plane*. Sold
elsewhere for $3.

liT Jobs /411.416

RACING MONOPLANE
Will fly 160j feet. Price, complete assembled,

ready to fly, $4.00,
Finished parts for making same machine, $2.00
FOUR -FOOT KNOCK -DOWN BIER IOT MODEL

$2.00
McCUTCHEN AERO Co.

2043 W. Tioga Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

2 feet Ions. Price $1.00 Fire other models.

get constant voltage and variable direct
nth.rent from an alternator

or the alternatingside of a rotary transformer.
Its purpose is: lst-To charge storabatteries with an alternator driven bypower. wind

2nd-To use the energy of electric antu,mobiles and storage battery street
carswhen coasting to recharge their batteriesinstead of wasting it on the brakes.

Please advise if this idea is original, prac-tical, valuable and patentable.
A. In answer to same we would say thatthe idea is not original, not practical norvaluable. We would say that you probablycould get a patent on this, but have

nohesitancy in saying that it probably wouldnot be a success as far as the financial
endgoes.

writes:
"Enclosed you will find description of a

galena detector. I have used it successfully
and I find that it is almost as sensitive as
an electrolytic detector. I would like to

know if there is any detector like it on the
market and if not, is it patentable? Can

I sell it without getting a patent?
A. We have carefully looked into the

drawing and description, but failed to find
anything novel or even original in same.

This idea has been used dozens of times;
in fact, very similar detectors have been
described in Modern Electrics right along.

As far as patenting any detector of this

kind goes, we would refer you to answer
No. 12, page 731, January issue.

GALENA DETECTOR.
(21.) W. H. Roberts, of San Francisco.

Will Mr. Rudolph Harris of whose

wireless station a description appeared

in the October, 1911, issue, please send

in his correct address.

"The De Kalb Radio -Transmission

Club," was formed on December 17th,

1911,. for the purpose of promoting

vicinity.
wireless telegraphy in De Kalb and

Applications for membership

are open to all in a radius of ten miles

from De Kalb, applications
to be ad'

dressed to the president, Bayard Clark,

Augusta avenue, De Kalb, Ill.. or to

the vice-president, Bruce Sundberg,
304

S. 4th street, De Kalb, Ill.

BOYS GET AN AEROPLANE

A miniature aeroplanewill
give you an unlimited

amount of
genir.

In)leasure. Not a useless
toy but a carefully constructed

and ii?ra:.

Diiareeleitinioen.scehxopielapionf,suilalydifferent
models-Wright.

Farman or Coil' es'

illustration) Biplanos and Bleriot. Antoinette
or Demoiselle

;dollop SII

tailed blue print Ex

how to

repaid. securely
packed.

Pi`e. plainly marked with
number to correspond

with a dmaeroplane together.
Fob

receipt of $1 (Dill or
stamp). Be

sure to state style ue.ir''''

picEllyit AEROPLANE
CO.

276 washingtou St.
144yr

York,
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gRANDES SUPERIOR RECEIVERS and HOT WIRE METERS

AGENTS FOR SAN
LOS

These receivers will beat
any receivers you com-
pare them with, at the
same price, and better
than some that cost twice
as much.
If this don't prove true,
you may return them,
and your money will be
refunded immediately.
Complete set, 2000 ohms

as illustrated - $5.00
Single receiver

1000 ohms - 1.60
Send for Illustrated Catalogue

$5.00

Are you getting the max-
imum amount of energy
into your aerial ? Don't
be deceived by the crash-
ing spark. Our meter
will solve this problem
correctly. Send for pam-
phlet giving full descrip-
tion of our meters and
their use.

For this high grade instrument.
Guaranteed to indicate »da-
tion' from even 1 inch coil sets.

C. BRAN DES Inc., 111-113 Broadway, New York

FRANCISCO-Ford King, No. 623 Balboa Bldg.
ANGELES-C. E. Cook Electric Co., No. 745 So. Spring Street

NOTE.-In the Advertisement of C. Brandes, Inc., on page 733 of the
January issue, the price of the Navy Receivers was shown as $13.50. This
was incorrect. The proper price is $1. 3.00 -(Pubs.).

ECraiClr

1 -

A SCHOOL WITHIN ITSELF
There are XX chapters in all, XIX carrying you from the fundamental principles of electri-
city on through the various branches to a point where the careful student comprehends the
complete designing, care and operation of a dynamo or motor, and one chapter on electric
automobiles, outlining their construction, care and operation, and all about storage bat-
teries and how to handle 4hem. Each subject is carefully written and to the point. After
a student studies a subject, he is questioned on that subject in such a manner as to bring
clearly to his mind the points he needs to know regarding same. The book contains a dic-
tionary defining 1500 Electrical Words, enabling the reader to ascertain the meaning of any
electrical word, term or phrase used in this book, as well as hundreds of others in common
use. All required tables necessary in the study are in it.

$2.00 PER COPY-SIXTH EDITION -30,000 COPIES SOLD.
The offermoneywe make of re
funding is

not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL ONE in connecction with the sale of a
book. But we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be what

bytesthousahave been. Money would not buy it if it could not be duplicated .We could print testimonials hundreds.
ft is best to order and be your own judge of its merits.

Armatures and Fields Wound-Commutators Filled. AMERICAS GREATEST REPAIR WORKS
CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, Book Dept, 4732 St Clair Ave., FAST CLEVELAND, 01110

HOT WIRE AMMETER $1.00
JUST WIIAT YOU NEED FOR

Works TUNING IN WIR}.LESSorks perfectly. Not affected by temperature
or Jolts. Highly finished. Money refunded Ifnot Qs tisfactory.
IMPROVED ELECTROLYTIC DETECTORwith Wollaston wire $1.00. 25c for 1 inch .0001

Wollaston wire. Raw Materials.
Stamp forMAXWELL LOGAN, Wolist.odbridge, N. J.

Formerly Logan Supply Co.

Matchless Pocket Lighter
Durable
and water-
proof with
Perfect igni-
tion. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed
or money refunded.
Postpaid 35c., 4 for $1.00.
Complete with pocket clip. Spe-
cial proposition to agents & dealers
SCHILLER MFG. CO., Dept. M. E. 1, CHICAGO

A perfect lighter. Occupies no more space
in the pocket than a pencil. Indispen-

sable to every smoker, hunter,
fisherman and automobilist.

Heavily nickel plated.
Stamps
Accepted.

HYPNOTISM
Would you possess that strange, mysterious power which charms and

fascinates men and women, influences their thoughts, controls their desires,
and makes you supreme master of every situation? Life is full of alluring

.-- possibilities for those who master the secrets of hypnotic influence; for those
who develop their magnetic powers. You can learn at home, cure diseases and bad
habits without drugs, win the friendship

and love of others, increase your income,

; - -7,
gratify your ambitions, drive worry and trouble from your mind, improve

will power that will enable you to overcome all obstacles

your

0\\\sly,!'ofr

if
tells you the secrets of this wonderful science.
or anyone else to sleep at any hour of the day or

and develop a wonderfully magnetic
to your success. You can hypnotize hash-putpeopnleihntst_abnatanrrisehouspalyin-oorusicukffaesriang.

memory, overcome domestic difficulties, give the most thrilling entertainment ever witnessed

It explainsexactly how you can use this power to
ministers

Our ryeoeu bookrself

0 11

better your condition in life. it is enthusiasitticbtyefietsndeor.seerdybboydym
doctors, business men and society women.

r S
Costs

of thenothgionsgpe I lawyers,
'We give

Nttu ... it away to advertise our institution, Write for it to -day.

" x ORK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, Dept. 131-B Rochester, N. Y.

Wben writing, please mention "Modern Electrics."
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Classified Advertisements

Advertisements in this department 5 cents a
word, no display or any kind. Payable in ad-
vance, by currency, check, money order or stamps.
Count 7 words per line. Minimum, 4 lines.

5% discount for 3 insertions
10% discount for 6 insertions
15% discount for 9 insertions
20% discount for 12 insertions

within one year.
With 52,000 subscribers we have over 250,000

readers of MODERN ELECTRICS, which makes
it one of the cheapest high grade classified me-
diums In the United States.

Advertisements for the March issue must be in

our hands February 20th.

Modern Electric:,
233 Fulton St., New York.

Gentlemen:-While we are writing you we believe
it fair to announce the results from the ad we inserted
in your magazine. Although only a classified ad it
has several times paid for itself, and we still receive
returns from it. You will hear from us shortly, as
we will insert a quarter -page ad, knowing that it will
mean big returns for us, we remain,

KRAEMER WIRELESS DIRECTORY CO.
Charles M. Kraemer (Signed).

AERONAUTICS

COMPLETE PLAN drawn to scale with full
instructions for building the only Wright 8 -ft.
Bi-plane Model that is absolutely guaranteed to
fly. 25c postpaid.

Drawing and directions for three-foot model
Blerlot Monoplane, 15c. Stamp brings most com-
plete, interesting and instructive illustrated cata-
log published. Ideal Aero Supply Co., 86-88 W.
Broadway, New York, N. Y. (i)

BARGAINS FOR MARCH-Rubber 1/16 inch,
2 feet fur lc; Ball Bearing Shafts, 20c each;
Carved Propellers, 5c per inch; Wood up to 1/2

inch, 2 feet for lc. Send 2c stamp for bargain
catalogue. No postals answered. I. W. T. Aero-
plane Co., 1044 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

41.4Thus -

AGENTS WANTED

BIG PROFITS selling "Vulcan" Fountain and

Stylo Pens. Well advertised; quick sellers. Write
for catalogue showing liberal discounts. Ullrich

Co., Dept. 9, 135 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED-Send 25 Cents Silver for

one of our Spark Gas and Gas Stove Lighter and
one of each of our catalogues with terms to

Agents. A. S. nankin & Co., Alexandria, Va.

AUTOMOBILES

AUTOMOBILES. Save dealer's profits, buy

direct from the owners. I have all makes run -

purchase anycar until you get InY pup; *touring cars from $100.abouts from $50
Don't rices;
all guaranteed for one year. M E. King, Automo-
bile Broker, 213-217 West* 125th. St., New York
City. (1).

BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS AND FORMULAS

8,000 RECIPES, FORMULAS, and Triads.
Secrets.n 868 pages, 25c prepaid. Catalog a
Mechanics, Engineering, Electricity, Trades, ate"
trek Box 811. Scientific Hook shop. SyranunZ,

BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS AND
FORMULAs

FREE-"How to Run and install Gasoline
aglues." Greatest little book ever pubilened tothis subject, sent free with year's subscription toGas Energy. Learn how to solve all snotty umsugi lie problems in, few

magazine
L. inSeLeStevens,

funrerygeyar s subscription.
80 Murray St., New York

hook

.wGraisetee e(i5ragosey

LATENT FORCES. How to use them, 120 pages25c. "Personal Magnetism," 146 pages, 30e.
es

to Win Success," 352 pages, 82.00. "Wonders" and catalog free. Modern Science
In-stitute, 510 W. 69th St., Chicago.

STEEL TEMPERING BOOK for mechanics andMechanical Digest one year, special offer 25 cents.Mechanical Digest, Grand Rapids, Mich.

LEARN TO NIETALIZE FLOWERS, INSECTS,
etc.; also Resilvering Mirrors, both chemical form-
ulasulas twenty-five cents. D. W. Cotton, 50 Haw-
thorne Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.

FORMULAS FOR ANYTHING-Write for
quotation on desired formula. Wm. Snyder, 121
N. Main St., Phillipsburg, N. J.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FREE-"Investing for Profit" Magazine. Send

me your name and I will mail you this magazine
absolutely free. Before you Invest a dollar any-
where get this magazine. It is worth $10 a copy
to any man who intends to Invest $5 or more per
month. Tells how $1,000 can grow to $2,000

How to judge different classes of Investnieute.

the real power of your money. This magazine

six months free If you write to -day. B. L.

Barber, Publisher, R418, 20 W. Jackson Boule-
vard, Chicago. .(1)

I'LL SHOW YOU how to start a profitable Mail

Order business of your own, quickly, inexpen-

sively and sensibly without any advance OPmeat,(9)
City.

fifty

Expert, P. 0. Box 1615-4 re
York

YOUR AD PLACED in nearly fifty magazines 3

mouths,
Alexandria,

etsa.. per word. A. S. Markin & Co.,

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

1000 GUARANTEED POCKET AMMETERS
for

testing batteries. Handsomely nickelplated.

instrument in a chamois leather case, 250 postpaid.

St.,
Newtampst York.

Auto Repair Co., 52
t1-23 West li

St"

th

--- -
FOR SALE

HAVE A 1/2 K. W. TRANSFORMER
COIL.

but displaced by transformer,
price $60,;

liernsback" Electrolytic Interrupter,
$2.00; 1 Is

W. Helix, $3.00; 1,000 meter, (1,,t, le slide tunifif

$3.50; arc lamp with rheostat. $2,75; 6
volt,

Mankin & Co., Alexandria,
Va..

used C0condeus

475 acme up dynamo,
George

$C30.010 ;
rueicieo iwv teei g

PIPE SMOKERS-Send
25 Cents Silver

for onse

of our Nicotine Consumers,
fits any Pipe. '4"

P;Sell°11esvalc°13

FOR SALE-Sending
Set.

West 16th St., New York.

CONSUMERS
AS BILL eve"

month with our Governior..
keeatotillivSeutU)t.iPi°111

SAVE 50e to $5.00 ON YOUR

Co.. Desk
today forfor free circular. "

Desk 10 'WW1°. U
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aLP WANTED

O PREPARE for Civil Service Exam-

W11Bn'?n'Teaching?
Stenographer? Bookkeeper?

lost?03, Engineer?
Electric Wiring? Electrical

5019,eer? Mechanical Engineer? Mechanical

$1410,30? Electric Wiring? Matriculation, $5.

OOP' Mail course. Address Carnegie Col -
won free.

Tw.Rogers, Ohio.
"(I)

letic

BLECTRIC
METERMEN wanted in every

ste.4900.$1,800 yearly. Rapid introduction of

°electricity

creating new positions daily. We will

B you for a splendid position and assist you to
Booklet giving full particulars sent

Frecret

it' forfor it to -day. Fort Wayne Corre-

spades&
School, Dept. 50, Fort Wayne, Ind. (9)

LOCAL
REPRESENTATIVE

WANTED. Splen-

,ad income
assured right man to act as our rep-

resentative after
learning our business thoroughly

wy maiL
Former experience unnecessary. All we

require is honesty, ability, ambition and willing-
sess to learn a lucrative business. No soliciting
or traveling.

This is an exceptional opportunity
ter a man in your section to get into a big paying
business without capital and become independent

tressife.
Write at once for full particulars. Ad-

a R. Marden, Pres. The National Co -
Operative Real Estate ompany, L599 Marden
isilding, Washington, DC. C.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK tells about over
30.000 protected positions in U. S. service. More
than 40,000 vacancies every year. There is a big
share here for you, sure and generous pay, life-
ti®e employment. Easy to get. Just ask for
booklet A947. No obligation. Earl Hopkins,
Washington, D. C.

WE TRAIN DETECTIVES-YOU CAN BE
ONE: many openings; earn $100 to $300 monthly;
this fascinating profession taught practically and
scientifically by mail; low cost. American School
of Criminology, Dept. N., Detroit, Mich.

I WILL START YOU earning $4 daily at home
in spare time silvering mirrors; no capital; free
instructive booklet, gi *ng plans of operation.
G. F. Redmond, Dept. A. G. Boston, Mass. (ll)*

INSTRUCTION

.AMERICA'S FINEST PENMAN teaches rapid,fireless business writing by mail. Small cost.illustrated Journal free. Francis B. Courtney,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

LEARN VENTRILOQUISM at home. Particu-!Sa for +-
ama. stamp. M. Bailey, Box 253, St. Paul.

*(I)

MACHINERY AND TOOLS

ialt;a°0 AND ELECTRICAL and power engine481' hand a power planers, shapers and
teal ; Presses ; the most modern ; the most prac-
Lath

various attachmets; sulies. Shepard
" 134 W. 2d St.,n Cincinnappti, Ohio. (9)

MOTORCYCLES

PATENT ATTORNEYS

"PATENTS AND PATENT POSSIBILITIES,"
a 72 -page treatise sent free upon request: full of
valuable and interesting information: tells what
to invent and where to sell it. Write to -day. H.
S. Hill, 928 McGill Building, Washington, D. Co

PATENTS THAT PROTECT. Careful, honest
work in every case. Patent your ideas, they may
bring you wealth. 64 -page book free. Fitzgerald
& Co., 808 F St., Washington, D. C. Established
1878.

"MONEY IN PATENTS" tells the truth about
the subject. It is free to inventors. Write to -day.
Patent secured or fee returned. Herman A. Phil-
lips, 1104 L. & T. Bldg., Washington, D. C.

THE PATENTOME tells all about patents and
how to get them. Free on request. Established
1865. Anderson & Sons, Patent Solicitors, 730 41
Street, Washington, D. C.

MONEY IN IDEAS-EDISON, Greatest Inven-
tor, tells "How to Invent" in booklet, sent free, by
Henry N. Copp, Registered Patent Attorney 54,
Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS-Send us a copy of your patent
or invention and we will submit our liberal
proposition to you. Atlantic Supply Co., Long
Branch, N. J. (3)

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET, All About
Patents and Their Cost, Shepherd & Campbell,
500 F, Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"PATENTS AND PATENT POSSIBILITIES,"
a 72 -page treatise sent free upon request; full of
valuable and interesting information ; tells what
to invent and where to sell it. Write today. N.
S. Hill, 928 McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

PHOTOGRAPHY

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS FROM LIFE, of Ar-
tist's Models, exquisite portraits of female loveli-
ness, 3 for 25 cents. One 6x8 Fire Tone given
FREE with 50c order. Royal Art Co., Dept. G.
Gtand Rapids, Mich.

PICTURES AND POST CARDS

25 BEAUTIFUL POST CARDS of Washington,
D. C. Newest designs in colors showing views of
Government Buildings and other subjects. Post-
paid, 25c. Fred Mayer, 105 Pennsylvania Ave.,
N. W., Washington, D. C. *

HELIGOLAND ELECTRIC LIGHTHOUSE!.
Most powerful lighthouse in the world. Post.
cards of this lighthoue^ on sale. 4c mailed any-
where. We carry the largest asortment of light-
house postcards of any firm in the world. We
also sell Irish scenery, etc., etc. Complete list
sent anywhere for 2c. Lighthouse Mission,
Dept. M. E., Linenhall St., Belfast, Ireland. (1)

lioT0
inwdealer's

profits. Buy direct from the o_
RCYCLES Lowest prices, largestwn. REAL ESTATE

Don't purchase any

stock.

Marshes,
to .1 bare all makes. Indians, $20 up;

11.-7r.Prices. All guaranteed for one year.
Motorcycle nnt

elt). ("1);Ig, 213-217 West 125th St., New York

OL19
,AVORITE SONGS, with*4), "Paiute Ri er, Araerica. Tramp'

Pri,
'tit W1 25Z; Dream Books, 25c. ArtWort,

music (Annie
Tramp.

, Hamilton, ohio. (I)

MUSIC

FARMS Bought, Sold and Exchanged. Write
Chas. A. Phildius, 288 Pleasant Ave., New York.

(2)

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

Buy, SELL AND EXCHANGE. Bargain'
in microscopes, Telescopes, Field Glasses, Cam-

balittslhoegduemmand. Bargain List free. Kahn
Cam-

eras,
Established -.,, John St., New York.

*(1)
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STAMPS, COINS, ETC.

$7.75 PAID FOR RARE DATE 1853 Quarters,
$20.00 for a Half -Dollar. We pay cash premium
on hundreds of coins. Keep all money coined
hekre 1880, and send 10 cents at once for our
New Illustrated Coin Value Book; size 4x7. It
may mean your fortune. C. F. Clarke Co.. Coin
Dealers, Dept. 10, Le Roy, N. Y. (I)

GET ACQUAINTED with the largest philatelic
supply house in the South. See adv. on page 820.
Special this month, 50 all different stamps from
Central and South America, 25 cents. H. Leonard,
107 E. Ninth St., Jacksonville, Fla. (1)

OLD COINS BOUGHT AND SOLD-My new 50 -
page coin selling catalogue just out free. Buying
coin catalogues sent on receipt of 10c in stamps.
William Hesslein, Malley Bldg., New Haven. Conn.

(i)
STAMPS 100 ALL DIFFERENT, FREE. Post-

age 2c. Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co..
Toledo, Ohio. (1)

105 CHINA, Etc., Stamp Dictionary and list, 2c.
A. Bullard, Station A, Boston.

TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS: Caligraph, $0.00; Hammond,
Yost, Densmore, Williams, $10.00; Remington,
112.00; Smith Premier, $15.00; Oliver, $24.00; Un-
derwood, $30.00; all makes on hand; fifteen days'
trial allowed, and a year's guarantee. Send for
catalogue. Harlem Typewriter Exchange, Dept.
K. E., 217 West 125th St.. New York City. (1)*

WIRELESS

WIRELESS -10 samples of fine, tested minerals.
all for $2.00, regular price $6.00. Only 25 orders
at this price will be taken, the balance will be
returned. Samples of minerals are as follows:
Zincite, Iron Pyrites, Pyron, Bornite, Columbite,
Copperpyrite, Galena, Azarite, Silicon, Chalco-
pyrite, all postpaid, $2.00. Send 2 -cent stamp
for large wireless catalogue. Independent Wire-
less Co., 302-304 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

ATTENTION-While they last, 50 double slide
tuning coils, wound with enamel wire, all metal
parts nickel plated, will tune up to 1,500 meters,
with 30 ft. aerial, at $1.75 each, worth $3.00. I
also wind secondaries from 1A to 3 K. W. at
prices that will surprise you. Let me know your
wants and I will quote you prices. A. C. Court-
ney, 2404 Westwood Ave., Baltimore, Md.

HOT WIRE AMMETERS-Are you build-
ing the one described in the February 1911 MOD-
ERN? Use my Climax Wire. Number 36 for sta-
tions above 1/4 Kilowatt, send 10 two -cent stamps.
Number 40 for stations 1 inch up to 1/4 Kilowatt,
send 15 two -cent stamps. Milton Berel, 870 Long-
wood Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

WIRELESS

ATTENTION-Special for this month
on eh b

worn goods. All guaranteed to be in perte,,t°working condition: 110-V. Arc Lampe, use110-V. 1/10 H. P. Motor, $5.00; 1%-inch sp";Coils, $4.50; Coherer and Decoherer,
85n;

ObiStyle Universal Detector Stand,
Single Slide Tuner, $2.00 No. 12000 Single SW,

30c; No. kb
Loose Coupler, $3.00. Send four cents in stamisfor our new catalogue No. 10. Electro Importinn
Co., 233 Fulton St., N. Y.

A NUMBER of high class induction
coils, 6-inebspark gap upwards, for sale at reduced

priceState your requirements in regard to spark gapand we will quote you lowest price.
We shouldbe pleased to receive inquiries for condenser, ofwhich we have large quantity in stock. meyrb.

witz, 104 E. 23d St., New York City. (I)'

The NEWEST THING IN WIRELESS is the
new Perycarbon Detector. Send stamp for onr
catalog of the goods "that beats them al" Alden
Wireless Co., Dept. M., Campello. Mass. (i)

FULL LINE OF H. I. CO.'S GOODS IN STOCK.
Fill orders for Toledo and suburbs u E. I. Co.'s
catalogue No. 9. No mail orders. P. & W. Elec-
tric Co., 1012A Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio. (1)

WIRELESS MATERIAL in Detroit. We aim
a complete stock of Electro Importing wirelem
goods and sell at regular prices. Save time and
express charges. Come to our store and select
your needs. Cannot handle mail orders. W. J

Hartwig Co., 205 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich. (1)

PURE ZINCITE CRYSTALS, iron pyrite
bornite, carborundum, galena; fresh from the
mines. All tested for sensitiveness. Large piece
each 35e. prepaid. Dr. Jenkins, 75 West Met
St., New York City.*

LOOSE-COUPLERS-Two slides for primal
S point variation switch on secondary. price

$8.50. Send 2e stamp for catalog. The Merket-

Flocker Electric Co., 957 Liberty Ave., Pit*
burgh, Pa. (1)

WIRELESS OPERATORS !-My New Sneed

Chart will teach you to receive from the Fastest

Operators. Morse, Continental and Navy Codes

one chart, 50 cents (no stamps). Fred Fulgoni.

Box 356, North Diamond Station, Pittsburgh, PS

QUESTIONS ANSWERED FREE-Send g
for nor

complete instructions and drawings f nevi,
or makin

spark coils and condensers, 1/4 to 14 inch
Avenue'

20 cents. Nomus Electric Co., 1216 48th

Cicero, Ill.

BEST WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS on the

market are made by us. F. B. Chambers
& C°'

201t-flei NorthAryd Ninth St, Philadelphia, Pa.
Look f(011;

WIRELESS BLUE PRINTS-Receiving
Trlb

mitting Circuits, 25e. Stanley Patten, 172 'W.

St., New York.
.....------n

WITH THE APRIL NUMBER -----

at the

ELECTRICS will be 15c. on newsstands, annual sub -

rate notP
resent price of $1.00 per year. Subscriptions
P on $1.50 per year. Orders will be taken until April 1st

taken

a t t .b.i,ss

MODERN
scri ti

longer than five years. Will you send in y LB

to -day, n°w) before you forget it ? .....------"--*
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MURDOCK

WIRELESS

APPARATUS
No. 364

possesses the
constructive niceties, the operat-

ing efficiency, and the permanent worth, which
invariably win the confidence and the out-
spoken

estimation of its owners.

The variable condenser, pictured above, is

one of the constructional achievements which
sustain the MURDOCK reputation.

Capacity .0005 m.f., used most effectively for
sharp and accurate tuning of secondary re-
ceiving circuits.

Priced at $3.00, it is absolutely the best
Talue eler offered.

Order No, 364.

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
40 Carter Street, Chelsea, Mass.

221 S. Clinton Street
Chicago.

162 Minna Street
San Francisco

THE BEST
STEP-UP TRANSFORMER

ON THE MARKET
The Thordarson

Flexible Step-up
Transformer sur-
passes every other
make in all respects
save price. Cheap-
est because it lasts
longest. Extremely
powerful. Design
and construction
embody highest
type of mechanics
and electrical Der
fection, Ma y be
used for Wireless
Work, Generation
of Ozone, Testing
Insulation, Electro-
Static, Separation,
etc, For alternat-
ing current only.

Write for circular giving full informa-
tion and prices.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

224 SO. JEFFERSON ST., CHICAGO

HOLTZER-CABOT
Wireless Receivers

Extremely Sensitive. Comfortable to Wear. Genuine

Hard Rubber Shells with Aluminum Inner Shells, insuring
permanent adjustment. Silk Wound Coils. Leather

Covered Head Bands. "Solid Comfort" Cushions. Silk

Cords.
"The Kind That Satisfies"
Send for Booklet 20-M-3

The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
BROOKLINE, MASS., AND CHICAGO, ILL.

Just What EVERYMAN NEEDS
Pt,'!dlui,,erlGernlen Silver Hey Ring. The liest and handiest yet10e. POST PAID.

Special terms to dealers and agents.
Write me today for them,

S. I. OVICI
Manufaeturer and Importer of Fine
Cutlery and Hardware Specialties,
25 West 4'2nd St.. Central Building.
!Sew York City, It. Y.

VULCAN STYLOS
satisfaction;

easy -writing
pens that _Nr.ive.,.Unequaled

for rapid writing and

$1.00

4 luz.17:l..:"izre,
15 inches 111144

Only). $1.25,
45 akIld ES% Inches. AviG

Postpaid

-'11Ctwa 11 ar CO.. Dept. 35, 27 Thames
Style and Peantain P.S. NEW Y

St.A

NN TT SFD

r,h at
YORE wben writing, please mention

T. W. C. TRANSFORMERS
r-

.BLE23% OVERSIZE

11171:Fluilee.Psilit!!alS 1 0 1-2 K. /W. $ 1S .0 0

DEPT, D.

EVERYTHING
INstaTmHpE

for
TRtaNtSalMogITuTeING LINE

ONE YEAR'S GUARANTEE

A Few
more Agencies Open Address Dept C.

TOLEDO WIRELESS COnPANY

e Compare 'I hese Prices With Others"

EFFICIENT
yELIAReasonable

"Modern ElectrI,A "

TOLEDO, OHIO

FECT CONSTRIECTION
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Remit by
Money Order or Cheok

The famous Horace G. Martin Vibroplo(
THIS TELEGRAPH SENDER is

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

WIRELESS. EVERY MAN IN.

TERES TED IN WIRELESS
SHOULD HAVE ONE OF THEsi
MACHINES.

PRICE, $10.00

J. E. ALBRIGHT
SOLE SELLING AGENT

DEPT. A, 253 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

'1CURE YOURSELF
BY ELECTRICITY"

New Book-Illustrated from Life-
Sent FREE to all who write.

Write to -day for our new Free Book - "Cure Yourself by
Electricity"-Illustrated with photos from life. Shows how the
New Home Batteries cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago,
Headache. Insomnia, Constipation and all nerve affections and
diseases arising from sluggish circulation; also how they afford
electric baths and beauty massage without cost at home.

Tlils
BATTERY

95

Every Home Should Have a Home Battery.
We send our batteries without a cent In advance (prices 11.96 and
up) and allow 10 RATS' FREE TRIAL. Writs) for our Book

DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.,
490 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

TWIN GRIP WRENCH
-

', s°w-

assoossmo"."1.1".

Only$12
Needed to start you
in the Auto Business
as Repairman '

or Chauffer,

Why don't you learn this pain-
s:on and double your salary I it

you master this profession you an
Independent. Repairmen and Chal

mire are needed in every town and :14
in tho country,

My system is positively the only more
In the world that can be nieseeefelly Welt

by mall.
My system of teaching by mail is a New Ides -

s different from others. I will so thorns: WI
train you that you will not only be able to dr,

a car, but you can repair motors, overlaid CUR

repair tires, repair launch engines, repair :Wier

ary gasoline engines-you could go Into the repair

business --and also sell cars and engines.

Imen SEE THIS WORKING MODEL
There are other models: one of a

Magneto, Engine and Carburetor ; also
a Manikin of an automobile. The Nan-
kin can be taken apart and the models
actually work. All moving parts on the
models made of real metal.

The Course consists of 40 Instructions,
5 Models, and a Manikin, and examin-
ations, diploma, el c Special price right
now is but $12,00 if you paid
81,000.00 you couldn't get a better
course --nor as good a course-because
it is the only ono of its kind.

Let mo show you what others say who

SEND
yyoe"ahna t ONE OF YODELSWORK'we have started and who have doubled

their income. Let me show

and Its Opportunities.F
"How to get into the Auto Business

engine and you can selnell:0RE E BOOK learn tihNeapriiMiei1,1eofsX0.11°,
FOR MY With this engine

model Ye.

th e valves, time theignid'f'.°

Barney Oldtield, Chas. D a d

other motor authorities say.

Dyke's Correspondence School of Motoong

Box 19g. Roe Building, ST. LOUIS. MO'

(A. L. Dyko is the originator of the first Auto Supply Co, in

MAILED ON RECEIPT OF $1.00
Tempered Steel, Nickell:let

ed, Useful Evelloho.,

TO U---Ldooern
ScreSwN an

extend
ti
the nu

required; then
shtesh.

By turning
the small

ists

each blade can
be need OP

arstely.

way.
Packed in neat

Eight Wrenches and a Screw -Driver TWIN GRIPS ALES CO., 1974 Broadway, New York

SPARK COILS- ag 1
diced.

highest grade Wireless Con liediced- They are without excl.best value ever offered by aticiall' esietattenteed full rated spark-beavY -
vibrator, &RItMatick." 1 inch, ;5.40; 2 iaela P11-We handle the Murdock "'mfr.Morgan goods-pro

Dc deThe nest in wireless be obtains' fromJ. RLLIOTT snAeraR kreb Street riata441111.

Learn Electric Signalgo
opit

roe

gaietrid
Wass wriltIag, please modes "Oa -

0,400,

nal engineers. More mei:needed
all

potations. You can keen Pf..°' Pe944 y
*1,go To $4,5°° to te,Je De

Rapid advancement
from the

first._ t.rt,,,k10,

bat short time. Writer.tstv for 'tree

put this off. Special off
togksolto.te. alrc AC

DEPARTMENT OF BIGNALLINC
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New TyPe Commercial
Wireless Receiver

We have had these Receivers tested out on
Trans -Atlantic service for twelve months be-
fore putting them on the market.

Complete set 2000 ohms. Price, $7.50
Also wound any resistance desired.
Prices on application.

Electrical Industries Mfg. Co.
328 West 41st Street, New York

" BLITZEN"

1-4 K. W.
Transmitting Set

PRICE COMPIIII, $35.00

BLITZEN TRANSFORMERS
1/4 K. W., $15.00 1/2 K. W., $22.00

Complete catalog of apparatus for com-
mercial and private Installation sent
for 4c. stamps.

CLAPP - EASTHAM CO.
143 Main St. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

AYLSWORTH AGENCIES CO , 143 Second St.
San Francisco, Cal. . . Western Sales Agents

Blitveo Transformer For Wire-
Y7Ll'.etieLftk

IyP.Asrsarattee,n1.
W.16.09.1.25. w .0,e-2.00.

BMailed for 6c. stamps or coin, which may be deducted
from first order of $1.00. Largest and most artistic
Electric Catalog published. 85 pages WIRELESS In-
struments for commercial and experimental use. 30 pages
Motors and Dynamos of all sizes. 35 pages Miniature

Trams. 20 loges Telegraph Instruments. 30 pages Electrical
Novelties, etc. 50 pages general Electiical Supplies.
J. J. DUCK, 432-34 St. Clair Street, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Improved
Ferron Detector

New Price, $5.00

WIRELESS SPARK COILS
__These coils are designed especially for
YF

,,,rlreless Telegraphy and High Frequency
ficienk

or. We believe our coils the most ef-t made. A trial will convince you.
Mee

LOS
1.15
3.96
6.51

h
inch4

ceh
.. ....................................................... 2

0.

515 0112

Not Mailable.

/1,ETCRER-STANLEY
COMPANY". 32-34 Frankfort Street, New York City

Inch
Inch

% inch
1 inch
1% inch
2 inch

I
250-p. CatalgueG ELECTRICAL AND WIRELESS WOOS JUST OUT

0 1,
"Nrk, .nLOOK LOOK

WIRELESS APPARATUS
Guaranteed 1 in. Spark Coil $5. reduced to
63.95. g7 Piste notary Type Condenser, $12,
reduced to 89 25 Plate Rotary Type Con-
dr"ser $9, reduced to $7. 15 Plate Rotary

Condenser, $6, reduced to $4.50. 1000
p:"'11 Double Pole Receiver, $2 red. to $1.20

n.easional Tuning Coils $2, 75, red, to $1.75.
REED to STAMP FOR CATALOGUE

Wifg Co. 8 Lanz New York MIwrinu.
P'eaffe mentic,227 "MoslemAve.,Illseirfes."

Reliable Wireless Apparatu

Kw.

$4

iI it...4t7riic*Pit

No. 21 Spark Gap.

The gap that toes not heat, Special alloy electrodes with radiator

they Send stamp
effective, Base ofmarble. metal. nickel plated

whmSeamp for cutalog showing best hue made.
muss co., Dept. M., (Camel:. Station) BROCKTON, MASS

Kw.

$4.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
Rxpert Instruction. Low fees. Full

equipment. Grants certificate. Prepares
for Government license. Graduates now
witis Western Union, Postal, and United
Wireless Telegraph Companies. Booklet

free to any address.
isArr HIDE Y. M. C. A. TELEGRAPH

SCHOOL
10 N. Seth Street New York City

orises Wy3thig, please mention "Modern Nleetries."
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THE DIXIE
AIRN0DN

BB0UXZBZEELRISS

iffiENINItieltuS11411111

PIVOTED ARMATURE
The Latest Impro

Rust Proof
1-4,1Dust Proof

vement in Bells

Bug Proof rzi
Fool Proof L7 -I

All the advantages of all the others and some new
ones besides.

Sizes 212 inches, 3 inches and 4 inches and Buzzers.
From any dealer or direct from Manufacturer.

Edwards & Co., Inc.

140th and Exterior Streets
NEW YORK CITY

18 \7

EDWARDS

Manufacturers of Electric House Goods of Quality for 40 Years

STORAGE BATTERIES
NOT A CHEAP MAKE BUT A

RELIABLE PRODUCT CHEAP
2 Volts 10 Amp. Hours

60
4 10
4 4' 40
4 60
6 40
6 60

$0.95
1.49
1.85
2.32
2.48
4.30
5.20
5.72
6.80

ether SiZPS quoted upon request. These SPECIAL BARGAIN
PRICES can only be obtained when you cut this ad out and send it
with your order.

COSMOS ELECTRIC CO.
136-M Liberty St. New York

WIRELESS BARGAINS
Fixed Condenser No. 625 in our Catalogue $ .90
No. 14 B. & S. Aluminum, per lb. .50
Spark Gap No. 930 in our Catalogue .55Mineral Testing Detector Stand .75Our famous adjustable Detector No. 608 .75Tuning coil 12 in long double slide 2.15Amateurs wireless key No. 308 1.00High resistance receivers No. 610 6.00

Send a two -cent stamp for our catalogue Noattention paid to postals.
The Broadway Wireless

& Electrical Nov. Co., 780 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y

If you are keeping your copies for
reference, it is necessary to obtain one of
our beautiful

automatic binders, holding
twelve issues. It is made of a rich, greenvellum, stamped with gold lettering.

Price prepaid, 50 Cents.

Every Man a Winner!

JUST A WORD ON
PROFIT SHARING
INVESTMENTS ot

IOpportunities Magazine I

No man need waste a single

one of his Loafing Dollars who is a

subscriber to this great Feature

Magazine, covering Mine Invest-

ments, Stocks, Bonds, Finance, and

Industrials -National in Scope. All

Get -Rich -Quick schemes and

frauds exposed.

Opportunities Magazine
DULUTH, MINN-

-NI,slorn
Electrles

When writing. please Mention
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D :"

.. iiliic noisy as P`'

I'VE DO NOT
`,:r -

Standard Wireless
Equipment Co.
288 WILCOX ANNEX,

Los Angeles, Cal.
Eastern Agents:

EASTERN WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.
Trinity Building, New York

OUR REPUTATION
for workmanship and finish is a guarantee of excellence in construction,
but we wish to lay emphasis upon the distinctively high degree of effici-
ency and operating characteristics, which have, in this type of wireless
equipment, been attained.

Our catalog will prove of unusual interest to both the experimenter
and those who are commercially interested in radio communication. It
will be promptly forwarded upon request, together with a number of
attractive wireless station cards as herewith Illustrated.

STANDARD HOT WIRE METER
Case and cover are solid brass castings, beautifully finished. May be
used upon a set of any size. By proper tuning with the aid of this instru-
ment, the range of a set is often doubled. This instrument is by far the
most attractive and finely constructed low priced hot wire meter which is
at present obtainable. Price, complete, $6.00.

Wireless Transformers and Induction Codk

X K. W. Transformer complete tle
111 Condenser and Spark Gap Vel41e something

new. Send for Catalog and Prim
E. S. RITCHIE & SONS
Cypress St., Brookline, Mass.

(
.4._.
4 al\ 0-,
"" - The most wonderful and fascinating study of the

age. Everybody should have a copy of the new " VOL-
TAMP ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS"-our 112 -Page
Catalog - now ready. The most complete and interesting
book ever issued. Full of illustrations and descriptions of
VOLTAMP Novelties - Motors, Dynamos, Telegraph and
"Wireless" Instruments, Spark Coils, Lamps, Flashlights,
Transformers, etc. Everything electrical for the experi-
menter. The greatest line of Miniature Electric Railways
ever hown. Catalogue with valuable coupon sent only
for 6sccnts in stamps or coin. (No postals answered.)

VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

\Mole Bld. 406 Jasper St. Baltimore, Md.

0,17.,L - 

I- I

LE COPPER COATEDYD EN JAR
it,zoispeb,..,t coating is in direct contact with thlasaor send e to the up-to-date experimenter, amateurAdd us raoneY order with your dealer's name and addresscents for PINTS

tin? no,.

''ro. Wood postage for each jar. Handsomecover and copper fittings, 25c extra FRANCIS

,,,:perimenters' Supplies
for I". and 1"iniahrd Apparatus for all designs de-Ikon ,,:71are",,TrZt and hack

44°.°I,1e gNi.".,muturrner iron. wire, crystals, ste.
numbers of this magazine. Bases

° r'qeet, tvrit,;;,:". Apparatus am the Pacific Coast
42a. lMarksialler:C:nnieet.

nlitham Electric Co.
t Prices or your requirements,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

S by our exclusive process, are the only
jtaerrs atinladt teahentneeotnpebeely, utteainr oarnbilnisen--

increased efficiency.0tiri.e.prr$ela,50oyf;perizosiucuAoriRnnTagls. der from your dealer
$2.25. Also large sizes.

STORM63 FULTONABLISHEDST.18511,N. Y.
EST

LICENSED AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

pERIKON CRYSTALS
13y the Wireless SpeelaitY
Apparatus Co., hew York $1.00 per Set

LOW] DISTANCE WIRELESS CO. SUPPLIES
CEO. S. SAUNDERS & CO.

08 Washington Street BOSTON, MASS. 11 Devonshire Street
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MSFREE PREMIUMS
We offer below a complete assortment of FREE Premiums, any one of which may be

obtained by a little extra effort. You are now reading MODERN ELECTRICS, which means it

; must be good, then show it to your friends. Help yourself and help us to build up the biggest
circulation of any electrical paper in the United States. You don't have to be a subscriber to take

1 advantage of this chance to obtain a valuable instrument for nothing; it only takes just a few fminutes of your time. Show the magazine to your friend, give him a few pointers on the magazine
and nine times out of ten, he will subscribe. Get the subscription, send it to us and we win; forward by return mail the premiums you select. Your own (NEW) subscription will count. Now
get busy and get something practical FREE.

S C

extra high capacity.

Junior Fixed Con-
denser.

Used in all modern
receiving sets. Spe-

cial dielectric giving

Sealed in hard rubber base with
binding posts, as shown. Sells for
30.50. (Add 6 cents for postage).
Given free for 1. subscription.

Wireless
Engine
The

Slickest
little

engine
ever

placed
on the

market You cannot see a piece of
wire. Has two fly -wheels and beauti
ful balancer. Cast iron base; works
on one dry cell. The engine sells for
45 cents. (Add 14c. for
Given free for 1 subscription.

Zinc S p ark
Gap mounted
on hard rub-

, her base- El-
ectrodes fit-

eed with rubber handles. Pure zinc
rods. Used in all of the best sta-
tions. Spark gap sells for 60 cents.

(Add 7 cents for postage.)
Given free for 2 subscriptions.

"Electro" Junior Tuning Coil.
Slickest tuning coil on the market.

Has solid hard rubber ends, bare
copper winding. hard rubber sliders.
Size, 8 x344 x 3Y, in. Weight, 1 lbs.
The most beautiful and most practi-
cal coil made. 'Electro" Tuner
sells for $2.00. Sent by express only.
Given free for 5 subscriptions.

Pony Telephone
Receiver.

This is the receiver
you have long want-
ed. The best one on
the market. Hard
rubber case. Single
pole, powerful mag-
net. Hook can be
screwed off. Stand-
ard resistance of 75
ohms. Receiver sells

for 40 cents. (Add 7 cents postage.)
Given free for 1 subscription.

small lamps.
rusting wire.
Given free for 1. subscription.

Wound

'Electro'
Rheostat
Rotary
adjust-
ment.
Air cool-
ed. Very
useful to
vary thespeedof mo-
tors and

with non-

"Electro"
MedicalCoil. Al
quality. No
end of fun
with one of
these coils,

besides its therapeutic proPerties.
Complete with cords and handles
Medical Coil sells for 70 cents. (Add
12 cents for postage.)
Given free for 3 subscriptions.

"Electro" Amateur
Phones, 2000 ohms re-
sistance. Wound with
No. 50 copper wire. Thin
diaphragms. Leather
covered adjustable
headband. Weight 15 oz.
80 per cent. better than
75 ohm phones. Phones

(Add 25 cents for post -sell for $4.50.
age )
Given free for 10 subscriptions.

1
y

Six Inch Geissler Tube With Liquid
A fine tube ; works on any sp coilark

Gives the most beautiful, astounding
colors. Tube sells for 50 cents. (B
mail extra ten cents )
Given free for 1 subscription.

Areo-
Flying

Machine
A practical
miniature
aeroplane;
byplane

Flying ~Machine

A well constructed machinfleY.11°Iumifeet:

num propeller; rubber motor Sellsfor
75 cents. 12 cents for postage.)

Given free for 3 subscriptions.

-Nr(dr 1111,\*010,..

"Electro" Lytic Bare
Point Detector
Holds the world's
record for long dis-

tance r e ceiv ng.
Mounted on bard

rubber base Finest

adjustment. Increase

your receiving range

30 to 40 per cent.

"Electro" Lytic Detector sells for

$1.25 (Add 12 cents for postage.)

Given free for 3 subscriptions.

One Inch BO
Dog Spark

Coil.

Thisisthe
coil

that has sent

a message

miles
with &

suitable
aeri-

al. None bet-

ter ade'
None better

looking. Has French vibrators
and

fibre casing. Sells for $1.50. g°

Given free for 12 subscriptions.by express only.

Please understandunless
, ask for them, when sending in the subscriptions.

that we have an invariable rule that premiums cannot be given

premiums by
We

ine to Your

while the iron is hot. Act Now. Don't delay, the offer Is new now and iget the subscription
before the gots

sliciwing
this niagaz tiler

fellow

ple will
Strikedoing a little talking. Then is your chance,sure you can get any of tbe above

1 friends, ale
gets it.,

the

EverYbods sub"

scribes. be ts season of the year for subscriptions. Everybody reads.
This is sy at once.

er draft, express money order, cash or stamps ;
llo checks please.

Send money oya

yon

MODERN
iv York

PUBLISHING COMPANY, 233 Fulton St Ne

440,34-,1iv ---..v....,
. 4. urAkr,"44-4°44"

. tv...t1,,,,,wu...5.0.,44....v..lkip,
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lc latest is Now Out!

i-.HE book which
thousands of electrical

workers
hae been waiting for, is ac-

cwined as the " l

vast
word " applied elec-

to-date,
present minute.

tucity, up

Practical Applied Electricity

By DAVID
PENN MORETON, B. S., E. E.

Contains 450
Pas, illustrated with 273

line drawings
and 50 half tones; 20 full pages

of valuable
tables. The index, one of the vital

factors
of any handbook, is complete and un-

surpassed.
Bound in flexible black leather,

x'1%, printed title on cover in gold letters.

All interested
in electricity, old or young,

artisan or amateur, expert or experimenter,
should own this positive authority. It answers
questions, and enables you to figure those
complicated calculations.

Price, $2.00
By mail extra 12c.

ittobern To_
233 FULTON ST., NEW YORK CITY

Vim writing, please mention "Modern Electrics."

A-vi-ation
Subscription Offer
I" To please our many friends who have request-ed as to furnishthe name of a publication devotederelusively

to aviation, we have through a special
amilgernent, secured a low subscription rate. I iF"AIRCRAFT",

is probably one of the bestPublications in this country on aeronautics. ItlAwprsoffruguloluvsetrrathteed.;voarnldd,contains the latest
cleta on the various records.

Winecicuadinnogffemronthly

MODERN ELECTRICS
and AIRCRAFT

One Year
combination subscription, at $1.80.e re ,

glLar Price of both magazines would be", and therefore there is a saving of $0.70
-ZIDon't fail to take advantage of this offer, ifare interested in the latest news in the ,rival field

as well as in aeronautics.

Modern Publishing Company'
233 Fulton Street, New York City

1144 writing, please mention "Modern Electrics'
lipoentaminiin

rri
.

igi Catalog
4icie anyone ef which youai

600 electrical
%imply

by geettinogr NOTHING,ew
u b14"lbers win

MD
receipt be sent you on

°f 2c. stamp.
2 ern Publishing Co.

Itieeew 3 Fult°n Street, New York"tiut Plealli'ltititloo "Modern Electric's."

Wireless Supplies
Electrical Novelties

Boys in Chicago and vicinity are invited
to call at our store and look over our
lines. We aro Western ,Distributors for

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.

Same Catalog. Same Pikes.

Auto-Coherer, Like Cut-Special 55c.

Anderson Light & Specialty Co.
N,) WN AS

La Salle Light Store

140 No. La Salle Street - - Chicago
Opposite New City Hall

EVERY PROFESSIONAL

OPERATOR

knows that the use
of sliders in tuner
construction has
been one of the
weak points in wire-
less. We have over-

come this in our Professional tuner by
that
the

use of switches instead, with the result
we get greater selectivity, distance, louder

signals, quicker tuning and more convenience

to the operator. In tuners the best only le
good enough, and we make it.

MILLER WIRELESS INSTRUMENT CO.

6223 Ballard Avenue Seattle, Wasik.

Send 4 cents postage for catalogue.

THE HAT WITH THE

MOST FRIENDS!

3
Felt
Hats

IN ONE Sent Postpaid to You for Only

THE MT THAT DON'T BLOW OFF'
and most comfortable hat you can buy at any

TIole dre,, business, travel,

pt
triics m.d, of genuine English felt, has flexible leather sweat

motoring, and nu sports.

and, and will wear like iron. Can be rolled up and into several

es
without damaging. All sizes in black, blue brown,and

7.-v^ If not exactly as respresented-drop me a lionand I willgay Ifyour dollar by return mail-and you maykeep the hat.
 rant lose-send ME a dollar to -day. Two for $1.80. Writ.

LI. Booklet of ''Working Clothes for Workingmen."
GEO. T. BUNG AY, 28 S. William Street, N.Y.
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Canadian, $2.25

Industrial En ineerin
is a monthly journal of Mechanical Engineering and Scientific management,

being the leading authority on the latter subject.

It presents all the latest developments in mechanical engineering,
particularly as it relates to industrial plants, written in condensed style
so as to economize the time of busy men who form the bulk of its readers-
mechanical engineers, works managers, superintendents, plant owners, con-
sulting engineers, etc. Its articles on Scientific Management are practical,
being descriptions of what has actually been done in plants operating under
this form of management and are prepared so that the information in them
can be applied by the reader in his own work.

Subscription price, $2.00 per year

Sample copy sent on request
Foreign, $2.50

Industrial Engineering
140 Cedar Street, New York

060004osiodowomfaimonireatostwoormarnisisammohn
trrtras

96 PAGES 160 "HOOK-UPS"
This is No. 4 of our popular "ELECTRIC

LIBRARY." This book, at the price we are selling
it, is by far the greatest bargain we have ever offered.

The book contains nothing but wireless connection
diagrams in a concise and clear manner, fully illustrated.
Every conceivable diagram is here-none missing - from

the simplest receiving diagram to the most complicated
sending and receiving hook-up.

No matter what instruments you have. you will find a

Perfect hook-up, THAT WORKS, in our new book.

wBehseirdeevsergnooecl cesdsiareryct.ions, explanations, etc., are given

This book will be the delight of every wireless "fiend"

and will enable him to get far better results from his

instruments and cover much greater ranges.

notre
mail us 25 cts. using the coupon, and you will surely

regret

b fore you turn this page. you sit down and

Price 25 Cents Prepaid
Modern Publishing Co. 233 Fulton St. N. Y.

TOPE ELECTRIC L GRAN "
4 6NO...

-trrir s "i1, oak- lips
WITH A CHAPTER NT

Oirrnshzuk
SPOON -UPS- SELECTED AND ARRANGED NT

6. Eubolph

81

A.. MAL
.Ea-11.wwGWEs

-a N CON.NREPTI
CSTCS. oTOS r
GI DETECT..MI6,.
PIS

tope own OW etorm
 MwEeTTNNTER

,-ER- PATHAN" Loose CA,..E.P
NJ- S-2StwaTANws w

&NJ -00z 0145 Porter S.NTER
PLC, TLSIP Anon. SUM TvN.R

171 ILLUSTRATIONS 96 PAGES

PRICE 25 CENTS
',ART

flUber
LISNEGIWON91ANOII 0n

Eltrtrirs lubliratian531 ,ULTON
STREZT. New YORK

I' l'

SEND US THIS COUPON

Modern Publishing CO.
233 Fulton St., New York, U. S. A..

Please send me at once one

copy of your new book " WIRELESS
HOOK-UPS" for which I enclose 26c in

a.;:e .....................................................

St. and No.......................
City State ............

"Modern Electrics...
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w. A. O. A.
WATCH FOBS

Style B
Style A

These two beautiful watch fobs will be ac-
claimed with enthusiasm by every W. A. 0. A.
member. They are the very thing you have
Wanted and they are within the reach of every-
one.

We have contracted for a large quantity ofthese fobs with the foremost makers and the
same finality fobs usually sell for 75 cents or
5.100 at most stores.

Style A shows our genuine silk fob withGOLD ROLLED metal rim ; our standard wire-less button is furnished in TRIPLE GOLD
PLATE, guaranteed for years. This is our
4 cens.
est fob. PRICE 50 CENTS. By man extra
Style B

ve
shows our leather watch fob. This

Sther usedrjey
classy

fob w
design. Only the best Morocco

PLATE Button is TRforIPlo LEng G
yOLDTbis ears.'a".itti7: CENTS. By mail extra 4 cents.pments will be made immediately. No

WIRELESStoASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
St., New York City.

Thep please mention "Modern Electrics."

DON'T FORGET
That commencing

with the April number,
Modern Electricswill

be 15e. per copy and contain at least
and NeS, with

many new valuable features,' more articles.
Better printed, on betterpaper and double

the size of heretofore.Vie I.,

be "ve no hesitancy in saying that it willbtheIlshed best 15c magazine of its kind pusubs'. You have
Yet time to send in yourr(r',Ption from

1:1(1,()._' $1,00 per Year in the United States.
°I le to five years at the old

It ir,'`'L turn this page without sending
%I'

You May forget it.Who
titit, please

Mention "Modern Electrics."

DPEWCILLOPEIAMICUREDIACODPEDLA
CYCLOPEDIAv fv

*LIED APPLIED APPLIED APPLIED APPLIED
RICITY0aRtarrarRicrn IIIcnacra Eticritcm

MIMEO mom
APPLIED APPLIED

ElECIVICITYEIXTRICITI..__
 . . . . . _ _ s;., L-

. . .
VOL 1

,  co La v,0 L o a V 0 LA I 'IDLY yotyi TOLvs., ., -....
KUMEVIS slAt.NOS a las MIAMTINO SOWER POWER' ITLEPRONERECUtIcAL ftrpapws 40," '.,0;ri.

CLERENT WININISION STATIONS SQ0EINILYISMSTMNLI, tautnONN SIMMS leailSTAY Anitsmegis ILLEugely sysrEMS'''.,,.,"6, Drmo, estrum! MI MS ELECTRIC wIRELEAs opnodlott-'-L.,s," Tan LIGtmNS ANIUANCES SAURIAN'S IILIN5,5S11.0 INDEX. -

Seven Big Volumes of

Electrical Knowledge
This is the greatest electrical reference library,
for the expert and student. These books are pub-
lished especially for the ambitious man who is
training himself for advancement-for the wide-
awake man who is likely to be called upon for
work outside of his regular line-for the man
who needs at his elbow, for ready reference, an
accurate down -to -date work on Electricity.
Seven volumes, 2,200 pages with over 2,600 full -

page illustrations, diagrams, formulas, etc., prin-
ted in large, clear type on special quality paper.

Sent Absolutely Free - Express Prepaid

The complete seven volumes, not a sample volume, will be sent.
express prepaid. for seven days' free examination; returnable at
our expense, if the books do not contain the information you want.
If you keep the books, pay $1.80 seven days after receipt and then
$2.00 a month until you have paid the introductoryprice of
$19.80. The Table of Contents bete- wilt give you some idea of
the tremendous scope of the work-but only an examination of
the books will reveal their full value to you.

Just fill in and mail the coupon. It won't cost you a cent to
examine the books. We know they'll be worth many times their

cost to you. Mail the coupon now before the busy season begins
and you will receive your books promptly.

What You Can learn From This Great Book-__
Them-Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators and Motors-

Electrical Measurements-Electrical
Wiring-Electric Welding -1.,-pes of

Generators and Motors - Management of Generators and Motors

Storage Batteries-Electric Lighting-Alternating-Current M4chinery-
Station Appliances-Power Stations - Power Tralismissicn - Central

Station Engineering-Electric Railways, including Single -Phase - The

Electric Telegraph - Telephone Equipment, Systems and Operation -

Wireless Telegraph and Telephone - Telautograph, Telegraphone, etc.

Free with every order
OA.

received before March 1st, 1912 I'Ar
With eve set is included a year's Consulting ,10

ever'
Membership entitling you to the advice of our Ar
busineSs and engineering experts free. This dr
will g-ve you practical help in handling
working problems whirh are too /,.

A. 8. of C.
S

to be taken up in detail in the cyclo.
podia. There will be no limit to this .0,i
,ervice. A single problem solved for ier e. .0 Please send me

, uu might be worth more than the All. ski Cyclopedia of Ap-

first cost of the books. ,,b 0,
seven

Electricity for, S inStivo".
days'il

free eirunt0-

American School of , I, within nsevelnwdalynrand .11.1/
,

Correspondence
,, so. a month until I have paid

$19.80; otherwise I will notify
you and hold the books subject

to your order. Title not to Pass
until fully paid.Chicago,

U. S. "Vr NAME
4
/ ADDRESS .........................................

M R.
2-19

A fr

OCCUPATION............ ............... ......

EMPLOYER ..................... ......... .................

When writing. please mention -Mo,tern Electrles."
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1."4".4

PATENTS
DESIGNS
TRADE MARKS
and COPYRIGHTS

Secured and Negotiated in United States and
All Foreign Countries,

DON'T NEGLECT YOUR INVENTION
Send us a drawing or pencil sketch of your idea and we
will give you an opinion as to its patentability free of
charge. . . . DON'T DELAY.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK

WILLIAMSON & WILLIAMSON
1325-A ARCH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

when writing. please mention "Modern ghectrica.

Faucet WATERmoToR
Complete with emery wheel C7.50
buff wheel, pulley to run w"
sewing and washing machine pot.

have
no

In some cities where we
no agents, and where the water
pressure is good, a sample motor will
be given free; apply at once U
you want to make some extra
money, or if you can devote
your whole time, liberal salaryand
commission will be paid.

ALCOHOL STOVES, LAMPS
AND FLATIRONS

ENGINEERS WANTED to send for catalog of in
dicatora. Reducing* Wheels Planimeters. Address.

LIPPINCOTT M. S. CO.
52 Columbia St.,

Mew Amor

D. Q. D. C. Q. D.
50$ STOCKS WANTED.

arconi f. 2125 Canadian Marconi. 5 A. D. S.
5 Gary Intererloaa.30 Fng. Marconi corn. 25 Oxford Linen Co.70 American Marconi.
1 Lumber.50 Rastbrook.

12.
Intern.
Chi, Air Line Pt

400 AutopressSTOCKS FOR SALE.
20 American Marconi 45 Oxford Linen I.
75 Eng. Marconi of 50 Oxford Linen C.

Am. Tele. Type. 40 Canadian Mamma
160 Ant. Telegraphon Telepost Series A.32 C. N. Y. El, Air Le'n. Telepost Series B.13 Oxford Linen A. Telepost Series C.ENGLISH MARC

T
O

10 Funding
la

CO. Of AS1. ,SOLD ON EASY MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

LMmON (deyed delivery,
Send for our Wireltss

Quotation Sheet.P. C. KULLMAN
& CO.%el. 4047-4048- ES.0bn.

THE WIRIS
BRORERAGE

HOUIM48 Wail lit.. Trt.When writing, Please mention "modern illectstise."

C. O. D.

TRY IT

When writing,

COLUMBIA

DRY CHI

Its long
e ea

n d

strongmaket currentalnife

ea nd

bellse

etto o
n es,

electric
buzzers,

electric
graph Instru,s tele:toys,wireles

many

lighters

Jar devIcthesei..
"iner.

Gyspipylij CLEVAsERLAINYclr,7

NATIONAL CARBON CO.,

please mention "Modem nicc"je*:'

Only one trial la
con'

and

necessary to

er, cost less
cell will Jive long'
er,

any etherthatti

vince you

than
better s

brand.
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BUSINESS
The Greatest Game in the World

and

The Most Powerful Magazine
BUSINESS is a magazine of which it has been said: "Once a subscriber-always one." A letter has

just been received from Mr. C. C. Jewell. of Ventura, Calif., from which we quote verbatim as

follows:
"THE inspiring articles running from month to month in your magazine have been a great help to

me, and have helped me to rise from the ranks of bookkeeper to my present position of Manager, and

I would not be without the magazine for many times the subscription price."
WHAT could be a more dignified or worthy life's work than introducing into every office, store and

factory in the land this great magazine-this medium of great influence-this powerful factor in the

business world-which can do as much for each and every other Reader as it has done for Mr.

Jewell. And besides being exceedingly pleasant work-it is mighty profitable. Our commissions are

most liberal. Write today for free explanation of our plans for Special Representatives.

J, H. LYTLE, Sales Manager

THE BUSINESS MAN'S PUBLISHING COMPANY
DETROIT, M IC H.

When writing, mention "Modern Electrics."

A WONDERFUL TYPEWRITER
The Fox Is Indeed "A Wonderful Typewriter" because It will do

all-and more-than any other typewriter, and do it easier and better.
The Fox has a lighter touch and action than any other typewriter built and is

full automatic. It. Is easy to make advertising claims of superiority, but we will

prove our claims by sending to
anyone, anywhere, one of our
typewriters on ten days' free
trial-express prepaid-
the typewriter to be returned
at our expense If It does not
prove satisfactory.

Send todayfor a catalog with prices. Select fromthis the model wanted, width of carriage, style of type,etc., and
sent

fora
typewriter, put up just as you want it, will be

satisfactory you can pay us a little down and the balance
trial. After trial If the typewriter Is perfectly

,",uenull or In all cash, as you prefer. Write today-useLn coupon.

Wh*s writing, plasm, moogion "Modern illectrics."

FOX COUPON
Date

Fox Typewriter Co.,
7202-7502 front St.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
DEAR SIRS t

pease send catalog and
places.

Name

Address

Buainees

kt 26
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ENGINEERS' BULLETIN
THOS. F. MYERS, M. E., Editor

Edited by director and chief instructor
of MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF EN-
GINEERING, and founder of the famous
MYERS SYSTEM of instruction. 1300 suc-
cessful graduates in 6 years. This system
is carried out in the BULLETIN. Ques-
tions and Answers appearing each month,
aiding our readers to pass Examining
Board. Indicator Talks, a series of in-
structions given in each edition showing
several diagrams and use of instruments.
Many other valuable articles written inplain language, catering to steam and
mechanical engineers, electricians, machin-
ists, steam fitters, etc.

50 cents per year. Send 2 -cent stampfor sample copy.
ENGINEERS' BULLETIN,

26 Austin St., Worcester, Mass.

BO

CLosze

Be the First in Your Town
to Own a "BULLET" Knife

Made from genuine Krag-Jorgcruien army rifle cartridge, strong
and durable,with keen blade made from selected steel.
Special Offer: We will send you The Boys' Magazine

for six months, "Fifty Ways for Boys to Earn
Money" [a very practical book] and this 'Bullet" Knife for 50o.
The Boys' Magazine, edited by Walter Camp, is the finest
magazine in the world for boys. Filled with fascinating stories and
instructive articles. Handsome colored covers and beautifully il-
lustrated throughout. Departments devoted to Boy Scouts,
Electricity,Mechanics, Atbletics,Photography,Carpentry, Stamps
and Coins. Satisfaction, or money refunded. Order today.
The Scott F. Redfield Co., 740 Main St., Smethport, Pa.
7.11? .B0 IS' MAGAZINE, at aU newsstands, to cents a copy

Orate

gif Send 50 cents, coin or stamps for
a six months trial subscription to

IGNITION-the big new monthly
magazine specializing on automobile,
motor, gas and gasoline engine
troubles. Carefully and practically
edited by experts; profusely illustrated;
handsomely printed. Helpful from
cover to cover. Address, IGNITION,
1457 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Norz--Several back numbers free, if you do it NOW

JUST
ONE MOMENT, PLEASE

TF you are interested in Picture Taking, Yoncan keep posted on all matters relating tophotography by subscribing to
PHOTOGRAPHIC TOPICS

the lowest priced photographic monthly.30 CENTS PER YEARTimely Hints,
Latest Wrinkles.

PHOTOGRAPHICSubscribe
Now.

Sample Copy Frac

147 Fulton Street TOPICS
New York, N. Y.

THE EDITOR
The Journal of Information
for Literary Workers, is a
Magazine which helps writers
to sell their stories, articles
and poems.

If you are a writer, whether or not you
are selling your manuscripts, you need
THE EDITOR. It offers 'the inspiration
and suggestion which will lead to the
production and sale of more and better
manuscripts. Jack London, Crittenden
Marriott, Peter Clark Macfarlane, and
other well-known and successful writers
commend THE EDITOR for the help it
has given them. THE EDITOR publishes
all the news of all the magazines which
purchase manuscripts.

$1.00 a Year. 15 Cents a Copy

THE EDITOR COMPANY
Box E, Ridgewood, N. J.

\Then writing, please mention "Modern Electrics.'

THE MODEL ENGINEER

AND ELECTRICIAN
Edited by Percival Marshall, A. I. Mech. E.

Published weekly at London, Eng.
The paper which tells you how to make

model locomotives, steam and gas engines,

aeroplanes, motor cycles, boats, dynamos,

motors, coils, batteries, wireless apparatus,
and everything mechanical and electrical.

Just the paper for the man or boy with a

workshop. It is written by experts. and is

read by scientific amateurs and profes-

sional mechanics and electricians all ove

the world. It has thirteen years' eputa-

r

r

tion for high-grade instruction in the

theory and practice of small power en-

gineering.
Every issue is fully illustrated.
Single copies 8 cents. Annual subscrip-

tion three dollars postpaid.

Sole Agents for U. S. A. and Canada.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN
123 LibertyE Street

YORK

When writing. Please mention "31odera Elecirlee
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SEND FOR THETY COBB
ASPALL1

atlf.,221... SPORTS BASEBALL

15c. ALL:NEWSSTANDS

Magazine
Yon may THINK you know "inside" Baseball.

If you don't read the Baseball Magazine regularly,
there is a lot about Baseball you don't know, but
which every FAN should know.

Send 25 cents for Sample Copy and get a hand-
some art photogravure poster of "Home Run" Baker.

Size, 20 x II inches.

BASEBALL MAGAZINE CO., Boston, Mass.

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics."

A $1.00
Safety Razor

FREE!

P.P.N °ALA: RAZOR

This RANDALL
SAFETY RAZOR whichretails regularly at $1.00, consists of:-The

Frame which is made ofTw 1tt,nt e.ve Blades
given FREE with each set, repre-perfection in manufacturing, being made of

the stand
The c

.

Pered steel, skillfully ground and boned to
rikee is almost identical tochase ard safety

razors sold at hightehrosperiscuePs.plieltdis Ii442..t!'er, with a special fastening
device to lock it, andwith a rich plush.

iothf

rec,g,i..Ibis cornb.ination
has created what is to -day.ree 3,eevs. the simplest,

most useful and. practical safetyh
I LioN'-'Lileirrespective

of price, and is given with the
satirfacuee

, m GUARANTEE that If it does not give?Wiped vvritrY
respect your money will be re -This nout a word.Razor Given Absolutely FREErth Two

Yestn ars' Subscription toERN ELECTRICS

SPECIAL ISSUE OF

When writing,

WITH TWO YEARS' SUBSCRIPTION
TO MODERN ELECTRICS

You Save 1 00010
RANDALL SAFETY RAZOR and 12 blades, $1.00

MODERN ELECTRICS, two years . . . 3.00

Total .$4.110
Our "GET ACQUAINTED" Offer, both for 2.00

SAVING $2.00

MODERN
ELECTR1CS
"THE ELECTRICAL mioezINE FOR EVERYBODY.

The Brightest and Bloat Interesting Electrical Magazine Published.
With New Departments

NEARLY FIVE YEARS OLD. Containing 96 to 123 pages monthly,
writteniThe n .arta:lator yng want to keep up to date on Wireless and

EFT NOW this unusual offer nd mall comm.
TT' -i .tingressY. i Add"e1e

MODERN

NtiegpdErefiai:nEidIT:a2lioc.packing razor,

Randall.1 S
M.

afety

2r3rFulton St New York, N. Y.
for whirl'

send ard
terms described in this adyevtisement and Modern
Eleetries for two years to the address below.

Name ...........
Street............................ ---

City nod sta. .............. .................Y. City or Canaan .... ICAe.s Yoreigra 60e.

please mention "Modern Metrics."

1 5c
per CoPY

$1.50
per Yea"

soil)
NENNSTAADS
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THE GREATEST CONTEST
EVER INAUGURATED BY A

MASONIC MAGAZINE
FOR NEW

SUBSCRIPTIONS

A Five Passenger Automobile, Two (2) Gold
Watches, a Diamond Ring. a Standard Typewrit-

er, a Bicycle, and many other handsome Prizes will be given away
by The New Age Magazine as rewards to Agents for new sub-
scriptions during the present year.

If you are a Master Mason, or the Mother, Wife, Widow, Sister,

Daughter or Son of a Master Mason, write to -day for full particulars.

Address Circulation Department.

THE NEW AGE MAGAZINE
No. 1 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

FREE

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics."

4

DUFFY'S
MAGAZINE

AND

PACIFIC COAST GUIDE

A. complete guide to Pacific Coast,

an illustrated magazine of the Panama
Pacific Exposition. Showing all the
details and progress of this great
Work.

A complete illustration of all the
Feat features of the Exposition.

To keep posted on California and
the great Panama Pacific Exposition,
subscribe for Duffy's Magazine. $1.00
per year.

DUFFY'S MAGAZINE CO.
350 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

Do You Want to Talk
to thousands of wide-awake and alert business men earl

month ?
Would you like to tell them what you make?

Would you like to have them help you find THAT rasa or

material you want in your business?

Would you like to get inquiries at the lowest possible
cost?

Here's the way-through the Classified Columns of

BBUSINESS, HIE MAGAZINE fOR:Offla STORt AND FAC(ORY)

The Classified pages of this publication will bring You tie

class inquiries, BUSINESS 'readers
are not curiosity

seekers. Every reply you get is half a sale.

Headings such as Help Wanted, Business OiMort
C6°'

ul'illes'

Agents Wanted. Letter Specialists, Investoren

Collections, Typewriters,
Patent Attorneys.

Ftildisg'

OW and lk to t h
we!

Salesmen Wanted, Etc.
ese thousands

of

cost isbut 75 c a line; not less

each month. The

ea 4

Why not begin N

lines accepted,
Send Copy and Order to:

THE CLASSIFIED DEPARTNIENT

OF BUSINESS

The BusincsalMan's
Publishing

Co., 1-ta.

Well

DETROIT,

when writing, pleats imation "Maori' Ill

W Lama writing, Please metition "Modews Nlactriess.'
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Four Extraordinary Offer
T make this our banner subscription month, we are willing to make the following

FOUR
WONDERFUL OFFERS. Frankly, we would like to see your name appear

'arnon.
ordg

the 55,000 readers, who are now regular subscribers to MODERN ELECTRICS,
in er to do so, are willing to go to an EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSE never

and before attempted by any magazine.

OFFER No. 1.
d us $1.00 cash, stamps,

or money order, and in return. we

will send Yen ;
1-111edern Electries

for one year (next issue free) $1.5o

2 --Book, How
to Make Wireless Instruments. cost . .25

3 -Book, The
Wireless Telephone, by H. Oernsback, cost . .

Allook, Construction
of Induction Coils and Transformers,

1011. W, Seder, cost . . .

Total . . . $2.25

(If books are to be mailed add 6c. postage)

Total Net Saving, $1.25

.25

OFFER No. 3.
Send as $1.00 cash. stamps, or money order, and in return, we

will send you
1 --Moderns Electric. for one year (next issue free) . . . $1.50
2 -Linen Binder (automatic) holds 12 issues M. E., gold stamped .50
3 -Any one of the three books shown in offer No. 1 , . . .25

Total . . . $2,25

hail charges for items 2 and 3. 15c, extra)

Total Net Saving, $1.25

GREAT WIRELESS OFFER No. 2.
Find us $1.00 rash, stamps, or money order, and in return, we

will send you ;
1 --Modern Electric. for one year (next issue free) . , . . $1,50
2 --Wireless Code Chart, cardboard. sine 9x12 in., Morse, Nary

and Continental codes . . . . , - . . .10
3 --Wireless Chart with 20 Wi reless Standard 'Hook -Ups" , .10
4 -Joi n the Wireless Association of America, and Wireless Pin ,20
5 --Official Wireless Blue Book, 32 pages, and 13x10 In. chart

of U. S. stations , . . . . . , . . . .

6 --Any one of the three books shown in offer No. 1 . , . .

Total . . . $2.20

(Mail charges for Items 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, gc. extra)

Total Net Saving, $1.30
OFFER No. 4.

Send us $1.00 rash., stamps. or money order and In return we
will send you ;
1-Modern Electric% for one year (next issue free) . , . $1,50
2 --Twelve Bark Numbers of Modern Electries. all consecutive

numbers, all in good condition, each 10c. , . . . . , 1,20

Total . . $" l0
(No mail charges necessary)

Total Net Saving, $1.70

The offers as shown must not be changed nor can articles from any one
offer be exchanged with any article of another offer. The selection is quite
complete and we are positive that you will find a suitable offer among the
four. IMPORTANT : For Manhattan and Canada, add 35c ; Foreign, 60c.

MODERN ELECTRICS, 233 Fulton St., New York, N. Y.)
When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics."

LISTEN,Mr.READER
INCREASE YOUR EARNING POWER!

Do You know that the electrical industries are expanding to such an extent
that hundreds of electrical men are desired to take responsible positions at
this very minute. Do you further realize that all practical men started
fromthe bottom. You can follow them if you follow their methods.

For $1. can secure a two-year subscription to SOUTHERN
ELECTRICIANdesign, and receive over one thousand pages of vital information

s

On the operation and maintenance of electrical equipment and
electrical system
inr_ If YOU will preserve these issues you will have a collection of practical
_nieor m ation and data that you cannot find in text books nor buy from any

electrical man at any price, because he has not had the experience the
adcles present. Whether or not you are in the operating or installation

in the Coupon
a subscription and keep up to date on electrical matters, Fill

Coupon and enclose a paper dollar at our risk.

SOUTEINNTELECTRICIAN

GRANT BUILDING
ATLANTA, GA.

Enclosed find $1-00 for a two years' subscription
to SOUTHERN ELECTRICIAN.

Name_

Address

When writing, plus. =option "Modern Bileatries."
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THE GREAT
HOME PIANO
OF AMERICA

COLONIAL MODEL

CONWAY
BOSTON MADE

NO need for the home to he longer
." without a piano. This handsome
Conway is sold for $300, and certainly
there is no equal in the world at this
price.
HANDSOME mahogany case, sweet.

deep, rich singing tone, will last a
lifetime,
THERE are thousands and thousands
A of these pianos in America's best
homes. Our monthly terms make it
very easy to own one of these pianos.

SPECIAL OFFER
wE have a special offer to make to

readers of this magagine which
will help pay for your piano. Don't
fail to write for it. Fill out coupon
and send in.

COUPON
HALLET & DAVIS PIANO CO.

BOSTON:

Please send me free, Conway catalogs and

prices and your special offer.

ACame

Address

HALLET at DAVIS PIANO CO.
FACTORY

DISTRIBUTORS

CONWAY PIANOS
146 BOYLSTON

ST. BOSTONSold by Best Dealers EverYwhe"

These are a Few of OurSpecialties

CHRISTMAS TREE

DECORATIVE OUTFITS

MULTIPLE LAMPS.

NOVELTY

DRY BATTERIES.

CARBON BATTERY

LAMPS.

MINIATURE

TUNGSTEN LAMPS.

NWT, FLOWER
&

FIGURE LAMPS.

SCARE PINS.

FLASHLIGHTS.

MINERS' EIGHTS.

Write for Catalogue and Name of Dealer
in your City.

Franco -American flectric Novelty Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORThRS

83 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK

160 NORTH FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO

When writing, please mention "Modern Electrica"

IMPORTANT

If you live in or near
the State of New York

or New Jersey, you can

earn from $10.00 to

P000 on each sale of

the goods I have to

offer. No technical
knowledge or exper-

ience required.

Write TODAY for Particulars

FRED A. MORRISON
N. Y CITY

253 BROAD
"Modern

Vlectrico

When Writing,
please mention
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Electric Novelties

Electric Christmas Tree Outfits.

flash lights.

Miniature 11

Tungsten

Lamps.

Ornamental

Electric Plants.

Electric

Trains, Etc.

We are the oldest firm in
New York in the electrical
novelty line, and we can supply all your
wants.

Send at once for our new large 40 -pate illustrated
catalogue. A postal will bring it.

ALFRED WOLFF o CO.
29.31 Park Place 170 W. Randolph St.

New York City Chicago, Ill.

WHOLESALE ONLY
When writing, please mention "Modern Electrics.'

INSULATES and REPAIRS

POTMEND
`rahwater,ly invented white powder, which, when mixed
as ha as

forms an adhering porcelain substance
rd stone and affording perfect insulation.

Lith_POT, MEND you can instantly repair your insu-
la.J).w. up holes, or use it as an insulator where

,ac ctuna or glass pieces are impractical.
In a thousand ways POTMEND-,,...... is indispensable for the electrical

...c..., ..s. worker, whether in laboratory
or outside work.
POTME ND is simply applied.
Add a few drops of water, let
stand and apply. The powder be-
comes very hard and is in effect
Perfect porcelain when dry.
It will mend anything-porce-
lain, glass, china, wood or metal,
and the article will be as strong
as when new. Unaffected by
electrolosis, intense heat or
acids. With a can of POTMEND
at hand you can defy accidents
to materials or tools, relying on
POTM END'S perfect insulation
and wonderful adhering power.

Srrtaall r.
IllePa'et°11' Size - 15 Cents.
of ttuTost Cam. $1.00 Postpaid.

pd
.7nturkr:at °nee , Your

svmeanItIlon for the electrical worker
supply man does not keep it,
can and test ft.

TMEND COMPANY
bellt. 3. 529 HUDSON STREET

New York City j
..."

entlon "Modern EieetrIcs."

Apprentices and Laborers
Have Become

4' 4, 4'
628 402 700 297

Draftsmen Firemen Engineers Foremen

1381 501 1845
Electricians Proprietors Other

and Mechanics and Supts. Occupations

Through L C. S. Training
Five Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty -Four Ap-

prentices and Laborers have voluntarily written to
us that the International Correspondence Schools
opened to them the door to increased pay, promo-
tion, and prosperity in new positions and occupa-

tions. This is the very best evidence of results
accomplished by I. C. S. students.

These men are making their spare time increase
their wages, build homes, and win independence,
If you are not one of them, you are neglecting a
great opportunity-neglecting your duty to your-
self and those dependent upon you.

The I. C. S. have taken thousands upon thou-
sands of men and fitted them for larger and better -

paying positions. What we have done for others,

we can do for you. I. C. S. Courses are adapted

to meet your particular need, for by a Course you

can rise to a larger and more prosperous career.

Mark and mail the coupon. It will bring to

you, without cost or obligation, full information

about the promotion you wish to secure.

Send the Coupon NOW  
International

Correspondence Schools
Box 992, Scranton, Fa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how

 t can qualify for a larger salary and advancement to the

msition, trade, or profession before which I havemarked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

Electrician
vEylencatmlioc Railways

Dynamo Foreman
Electric Car Running

Tender
Wireman
Mining T
Telephone xPer
Civil Engineer
Autom obile Runn

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Constructing
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting and Build'g
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing & Heating
Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
civil Service Exams.

Name

 St. Ce No.
State_

.
ese.n.t

wnen writing, please mention "Modern Electric..."
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SF; ;,4 Aatlanitagfruggiii.6

azor

You Can't Go WrongWhen

You Buy A STAR. There
Are Five Reasons Why,
1. STAR Blades are forged from the

finest Sheffield steel. They are hand
made and individually made through.
out. You can't get a better blade.
They take a marvelously keened

havege-and keep it. Many STAR blades
been used constantly for over twenty
years.

2. STAR Blade Clip is self-adjusting.
It insures always perfect alignment of
the blade. No other safety razor has
this necessary device.

3. STAR Lather Cup affords ample
room for the accumulation of lather

while shaving. If you have ever used
the ordinary safety razor you know the

convenience this means.

4. STAR Frame Hinges make clean-

ing easy and quick. Fingers are not

plastered with lather. Razor is always

clean. Simply turn back the frame and

run water through it. Then snap into

place again.

5. STAR Guarantee means that if you

are not satisfied with a STAR you

purchase, you can send it direct to us

and have it replaced or your money

refunded, as you wish.
YSrisk when you buy. The T"AtRak

writee u O1

make good.
n'unss

If your dealer doesn't sell the STAR,

ILLUSTRATED $3 75PRICE, AS

Other Styles from
$1.50 to $20.

ICAMPFE BROTHERS
15

8-12 Reade St. *
New York City
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LEARN
by

DOING
THAT'S THE WAY

HERE

You learn ELECTRICITY in all its
modern applied forms by DOING
not by theory from books. You are
taught by " this is the way to do it"
Teach( rs and then you work it out
with your own hands right in the
school. And what you learn, you
know " for keeps."
No classes. You get individual instruction and go ahead
Without hindrance. Day and night sessions the year
'round.

Fill out the coupon and receive our illustrated prospectus
ree, telling of our pra6tical course and easy payment

Plan.

The New York Electrical
School

26 WEST 17th STREET
°PEN FROM 9 A. M. TO 9 P. M
NOT A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

The New York Electrical School
26 West 17th Street, New York

Please send me full Information about Your

course in ELECTRICITY.

NAME ------------------------------------------------

ADDRESS..............................

...............
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ern is intended
LK led intermittent

the highest effi
*6-`115zuPeration of any

17erSiGINEV. AND BADEt9AT SEEKS THE REST.
8b4ED BY QUALITY !VDT

ENERGY

litratuFecTualm
NATIONAL CAR

CLEVELAND,

iA.TUL- ink Ma

Wf

When you buy a dry cell you
get energy only. All that is
left after this energy is used in
the form of work, is junk to you.

You care not how the cell is

made so long as you get the best
bargain for your money.

To be safe in your buy you
should get the cell with a record,
a history, a national prestige on
account of long satisfaction ren-
dered the masses who use cells.

This will lead you to

eeLUMBIA
the best buy in dry cells known.

It is the embodiment of energy and perfection in

makeup. It has led the battery market for nearly

a quarter century and still leads all others.

Only quality and reliability can hold this coveted

place. Columbia has held it because of its vastl

superior quality.

NwrioNAL e7iRt3oN
Address M. E._ 12.

lk
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ENERGY
Adaptability of COLUMBIA DRY CELL

The open circuit brand of this cell is specially

made for all forms of work where the cell is in

service for short periods only, and the time
intervening is long.

A light drain cell that holds its life and strength
in idleness is necessary. Columbia is made for
such work. It exactly fills the bill.
Among the instruments or equipment demand-
ing Columbia quality cells are telephones, door
bells, signals of all kinds, and other similar
devices.

COLUMBIA IGNITOR. is different. It is an
Ignition cell made particularly for automobiles,
motor boats, gas engines, etc. Here the work
is strenuous and continuous. The cell must hold
up for long periods and recuperate thoroughly
afterward. Columbia Ignitor is an ideal cell for this
work. It is reliable, efficient, best.

*"-.1.0 DEALERS
cells,

get

for

If you ere not handling these brands of
',ith in touch

with your jobber or.us
prices and evidence 01superiorquality.

We ar willing to backour statements
in a subestantial way.

*% TO CONSUMERS
SerGet Columbia branfrom you
Zeh.

If he does
d
not (handle them.rtrould.

Send
us his name and weYou t Y to help

you make it easy for0 tel Columbia
in future.

mT thhe larfactorygest, atm

modern,Cleveland,

where
most

Columbiacomp Cellscomplete

battery
are

factory in the world. Covers 30 acres.

°11PANY, GraPRO
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SHARPEN TOOLS
No Money Needed! No Promises! No Red Tape!

ERE is a tool grinder that will save time,

money and work for every mechanic,
carpenter, shop, factory and tool user,

Prove it yourself. You can try this complete 14 attachment shop

outfit for 30 days absolutely free. Do all the grinding you wish,

use it to sharpen up your twist drills, saws, plane bits, chisels-.

every tool you have. See how amazingly quick and easy it is

to make the dullest, most battered tool you can find as keen

and bright as new. Use it free for 30 days, and then if you

wish, send it back at our expense.

kr8e AND SAW

A Workshop
in Itself

Besides the sharpening at-
tachments which are includ-
ed in the sharpening outfits,
there are 16 other attach-
ments from which you can
select what you want. In
this way you can secure a
turning lathe, drill circle
saws, jig saws, large metal
polisher, etc. -17 in all-sim-
ply by getting these attach-
ments to go on your "Hum-
mer" Grinder.

If you were to purchase
machines to do the same
work that these attachments
will do, it would cost a good
deal, but by getting these
attachments for yourgrinder
you can completely equip
your workshop at amazingly
small cost. Our Free Book
describes all attachments.

"DIMO-GRIT"

Sharpening Stones
Ask your dealer for Dimo-

Grit sharpening stones, the
fastest and smoothest. cutting
sharpening stones in the
market-look for the name

birnp.Cirit" on the stone.

Luther
25 Times Faster than the Grindstone

10 Times More Efficient than Emery

DIMO -GRIT is the new artificial

diamond abrasive. It is made in

the wonderful electrical furnaces at

Niagara Falls, the hottest furnaces ill

the world, the terrific heat of which

fuses the elements of real diamonds

INTO IOMO-GRIT CRYSTALS-as
hard as genuine

South African diamonds. Dimo-Grit

peels steel away in tiny shavings-no

heat developed, no need of water cool-

ing, no danger of drawing
temper.

Dimo-Grit is especially
suitable for

steel, leaving the
asr bi 1 lo7iitinadeus

keenest

also furnished.
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FREE
{gine and foot Power
THE LUTHER shop outfit

meets every grinding, sharp-
ening and polishing need for the
shop or individual tool -user. The
machine and wheels are guaranteed
for five years. Dimo-Grit wheels
will not glaze, fill up, or wear lop-
sided. The shop grinder is built
all of steel and iron, and is abso-
lutely rigid-no troublesome chains
to catch the particles from the
grinding wheels and grind the
chain to pieces-it has bevel gear
shaft drive like an automobile, dust
proof bearings, gravity lubrication.
Patent tool rests and attachments
enable apprentice to sharpen twist
drills, planes, bits, etc., as well as
any high paid mechanic.

F OURTEEN MACHINES IN ON E--1 -FineDimo-Grit Wheel. 2 -Coarse Di mo-Grit
wheel. 3 -Universal tool rest. 4 -Chisel and plane hit guide. 5-Dimo-Grit
razor hone. 6-Dimo-Grit scythe stone. 7-Dimo-Orit saw guminer. 8 Felt
polishing wheel. 9 -Medium Ditno-Grit wheel. 10 -Cloth buffing wheel.
11-Philo-Grit oil stone. 12-Dimo-Orit pocket hone. 13111 -Plano bit hon-
Die attachment, 14 -Twist drill shim eni attarliment

Sho Tool Grinder
Forty Page Free Book

TELLS the full story of the discovery of artificial diamond .tabra-
sives as it appeared in McClure's Magazine. amo-Grit

Wheels outwear any number of emery wheels, saving that
Illitainsieellmolley. Di/no-Grit saves tools and time; another big
saving of money. Makes the work go faster ande

Send back this coupon o -day,cresting
free book, and then decide

'f you want us to send you the com-plete shop outfit for 30 days free trial.
99ther Grinder Mfg. CO.

micHIGAN STREET
MILWAUKEE

get this

RETURN

THIS COUPON

TODAY LUTHER GRINDER MFG. CO.

 II
O. I

COUPON

299 Michigan St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Atw no cost or obligation to me, please

hit/ send your 40 page free book, special

introductory
prices, and 30 days free

trial offer.

NAME ........................................................

AD DRESS .........................................................
® Ile fillg  1.11 MIN ®.a
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The NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
-f -.1.110

s a monthly magazine for lovers of Sport with' Rod,r,Dog,r_Rifle or Gun

It treats of the things you love best-field, wood, stream, song of reel, crack of rifle, and thejoyful, restful things of true camp life. It is the great Stop Worry magazine of America, lures
you away from the grind of work, puts new life in you and shows you the happiness of tieGreat Right Way. To read the National Sportsman is to live all the year in the glorious open_
twelve delightful trips of fishing, hunting, camping, tramping, in pleasant companionship with
the blazers of the way. Among our big brotherhood bunch of over one hundred thousand suh-
scribers the National Sportsman is fondly known as "Head Camp"-just like a big camp in the
woods where good fellows gather around the fire smoking their pipes and spinning stirring
tales. Fortunate is be who can break away for a brief outing each year, but the contents

thetents

oLe,the
National Sportsman each month will keep your heart warm and red blood a -sizzling
Come, brother, draw up around the fire, light up and enjoy yourself. join our bunch now by
sending us a dollar for a year's subscription by return mail. The invite is up to you. Oarfellows are waiting for you.

DO YOU KNOW? ARE YOU IN DOUBT?
The National Sportman Will Help You

With Its 160 pages a month, crammed full of stories of outdoor sport and adventure, actual
experiences of true sportsmen, and abundantly illustrated with pictures from life, each issue of
the National Sportsman is a complete library of practical information-nearly two thousandpages a year: Through its pages thousands of fishermen, hunters, campers, canoeists hare
learned where and how to secure the best of sport and the kind of equipment necessary. Be-sides, each subscriber has free use of our Information Bureau which will furnish upon request
any sort of particular information he may desire. Any time you wish to know HOW, WHEN
and WHERE to go with full particulars as to outfit needed the National Sportsman will gladly
tarnish the information you need entirely FREE OF CHARGE and with no obligation whateveren your part.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN-THE SPORTSMAN'S BIBLE
Teaches the True Gospel of the Glorious Open

Instructs by most attractive means of story and picture how to
tvoid failures by studying the most successful methods of experienced
sportsmen. Contents each month are a live and up-to-date Com-

entary on all matters pertaining to Fishing, Hunting, Camping-
when and where to go, selection and care of outfits; briefly, a thou -
and subjects of interest to sportsmen constantly undergoing rapid
re of intelligent discussion in every issue. It Is brim full of rich

stuff for red blood-the sort you will sit up to read if it takes all
night to do it. It is the best literature in the world for man or boy,

for it teaches you how to get the most out of life-The Great Right

Way. Subscription Price $1.00 a Year.

SPECIAL OFFER

Send us $1.00, on receipt of which we will enter your nave

on our subscription list for one year, and send you by return

mail one of our heavily burnished Ormolu Gold Watch Fobs

(regular price 50 cents) as here shown, with russet leather

strap and gold-plated buckle.
This fob answers the same purpose among sportsmen that a

Masonic, Odd Fellow, Elk, or college emblem does in those

fraternal orders. It serves as an easy and agreeable intro;

duction among our readers and friends, which is the great

outdoor sport fraternity in the world, one hundred thousandu

strong. When you see a man wearing one of these fobs, 90

will know he is going your way, hail fellow well met.

IT'S ALL YOURS FOR $1.00

Fill in attached coupon and mail today

Enclosed find
SPORTSMAN, 55 Federal St., Boston, Mass. A R W

rob.
4"

atch

00 for a year's subscription to the NATIONAL
SPORTSMAN. an.

Name ... ..... ..............................................................
. ............

Address ........ ............................................................
 ..... .....
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A C
6300ILLUSTEATIONS 30.000 INDEXED ARTICLES

Edited by f II You Want to Make Anything
I Assisted byConsult These Volumes 100 Practical ExpertsPAUL N. HASLUCK

cAs.F toss' Assi :As' CASii f

!cYCtirCYCLO YCLOCMG mi
For the Mechanical and

MECh 1FCH, 1E1Electrical Engineer

For the Handy Man

About the House

nil

-4"

For the Boy Who
likes to Make Things

. ?

For the Practical
Shop Mechanic

,,,,

6

11 I

For the Searcher
After Scientific Knowledge

ElivEalLY,:ifsechaniF,
Engiaeer, Scientist. Farmer, Handyman and Man with a Hobby should own a set of these books. The work is not only of

th,... value to Mechanics,, Electricians and Scientists. but Contains thousands of articles written for the Handyman about the house, farm arid

kElY0U'll'e SetTOrg
Foy

hor..1. .anyone who likes to make things. from a match -holder to a suite of furniture-from a wheelbarrow to a carriage or motor body. The
brainsia and hands will find thesevolumesendinginspiration. Read the description below; then let us

re you purchase.
a neverlimn

4275yjnaainme

Famous Mechanical Library Sent Yon for Examination on Receipt of $1.00
belowNs Ea d nide t

weus

re is retarnable ATthISVIrOCP

silitar, paedia of Mechanics isCassell's
Cyclorefundthyiasacroacple,te fiveas volume work at once on approval. If you don't keep the books, the

7eers7itn,Tecrslth:Vtl;

willsend..ourt
taecnt

oiaty,,,, ...... i.Filaslu.ck, the foremost living venter on mechanical subjects, every item the paid c

aIthpolrita'ainvye wexoprknsw'selll printed and handsomely bound in,

The complete work
valua,"7,%u,07.1 stmtions and 30,000 separately indexed articles

; over 2,500,000 words.

by a staff of
skit

and talented mechanical and teachannicalsawsro. .

pages in all ; each
,,,,,t.,,,Z;

Dleteness of this w k A l ' l
*

ti

trope ,,,,' . %no% inches; strongly bound in stout extra durable cloth binding, with lettenng in.go

ofintnybaultiaomnesfaamber

-"..  offer to plw , .r enure y examination is the only method of sate that wi:he
ve ld We know you will be amazed by the

For the pr .e me f.ve volumes in your home at our expense, without obligation to keel.
TI t is why we make you this

SpIndle molder for
Itt,ii,ce.nrctions: bol
Ial. Practical Mechanic The practical mechanic will find in this work thou

treadle power; cramps used in drilling holes; chucks.

ill do it justice. la
I m unless you are satisfied.

,.., gdyzan.,c ..ene blow

for holding small tools in lathe; electricd isaethousands of articles such as t

vice for wood -worker's

2-1k

calculating weight of rolled metal, etc., etc.

ircuit tall
metal; tube ignition forsmall

M.11. CI:

.t,,i,,,,,..._*! er covering compound
; forging swivels; reducing high pressure of electrtcc .

sak7uIr; Oxy,o'gro,wheels;
mgulating speed of electric motors; tool for cutting round holes in sheet

hikii,l1 SuII,Iiitt-ffookb-
'6111e GenN, er Subject -Headings

atterns uses of shunt coils:

233 Fulton St.

pipe or torch for welding and cutting metals; rustles coating for iron p

...,.._2-7C,,,,,,,.0,..,., ci.nding-Building-Cements-Chemicals
and Chemistry - Cleaning and Renova

.-.-.iz..itlies
 Gildi

e:"'..,urig,ntorn,-01 les-Drawing Instruments- Dyeing- Electricity-Embossing-

. work include  A Iene - Acids-Alabaster-A ja_which indicate the exceptional

grinding and polishing

rehensiveness of the

N. Y. C.

e...iorh,zhz,?,,h.e.s; heat gauge for use in hardening steel ; fitting electro ignition to gas engine;

.27-Etching- Explosives - Filters and Filter'n - Fireproofing- Floors layiug

range and comt BarOnieterS
Coach -

GENTLEMEN:- I enclose

21,,,,,?uuts -. Paper - pay. ing- Metals and Metallurgy-Modelling
/4achi, lithinery--m rir - Lumps - Lantern Slides- LeatherW k* g- Lenses-Lithogralthr-dli

,40,......Presses-
Pri tin mg- Photography - Pipes- Plaster-Plumbtng-Po lr-

or tng

Enamelin_g-FIrascesLt

complete set of Cassell's Cyclopzedia
paid, for free examination, one

kindly send me carriage pre-
arble-Metal Work' M

eits4.r-.Ieweiers, .s,',T -Class- Granite -Guns and Firearms--HeatV-Apparatus-Illuminating--;
herewith $1.00 which

es......, uarrs....s, 4 g - Pumps-Refining- Refrigeration -Roofing-RoPes-

maiprs--Moul ng

sand- of Mechanics, in five volumes. It is

4..,, . gi, ou R i. -- 01 ir,., vrant you to intro this fiunous five volume work. foraw.

e Poultry

I agree to pay you 31.00 within

;:lyeueeri.,rining--Tax-rds- Surveying-Sign Writing -Soaps -Solder-Staircasing-Sar:g -
understood that I may examine the work

rk,Zketk-7,w.t.,,...vvire.. _77:Terracotta-Tiling-Timber-Tools- UpholsterY -V
five days, and if I do not wish to keep it,

at Great e_. "r.i.tt:Plr Woodworking.- I agree to notify you and hold subject to your

trl'll's'44; 4' $12 art!aj- Ili,  priertgtflgt.Lisrlerowmialeleowssonrai wtilleb_e Quickly r -
paid. Ml11. US the Coupon opposite $102'11°,1'gio7osu'Clair the ,in, ititt it. a,,-p,i. id. Examine it five days If at the end 1 l'' Y

v. I ar yoa ,.,,,ii itii iind hold subleet to Orde

will refund
the dollar paid if I decide not to keep the books.per month until paid. It is further understood that you

order. If I keep it,

.................................

"4iiate4t,Z,an
tilt .402/Ise ,,,twand will be pleased wtth its binding. pits., u."' fiye days and the balance of $16.00 in instalments of $3.00

,.1.,41tz eundno itthe vronatikeful fund of?nforrnapon 4 eon-

'-'cU2t, New York OccurKri° 5 'pit ENLPSerYidERtl; .... . co-u.pc:n. . Or. e-cip.c.c..f. .. .. ..................

NAMS.........................
..-s ..............

144,  .adtheb.4,.._"iii.tua. If you keep thoeuLoo" rItlin u7;1.10" ..MOD
,.00 a month until paid. .

..........................................A W31,-5 ..
PultourldRLISTriINO CO.

Win wobble. Oros sassiges
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SECOR

Permanent
Visible Writing
Positive Type Bar Control

-the "Why" of Perma-
nent Alignment

Inbuilt Decimal Tabula-
tor and Billing Device

Ribbon Feeds Only When
Type Bars Move-A
Great Saver of Ribbons

Removable and Reversi-
ble Platen

Type Protector on Each
Type Bar

Complete Keyboard Con-
trol That Makes for
Speed

Alignment
Line Finder at Printing

Point
Paragraphing Keys

Black Space Key
Automatically Reversed

Two -Color Ribbon
Uniform, Light Touch
Fast Escapement
Automatically Adjusted

Gear Driven Carriage

Removable Escapement

Independent and Flexible

Paper Feed

The Secor Typewriter Company
General

AT DERBY, CONNECTICUT,
New York

FACTORYSales Offices, 302-304 Broadway, U. S. A
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$5.00 Per Month
Buys This

Visible

Typewriter
Here is the offer that astounded the typewriter world:

The Famous Model No. 3 Oliver The ma-
chine with

the type bars that strike downward-that makes the 'write -in -sight" prin-
ciple mechanically practical. It is so simple children learn to operate it in
ten minutes-so fast the experts choose it-so strong a shrewd business
man insists upon it-The World's Standard.

You Can Make It Yours So Easy it's a shame to
do without it.

No Cash Until You See It-until you try it in your
home or office, then you

make your decision-no salesmen to influence or hurry you-if you keep it
you pay only $5.00 down-it will earn its own way thereafter.

Stop paging in Nine Months, in All
Only $5°- no in

terest
no chattel mortgages-no collectors-no publicity-no delay. Post-

devvised.
ely the best typewriter value ever given-the best selling plan ever

If You Own a Typewriter Now -
trade it in to us as first payment-we will be liberal with you.

iiSsenudn uYsouuarl addressre
about

on coupon and weNwill tell you more about
is splendid typewriter-iton't cost you anything andYou will be under no obligation

e won't send a salesman.
3

,.0Tuea

might forger
out the

t.
coupon now-

Typewriters Distributing
Syndicate

E N. STATE STREET

CHICAGO My old
machine is a

Typewriters Distributing Syndicate

159 ME N. State St., Chicago

You may send
without placing me under any obligation,

further information
of your typewriter offer.

NA................................................

..................

No. .......
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(I)MINIMMENEm+E I.
The Electro " &immune Phones

Highest Precision Phones Made in
the United States.

(Adopted by several Governments.)
ytk

Sift: e:::;:"1"n:

We have sold more Wireless Telephone Receivers during the pact nit 7

all the rest of our competitors combined, and while we thought that:till than
Phones could not be improved in any way, we have had right along  demand
a higher price receiver and after experimenting for two years we lase for

heretgotten out a high grade Professional tYPe na

foart.711 maintain that our No. 1305 Phones cannot be matched for the p

anywhere and today the same as years ago, they
selling from 313.00 all the way up to 320.00 a set.

The difference between our Government" phones and the 1205 type
in workmanship,The receiver shells are made of aluminum which makes them censitereiy
lighter than other sets, The diaphragm is not enameled. It is plain metal but
Is of an extraordinary thin dimension, which increases the sound quite  little,

The magnets are wound with No, 50 B, & S, SINGLE SILK COVERED ALE[
NOT enameled wire,

The magnets are a great deal more powerful, being made of the best imported

Swedish steel, which we guarantee.
The Magnetic power of this receiver is the highest of any and the entire bead.

gear eau be lifted imp by its own anagnetie power, a thing which no ether at
can accomplish.

We lay particular stress on the magnets of thi, receiver and we guarantee the
the magnets will not lose their strength for two year. We realize  'finial
telephone receiver is not better than the strength of Its magnets, hence we
Lave extended all our energies towards producing something that can be relied

upon. practically indefinitely.
While this head gear is the lightest on the market to -day we have net mni

Iced its efficiency, as may be easily ascertained when testing out the sets
Cash receiver is wound to 1500 ohms per set. The head band is et germs,

Silver, nickel plated and highly polished.
Other points of superiority: Light rubber cap (not compoeitime, highest

insulation, not only inside of the windings, to insure against breakdown. but the

headgear Is entirely insulated from the phone. themselves.
The swivel arrangement is of the latest approved style. to that the shown

will fit the ear snugly to exclude all external noise.
We use a six-foot pure silk covered cord with:two tios.

GUARANTEE

Buy a pair of these phones and if it is not as sensitive and not as satisfactors

as any set you have ever seen or if it does not compare in efficiency with

other make return it to us and we will give credit for mime at once.

No. 6666. Electro "Government" Phones, as described, 0.73

The Gernsback Rotary Variable Condenser

currents with the corresponding ices of range;
which makes adjustment very crude and tiresome to the operator, O'

often jamming and becoming useless; owing to the air gap of ' to

size by necessity between tho plates, the capacity is very low comparedeOS

the size; the plates being sharp edged, cause much leakage

of faults, which may be briefly outlined as follows: They gliatbalse

long use and short-ciruit; they require constant mechanical a t 260
to avoid selling them. The rotary plate condensers Dossers a

when subjected to a heavy blow or jar; they lose their Juba-4v°' To,
plates, but we appreciated the disadvantages of these condensers, Preferringdenser. Many of our patrons and our competitors wondered why we ai°

not place on the market a rotary condenser using the regular intersecting
complete as we desired in the past, for we lacked a rotary variable

coo;
(Patent Pending)

We confess that our line of wireless apparatus has failed to be U

thheimizsoor,f7ell.

-

many others which are too well known to mention in

landefin jelet

ALL the defects of the rotary plate type.We use an entirely new mechanical principle of operation

itnbethiusseaud

the tork1.1

and highly polished. A large rubber handle is used for manly __,61 is

mited 0

A/I will be seen by the cut of the rotary condenser,

than condensers using1
As

for -

Mural Pew

parts are entirely encased in a neat oak box,
finished in the 0-sismni the

condenser, while a pointer indicates the proportion
of the total Clre owl

circuit, on a neat scale. Two of our hard rubber binding Po!ta Tho sr

3500
on top of the box to make the

connection to the
receiving Ethl-e mouser

dust -proof.Parattm being entirely contained in the oak case, makes
w are far ...r.viroPle

It is lm
intersecting plates. The parts work in perfect unison, with no friction orfor the working parts, it may be stated that the.

opportuul.

M extre
The conducting surfaces being

separated by one -thousandth a

the ccadenaff

Possible for the condenser to get, out of order In consequence.

Th e working parte do not intersect, and nothing can bind or drop Its adjustment.

equal dimensions.
nvely high capacity, which Is

guaranteed by us to be at least ten times that of any other van0 rt of an inch of dielectric
material. gives

thewooer

,. recei'..,
int

The insulation to perfect, and no breakdowns possible. However, it must be understood that rtria ' a t da-not broo

0:denser and not to be used on a
transmitting outfit or other source of high tension current- It

der static currents from the air which
now through the receiving apparatuA

o plates with sharp edges being used, leakage is impossible.
AO

N
Short-circuiting of the condenser is

1mposeible under any circumstances., wee

condensers.
The parts being simple and working with Little friction or wear, give the apparatus a long 'Ilfe far l°

It
Our v

is fool -Proof, nothing being In sight
or exPosed so that It mny be tampered with.

so e
Sgt

Manipulation.
the arm of the operator may be rested while adjusting the condenser, giving greetand

on the ' Jo the

std lia'" iii
,,s anti

adJustment
No ti hg Lenin g screw or nut is needed to hold the adjustment at one place.

point desired. No amount of a- -

ith the handle,, end

i ring a. dieariable condenser will work In any Position. We have made the apparattur
w

hutment,
handle has been left at the.

ter accuracy,

tier, it Y
ou ''I°

Finally, it is thebeatIt Is self relPhe.ssn ayect

tie ott'e'r

CAPACITY -0 1 MICROFA

halting or vibration

#4,00
after the

the maximum efficiency
condenser at any price on the market, and you cannot

afford to use

RAD

ik.. 3500, Gernaback
Inches. Might, Feb Has' .

As usual we lead-others follow-and oOPY

''naa'rV Variable Condenser (Paten.° pending) ... ...........................Siae, llafi x fl i 4%
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INEWS +111.1"11M11.11.111
PORTABLE CASES.

We hare bought the entire supply of portable boxes from a large New York concern who used to make medical

apparatus and we have on hand now several hundred boxes which we positively are selling 25 PER CENT. BELOW THEIR

0 RIGIlfNyAoLu COST.caprove to us that you can get any of these boxes within 30 per cent. of the price at what we are offering

them. we will give you any box you may select FOR NOTHING. These boxes are all of high grade hardwood, and the

ones marked mahogany are of the best genuine mahogany. The finish is of a high order, hand rubbed and polished

throughout; all boxes hare well rounded corners. Each box has a fine nickel plated heavy carrying handle and fasteners.

and the box is guaranteed to be ABSOLUTELY NEW AND UNUSED. All boxes have an Monde removable top cover

on which instruments may be fastened. These boxes are the greatest bargain we ever offered and we doubt whether we

will bare many of them left at the end of this month. If any one of the sizes are sold out, your money will be returned

to you, if you wish it.
These boxes make very handsome portable wireless instrument cases and we have been selling a lot of them at our

New York retail store for some time, but they can of course be used for all kinds of other purposes and most every ex-

perimenter will end good use for at least one of the boxes as shown. On account of the weight of these cases none can

he mat by mail; they must go by express or if a sufficient large order is given at a time, they may go by freight. We

will cheerfully refund the purchase price on these boxes if they are not absolutely as represented by us.
ALL DIMENSIONS GIVEN ARE OUTSIDE MEASUREMENTS.

Style A. 61-2 Inches high. 6 inches wide and 6 5-8 inches long (mahogany)
Price, 75 Cents,

Style B. 7 Inches high, 7 1-4 inches wide and 7-1-2 inches long (birch, with extra bottom drawer) Price, 85 Cents.

Style C. 6 Inches high, 5 inches wide and 5 1-2 inches long (mahogany)
Price, 50 Cents.

Style D. 10 inches high, 6 inches wide and 5 3-4 inches long (mahogany, diagonal opening) Price. 65 Cents.
Price, 95 Cents.

Style F. Not illustrated. 7 inches high, 5 1-2 inches wide and 6 5-8 inches long (mahogany) Price. 75 Gents.Style L. 7 1-4 inches high, 7 1-2 inches wide and 9 1-2 inches long (mahogany)

The "Electro" Generator
This is a brand new article and it is with pride

that we introduce it to our friends This is one
of the most powerful machines ever constructed
and the magnets are made of Tungsten Steel hav-
ing an astonishing strength.

This machine is constructed to run on low
speed of 1800 revolutions and our Type 'A" at
this speed will develop a voltage of 16 to 18 and
from 4k to 5 amperes guaranteed.

The type "B" at the same speed develops 51 to
6 volts and 14 to 15 amperes

A leather friction pulley with governor is sup-
plied with this machine and it is built honestly and strongly
throughout NOT A TOY. There are two generous oil -cups. large

bearings and a carefully made commutator with copper woven

brushes.
This machine runs with astonishing ease and is just the thing

for the experimenter or for the practical man.

GUe... Size o
time, white the type

The type "A" will run from 6 to 7 18 -Volt Tungsten lamps at a

...hie enabe"B" will run from 15 to 16 6-Volt 22 C.P.lights.

Thi` m -ran either fromis emu

''' Buy th machine }and life It is not all what we claim In any respect your

be refunded without question.

12 pounds.-,,,ANTEr ver all, 101in. x x 6 in. Net weight

e ' 'HI' for cithcr

rI us power
wills

gasoline engine Or OM' Cr a powerful
water motor or any other sufficient power,

l''''' is I/,

PHOSPITIoiii-
RONZE AERIAL

INTRODUCTION PRICE $9.80
humeri late shipments

guaranteed.
-____ .111,, A

SpecZnatre of the large
AL WIRE We announce the greatest sale of Phosphor Bronze Aerial Wire ever heldin

As 1 "817 strand ,t concerns in the business and offer the wire at
Unheard of Prices.this eotuitry. This wire is sold al over at 1 c a foot.. 1 e has bought,000

dt'ecl Pre' at the fate fa- ts cve e
will

H
sell---,-fh, ng as the s No. 22 BSS Phosphor Bronze Wire. Will stand a rupture

test of over 800 lbs.

wi e sePPly i s

100 r....t .raw $1 50.

A FEW of the thousands of articles /
.

We offer to -day the best value foree

Lowest Price High Grade Goodsit th.(dd etoot.le,ss than li0 feet sold. we manufacture and sell

II
Ora

eilt8 guaranteed.

in America. Get acquainted and send to -day for 4.fr
)11:1Dt h once.

gem 4 illnr). i ' 111-LIJSTR.A.TIONS '
CY.CLOPEDIA wonderful book ever printed. I #.,

Cat. No.10

4e --`tifor ust issued. The most

da4,14.1 end's, lwrewith
Mite)

'rover
°UR NEW 196Dm

ni PAGE ELECTRICAL

post-and on ALL electrical dW subjects than a $3 00 textbook.4.._
we will

p 'lc stamp for which

promptlan
trek's su rds NOT answered '.0

oc Pleact tend "5' Jo.,
196 Pate Eldinrat 47

THE ELECTRO 1

Y mail it. Postal ca

EVERYTHING FOR THE EXPENIMENT"..

.0.... clopelia No. 10 at tn.,
t-

23a"Z FULTON ST.,
IMPORTING CO.,0!,oN.

.Iddron

Retail Store, 69 West Broads',"
NEWYORK / 4

6111111111e......_

cn,
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E are the largest manufacturers of

devices for making fastenings to

BRICK and STONE.

Our goods are carried in stock by all the bet-

ter eleetrical supply houses and dealers; and by

hardware dealers.

When you have occasion to attach some

fixture to material other than wood, just try a

Sebco Expansion Bolt or Screw Anchor - you

can get them anywhere.

If you want free samples and catalogue,

write to us.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT COMPANY

148 CEDAR STREET

®40:Qali.g%
When writing, please mention "Modern Eleetries."

41,10,11,1,

NEW YORK CITY

-rrr- L1-1-0-iffr (r)


